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ABSTRACT
This dissertation explores gendering practices of visual information catalogers.
The work aims to understand how catalogers perceive gender when describing persons
within visual information. The qualitative study deployed queer interpretative
phenomenological analysis to understand how catalogers think broadly about describing
identity. The infused queer theoretical tenets helped to understand that while participants
may not directly name gender as challenging, the conflation of gender into cisnormative
monoliths (assuming every person's gender matches their sex-assigned-at birth) or silence
around gender produce telling opinions concerning nonbinary gender. The research also
utilized a Think Aloud exercise wherein participants undertook in-the-moment cataloging
three moving images. One image represented “neutral” cisgender identities, and two clips
represented subversions to gender binaries. Thirteen catalogers were interviewed, and
data produced noteworthy findings. The small sample size reflects qualitative
methodological priority regarding a participants’ intimate, lived experiences rather than
aiming for generalizability. Catalogers describe work with visual information as
inherently challenging since describing anything without context requires caution.
Catalogers also noted hesitance around describing humans given societal complexities
around identities like race and gender. Nevertheless, participants during the Think Aloud
exercise relied on gendering as descriptive shorthand (pronouns, male/female labels) and
only reflected on these presumptions when engaging with the footage whose contents
challenged gender binaries. Implications suggest a need for inclusivity training catalogers
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around contemporary notions of gender. Further, given the impact of the gender nonconforming footage on cataloger’s perceived practices, another implication suggests
value in increased access to and representation of gender diverse materials within cultural
heritage.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Two bodies stand in front of an altar in a black and white shot. One in a groom’s
tuxedo and the other in a wedding gown, both kiss lovingly. The description immediately
invites notions of a wedding and understandably so, for the clothing and actions suggest
this cultural practice. This moment exists within a piece of moving image footage titled
Jazz wedding--outtakes, which exists as a piece of nitrate film within the collections of
the University of South Carolina’s Moving Image Research Collection, and is specifically
one of the myriad pieces of footage within their Fox Movietone Newsreel Collection.
Jazz wedding--outtakes includes with it a description that notes the footage portrays
women celebrating a jazz wedding to “depict the spirit of modern times” (Chereton,
1929). The aforementioned moment now shifts slightly in description when we add the
detail of the footage involving women into the discussion. Now it is imagined as two
women standing in front of an altar in a black and white shot. One woman is in a
groomsman tuxedo and the other in a wedding gown, both kiss lovingly. The evocation
of gender has considerably shifted the implication of what was likely presumed by the
earlier statements. It is easy and often normal to assume that when one hears groom’s
tuxedo and a bride’s gown that the bodies are those of a male and a female. It evokes a
presumption that these two things exist in inherent unity and that their relationship is
what is normal. A collision of images and words has occurred, one that demands as many
answers as the questions it raises. It is here that people step in and attempt to name and
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make sense of the images they see, often using words that can help to make clearer and
more coherent a shared understanding of what the
image constitutes. These individuals are most commonly known as catalogers,1 a subset of
information professionals whose role it is to name, unify, organize and make accessible large
amounts of information in a user-friendly, functional manner. In turn, Jazz wedding—
outtakes would be a source of fruitful description by a cataloger.
An initial set of descriptive phrases might note that the scene is indeed a wedding,
that it occurs at Brenau University, and that it was shot sometime within the 1920s. However,
what remains is the challenge of naming the persons within the footage. Again, they are (as
the description which comes with the footage tells us) women in wedding dresses and
tuxedos, no mention is made of their kissing. What might a cataloger call that moment and,
more crucially, what might the cataloger say about the two people kissing?
These questions are ones that arose when I first encountered this footage while
working as a cataloging intern for the very moving image archive at which this footage is
housed. I sought out means to talk through what was going on in this footage in a way that
would properly nuance my own perceptions of who I was seeing. At the time I was in the
midst of questioning my own gender identity and saw the footage as something that was not
simply two women kissing, but potentially something more complex (never mind that the
idea of footage of two women kissing in the 1920s remains exceptional). I used resources
available to me to find the “right” terms for this footage only to discover that the subject
headings provided to me within the Library of Congress Authority headings were anything

Bolded and italicized words make reference to terms with specific definitions. A
glossary of these terms is available within APPENDIX I
1
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but inclusive. Troubling words like “transsexual” and “crossdresser” emerged alongside
wholly vague terms like “sexual minorities.” Things were either disconcertingly incorrect or
frustratingly general. In hopes of finding guidance in my attempt to do right by the
description, I reached out to the curator who told me that “we do not worry about that type of
stuff here,” suggesting that respecting the potential for many varied gender identities and
sexualities was simply beyond the scope of this archive. Furthermore, I also found myself
discussing this footage (and other footage like it) with my cataloging colleagues, who noted
that they did not see what I was seeing. Perhaps it was because I wanted to see something
more, to see myself and my own shifting gender identity within the footage. It is the desire to
see and name the many ways gender can exist in catalog records that drives this research. I
want to explore how catalogers see, understand, and know gender within their descriptive
work and how the perception of this tenuous category operates in unison and in opposition to
systematic structures of information organization which may or may not open up spaces for
naming such identities.
Statement of Problem
The process of cataloging is foundational to the role of librarianship. As the
pioneering figure of librarianship’s most iconic information organization system, the Dewey
Decimal System (DDC), Melvil Dewey (1899) dreamed of a world in which he could
provide a system of classifications and taxonomies that could make “universal” the
knowledge of “every known topic” (p. 14). Of course, Dewey was but one man, and a white,
cisgender, presumably heterosexual man with some questionable opinions on the role of
women and people of color in society. As such, his notions of a universality extended only so
far, doing as much to exclude individuals as it did to include them (Olson, 2002). By no
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means was Dewey’s organizational practice within libraries uniquely exclusionary, Bowker
and Star (2000) show that given the appeal and necessity of organization more broadly, most
institutions—whether they be hospitals or grocery stores—tend to define their organizational
structures as what they see as the most inclusive and accessible options available. However,
Bowker and Star unsettle this notion by insisting that when such systems move across spatiotemporal lines their logics become contextual to the given institution. To this end, the
universalizing project of classification is one that fails (and continues to fail) to include all
iterations of identity, knowledge, and how such things are accessed. Of course, the endeavor
to universalize knowledge organization is one that is likely to never prove successful, but as
will be shown in Chapter 1, the descriptions and knowledge around specific groups within
the library-based information organization continues to be chronically misrepresented, here
specifically considering LGBTQIA+ individuals.2 Yet, the problem is not merely how things
are named within libraries, archives, museums or myriad other cultural institutions, it is also
a question of the people doing the work and how they perceive the things which they
describe.
Catalogers as a collective profession remain one of the most overlooked set of
workers when it comes to “communities of practice” (Wenger 1998) and further the
“knowledge work” of groups like catalogers remain critically underexamined (Lindkvist,
2005). As will be noted in Chapter 1, considerations for what catalogers do tends to exist
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The use of LGBTQIA+ here is not intended to address all the identities present under the
umbrella of diverse gender identities and sexual orientations, but merely reflects current
common naming practices for the collective of queer communities. The plus, specifically,
acknowledges other identities beyond those included in the provided acronym, including
identities such as Two-Spirit and Pansexual.
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within both a heavily document-based frame of reference and further concerns their ability to
make sense of the binary of domain and document-based knowledges. Little exists on how
catalogers understand and engage with identity naming as it pertains to the information with
which they work (Mai, 2005). Identity making can include the way a person locates one’s
race, gender, age, and ability amongst other things. Like organizational information practices,
identity making requires an assumption about an organized and agreed upon notion of what
constitutes an identity. Discursively, George Mead (1934) argues that this identity making
works as a series of experiences, but for a person to “experience, even that of the individual,
[they] must start with some whole” (p. 37-38). Much like the need to describe content, a way
of understanding how we see others hinges upon an idea that we already know what
identities look like. From an objectivist viewpoint an individual sees identities such as race,
age, and gender and presume this to be a true and universally embodied identity. In response
to an increasing destabilization of identity within the wake of postmodern resulted in
theorists arguing that many identities once imagined as fixed are instead socially constructed.
To be clear, this is not to say that the positions which these identities possess are meaningless
because of their social constructedness, but instead that their ability to be mobilized within
and against larger systems demands contextualization. For Frantz Fanon (1967) this was an
exploration of how a notion of race, specifically that of the black person, emerged as a
rhetorical move to differentiate from whiteness to regulate persons of color. For Simone de
Beauvoir (1949) this was unveiling the notion of womanness as a thing created to
differentiate women from men and thus locate them as a lesser or “second” sex. Even nonvisible identities such as one’s sexuality become points of socially constructed discourse.
Michel Foucault (1976) argues that the very notion of homosexuality is itself a result of
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Victorian era needs to regulate the productivity of industry works, by making sure they were
literally producing more children, thus pathologizing those who did not engage in
heterosexual sex as, amongst other things, homosexual. In turn, the notion of a fixed idea of
how we see others ties not only to how we see ourselves, but how we were (and are) told to
place value onto the bodies others possess. While each of these identities contends with
social constructs and implicit biases around who gets to be perceived and regulated society
exists within a particular watershed moment regarding discussions around gender and how
society locates gender identity.
Gender, like other identities, is one with a particular set of social constructs. Actions
and embodiment, a somewhat contentious division, will be further explored in Chapter 2.
Judith Butler (1990) illuminates how gender exists as a particularly complex identity. Butler
argues that gender comes from “cultural meanings that the sexed body assumes,” but nuances
this observation noting that “gender cannot be said to follow sex in any one way” (Butler,
1990, p. 6). Butler’s seemingly insignificant distinction is anything but, as she is making
clear (and specifically for Western audiences) that we have structured a perception of one’s
gender that remains inexplicably tied to their sex assigned at birth.
Furthermore, if such a notion of gendering exists within the practice of describing
information resources, what remains lacking is an interrogation of how gender operates as a
perceived and named identity within the work of cataloging and more crucially as a potential
social discourse that acts upon and operates through the work of catalogers. Attending to this,
the work of this research aims to understand the phenomenological underpinnings of how
gender is experienced. The experience of gender here exists not within a set of internal
performative acts as defined by Judith Butler (1988) which become externalized and
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regulated by socially normative ideas of a gender binary. Instead, this project asks how
catalogers perceive and understand gender within the materials. Beyond this, the work
interrogates what evokes and or limits their perceptions of gender and its subsequent
cataloging.
The reason for this fixation on gender as a descriptive act within cataloging is
twofold. First, as noted, the field of cataloging and how catalogers make sense of their work
remains under analyzed. Instead the systems from which catalogers pull their information
about the descriptive options remain the fixed points of contention. Again, while this work is
generative and necessary, if the catalogers themselves cannot see gender in a multitude of
ways, any number of critical information works, and subsequent standards alterations prove
futile beyond their informative critiques. This emphasis on the role of naming and not
questioning the acts preceding such naming draws attention to the second crucial role of this
research. This research hopes to confront a larger illusory move by institutions to purport
inclusivity within representing gender diversely (here specifically considering transgender
and gender nonconforming individuals) while actively failing to acknowledge the potential
of such persons within their records. Simply, organizations like the American Library
Association (ALA) and the Association of College and Research Librarians (ACRL) can
engage in dialogues of making spaces more gender inclusive by changing cataloging
standards to reflect more than two gender identities and discursively promoting more
queerly-infused ideology, but if practitioners remain resolute in their seeing of gender as
either male or female, the work fails to be impactful on a deep and systematic level (Rosa &
Henke, 2017).
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Statement of Impact
Through my study, I intend to understand how catalogers experience, understand, and
name gender within their encounters with potentially non-normative representations of
gender. Aside from the aforementioned reasons, the fundamental importance of this work
matters in a moment when information organization practices rely more and more heavily on
human-computer interactions (HCI) and the aid of artificial intelligence to automate content
description. Myriad examples exist of the presumptions of what computers can be taught to
see about one’s gender. As a specific example, O’Toole et al. (1998) offer guidelines for how
to tell whether or not a face was male, or female based on degrees of either femininity or
masculinity. Here, despite the cautions of Butler, sex and gender become conflated and the
perception of what makes a face look masculine presumes that the face possesses
biologically male features. Biologically is used here to reflect the likely notion at the time of
this article’s publication. A more inclusive term would be one’s sex assigned at birth which
includes a consideration of a person’s genitalia, chromosomal makeup, and often, an
arbitrary judgment call by a medical professional. While critiques of this presumption will be
explored more deeply within Chapter 1, it is crucial to note that the ramification of such
essentialist assumptions are beginning to emerge. A recent Motherboard article reported a
significant practice of misgendering by AI robots regarding transgender individuals, often
labeling them based on characteristics aligned to their sex assigned at birth (Gault, 2019).
This misapplication of technology to serve specific persons will also be further explored
within Chapter 2, noting the role of descriptive technologies within visual information,
alongside the technologies of cataloging to limit potential gender identities. The role of
computer aided identification, however, is not the aim of this particular research, as the act of
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applying labels to persons within visual information resources still relies most heavily on
human labor, which must inherently delve into how individuals see and perceive gender.
Moreover, computer aided identification and even fully AI led identification still consist of
sociotechnical hardware and software designed by people. The norms and rules of these
people infuse into into the code and ideologies of the codes inform how data emerges
(D’Ignazio & Klein, 2020). As I will discuss further, the realities of this cataloger praxis are
also inconsistently explored and understudied. To date, no research has engaged specifically
with catalogers and their acts of gendering.
The idea that people would openly admit to actively misgendering or not seeing
gender variance is highly unlikely and, as such, this research wants to better understand how
gender might work as a prescriptive practice even before the cataloger realizes they are doing
so. In turn, it is not simply about how one phenomenologically understands their individual
gender vis-a-vis the aforementioned work of Butler. It is distinctly about how persons
perceive gender in others, which is itself a phenomenological practice. Responding to this,
Chapter 2 will better attend to the role of phenomenology within notions of identity broadly,
and gender more specifically, whereas Chapter 3 will lay the groundwork for what I am
calling a Queer Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis, wherein I borrow from Smith et
al. (2009) and their idea of interpretative phenomenological analysis which operates to
provide a “detailed examination of human lived experience” that helps to illuminate “sensemaking” as an action that is “bestowed by the participant” (p. 32-33). As will be discussed,
this idea borrows from and adjusts the ideas of sense-making as expressed by Brenda Dervin
(1998) in her research on information practices. Ostensibly, Interpretative Phenomenological
Analysis, as a methodological practice, aims to better understand how people know the
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things they perceive and how those knowledges manifest themselves as truths. The
distinction this research makes is the move to “queer” the Interpretative Phenomenological
Analysis. Queer here is operationalized as a method to challenge, reposition, and do away
with binaries and dichotomies and ask what exists within and outside of such frameworks. As
Turner (2000) argues, to queer something, or do queer theory, is to push against the
“subsumption” and essentializing of categories (p. 34). Historically, queering worked to
counter attempts to essentialize and universalize the experiences of LGBTQIA+ individuals,
wherein the contemporary use of queer for LGBTQIA+ persons acknowledges the diversity
of experiences under that ever expanding umbrella, while also noting that some identities and
their values within the LGBTQIA+ alphabet are shifted by their proximity to one another.
The project of queering has since taken up myriad other non-identity categories, whether it
be queering canons of literature (Hawthorne, 1998) or the very methods with which research
occurs (Browne and Nash, 2016). While the relationship of queer theory to this project and to
information organization more broadly will be discussed in both Chapters 2 and 3, some
examples of queering binaries include divides such as: good/bad art, insider/outsider
research, and productive/unproductive bodies. This project is specifically interested in how
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis can be queered to then understand not how
experience and knowledge are learned, but how they might exist in states of not knowing or
require unknowing that cannot necessarily happen in a predominantly linear idea of one’s
phenomenological orientation to others. In this way, it echoes Dervin’s (1998) ideas that
knowledge, like queer, is both a “verb” and a noun.
Chapter 4 discusses the findings of my research by focusing in on themes relational to
my research questions. First, I consider the ways that identity manifests itself within the
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cataloging work of my participants, before framing their engagements with gendering and
gender description as explored through their responses to the ThinkAloud exercise.
Following ta discussion of identificatory practices the chapter contextualizes both the role of
standards and values in cataloging work. Using both of the ideas, the findings of this section
suggest standards to be understood as a rigid, even if radically amiable site with regards to
gender-driven cataloging, whereas values produce far more contentious ideas around whose
responsibility it is within LIS to address the larger social question of gender inclusivity.
Finally, through the exploration of my third research question on cataloger positionality, the
findings consider how both queerness as an identity and how queerness as an informational
encounter challenge rigid notion of easy orientations towards visual information and, in turn,
suggest something generatively disorienting in how the presence of queerness asks one to
step back and do description differently. Following a discussion of the findings, I work
through both practical and theoretical impolications for the research. A major theme of the
practical findings centers on the value of diverse engagement with materials whose identities
complicate historically objective information descriptions practices with a perhaps obvious
nod to the way queer LIS practitioners and collections offer a site of immediate and enriching
application. The key theme from the theoretical implications considers the larger
sociotechnical role of gender as a impetus for informational flow, suggesting that catalogers
are no different than a regular citizen in their gendered investments, however, the impact they
have on liberating and making new versions of gender diverse imaginaries available both
within the past and the present expressly rests on how they choose to put words together in a
thing called gender. In exploring the considerations of the cataloger’s role in gender
description, I suggest a much needed and more directly postmodern reflection on what it
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means to understand cataloger’s as judging information and as being responsible for judging
gender. In unison with my participants and through the discussion in the following chapters, I
suggest that the role of cataloging gender and to be a cataloger working with gendered
materials, in all their forms, is work that involves focused and concerted descriptive efforts.
Description is a practice, as this dissertation hopes to make clear, that allows one to think
through and engage with gender as a fungible term, that produces as much useful and
accessible information without the uncertain messiness and tautological dangers latent in
choosing to identify gender.
Conclusion
Importantly, the goal of this research is not to condemn catalogers for their
relationship to identity making within their professional work, but to better understand how,
if at all, the perception of gender functions within their work. While shifts continue to be
more inclusive of transgender and gender nonconforming individuals within certain social
spaces, their access to and use of cultural heritage materials remains tenuous. If catalogers
cannot see the potential of other gendered identities in their descriptive processes, then they
cannot begin to justify naming those identities. If those identities are not named, then they
cannot be added to a catalog record. If the items are not added to the catalog record, then they
cannot be accessed by users. If users cannot access these records, then their potential to see
themselves in these collections remains impossible. What is hopefully clear in this litany of
inactions is how impactful something as seemingly innocuous as seeing gender becomes
when considering information organization and access. This research attempts to understand
not only where this cycle of inaction begins, but more urgently how it can be challenged and
ended.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter lays out the literature regarding the major theories, studies, and practices
around the role of naming and perceiving gender within the cataloging of visual information
resources as it is done by professional catalogers. The literature review is split into five
sections that will identify the major modes of thinking within each section, which will be
followed by the identification of any major challenges and representational issues that exist
within the topic. The five concepts to be reviewed are: information organization and its
critics; visual information; catalogers and their practices; transgender and gender
nonconforming persons; and queer theory and knowledge organization. The section will then
conclude with a reflection on the way a queer theoretical framework might attend to the
established theories and the emergent gaps. Following the literature review, I will then lay
out my conceptual framework wherein I offer up the theoretical perspectives guiding my
research process. In this framework I will begin with the ontological notion of social
constructivism, which will attend to the individual, experienced realities of persons as “local
and specific constructed and co-constructed” (Lincoln, Lynham & Gubha, 2011, p.98). I
deploy phenomenology as a means to understand how realities are constructed through a
series of sensation and perceptions which are then used to constitute an “experience” which
interacts with the phenomenologies of others to combine experiences into a “body of
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knowledge” or bodies with knowledges (Merleau-Ponty, 1945/2005, pp. 3-5). This analysis
of phenomenology will then consider the LIS information behavior theory of embodied
information practices as they grow out of what Reijo Savolainen (2008) describes as
everyday information practices. Finally, my conceptual framework aims to understand that
even within individualized phenomenological frameworks there exist systems of structural
power and normative discourses which afford certain individuals spaces in which to be given
comfort and presumed normalcy. The two normative discourse I will acknowledge
specifically within my framework are the structures of heteronormativity (Rich, 1980;
Warner, 1991) and cisnormativity (Baril and Trevenen, 2013). These particular structures
afford the privileges of comfortably orienting one’s body into space almost exclusively to
bodies that belong to cisgender, heterosexual individuals. Normative ideology proliferates the
notion that anybody can experience their existence without barriers or challenges.
Challenging cisnormativity, I frame my work within what Sara Ahmed (2006) identifies as
queer phenomenology, wherein queer persons experience the world not through their ability
to phenomenologically orient themselves towards objects, but alternatively through their
experiences of disorientation against constant barriers of conformity with the aforementioned
normative structures which exist within society. To engage with a theory of disorientation,
however requires unpacking the very idea of becoming oriented towards anything as a person
requires a clearer distinction of how objects become categorized and organized as
information.
Information Organization and Its Critics
The desire to name, organize, and taxonomize knowledge exists as a project
inherently linked to systems of power. As Foucault (1972) notes, any “system of formation”
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works to “characterize a discourse” which can then become a regulatory “practice” (p. 74). In
LIS, for example, discursive knowledge production can look like required reading lists for
school children leading to certain books becoming linked to literacy efforts and knowledge
building and eventually to standardized testing. Depending on what identities are represented
within those books can then suggest who is seen as a character in a story and whose stories
are worth reading, a practice historically centering white, heterosexual, cisgender children
(Khan, 2020). While Foucault’s intention was to make clear how discursive formations
manifest as means of control by those with the power to wield them, his grander premise
argues that organizational and descriptive practices worked to make clear relational value
standards as they correlated to society more broadly and, crucially here, to cultural
institutions more specifically. Bowker and Star (2000) illuminate the way institutions nuance
their respective organizational practices to provide their own Foucauldian ideas of “systems
of formation” or, more simply, their own institutional standards. For Bowker and Star, it is
not simply that a formation of knowledge via information organization is contextually
wrought, but that in its very structuring, one can learn “a surprising amount of social,
political, and philosophical context” from organizational design and implementation
standards (p. 55. This research considers specifically information organization in the context
of the simultaneously broad and specific category of cultural heritage institutions (here to
include the umbrella of galleries, libraries, archives, and museums) (Oomen & Aroyo, 2011).
Within these intersecting institutions, the role of naming and organizing information could
easily flow back to antiquity, noting the practices of religious organizations and politicians as
they relate to their own unique collections, but to contemporize this analysis I turn to one of
the first robust institution-crossing systems, credited to Charles A. Cutter (1876/1904).
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In one of his many iterations of Rules for a Dictionary Catalog, Cutter observes
candidly that “no code of cataloging could be adopted in all points by everyone” considering
that each institution has “differing objectives” (p. 11). However, Cutter provided a set of
tiered guidelines for how any institution might approach describing various, complex, and
diverse sets of knowledge. Cutter’s willingness to embrace the realities of ambiguity was not
shared however, and other individuals saw his hesitancy to prod and push to make cataloging
within cultural institutions a universalized practice. Melvil Dewey (1899) imagined a
“system which should enable each librarian to stand on the shoulders of his [sic]
predecessors, and fully utilize their labors,” upon which then a system of organizing cultural
institutions could possess some semblance of “practical utility” (p. 7). Dewey’s desire was
nothing short of creating a manner with which all knowledge could be described and for
which the library would serve as the ideal space upon which to access knowledge. What
emerged was not simply a vision of what knowledge organization ought to be, but a
definitive and authoritative assertion of what it should be. These claims then became what
Anthony Giddens (1991) identifies as “expert systems” wherein a practice of information
organization results in “the advance of modern institutions” and control around who can
engage in the organization and distribution of the knowledge attached to that institution (p.
124). Giddens focuses on expert systems like the medical profession and judicial spaces as
illustrative examples. For Giddens, the time and labor put into attaining stature in these
respective fields correlates directly to who is allowed to practice, engage, and change
knowledge within these communities. Rules, in these spaces, exist that bar individuals from
practicing both law and medicine without proper training. Equal access to training, and the
materials required for learning about such practices remain outside the reach of many. Both
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examples are the extreme versions of an expert system, but what Dewey imagined for
librarianship and the role of information organization is hardly different. Take as an example
the complexity latent in how information organization was proffered with an image (Figure
2.1) from Ranganathan’s (1937) obfuscatorily titled Prolegomena to Library Classification
(p.2). Meant to make clear the purpose of decimal-based organization of books by categories,
between Ranganathan’s ramblings and the unnecessarily complex layout, the idea that one
could learn to organize information without years of training proves disheartening.

Figure 2.1: Ranganathan’s model for decimal based information organization as an example
of the presence of expert systems in information organization practices
What both models provided by Dewey and Ranganathan show is that information
organization exists in a complex relationship between needing to show clear, expansive, and
unyielding methods for making available vast amounts of diverse information. However,
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both also suggest the impact of this framing of information organization to be systematically
inaccessible. The available modes of information organization prove wrought with
complexity and these complexities take years to learn to navigate such nuance. Mastering the
tools requires time, labor, and money keeping many outside of the system barring them from
engaging with, let alone changing organizational standards. Such models of information
organization share a common desire, to make information universally accessible through
divergent means. The resulting dichotomy of information organization then becomes a
contest between the need for specified authority and the promise of universalism (Svenonius,
2000, p. 82). Brian Dobreski (2017) sums this dichotomy up as a challenge that directs
attention away from “human values in knowledge organization” in favor of a notion of a
broadly applicable set of standards that provide very little in the way of contextual nuance (p.
8).
Information organization, while still failing to attend to the complexities of contextual
human experiences, continues to expand and grow to make such a division less tangible. One
direct aid in this has been the proliferation of the semantic web which affords information
organization professionals a way to “link disparate forms” of information through globalized
sharing. This sharing based on similar tags occurs when hyperlinked documents create clear
links between what were seen as previously “bilateral records” (Miller & Gunshire, 2013, p.
8). In this way, even if a consistent authority were in place the ability to universalize data
remains possible via a framework that, once in place, could become more malleable (within
limitations) for information professionals and information users. MARC (Machine Readable
Cataloging) is one such example of this technology. Even as the standard predates the
semantic web, it functioned to provide “widespread use of variable-length records” that could
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make the role of the computer in organizing information one that “added finesse and culture”
to the authority record, while simultaneously adhering to the tenets of universalism. (Byrne,
1998, p. 2).
MARC shows that the option for robust and nuanced catalog could emerge if a larger
field was provided to users, say as an example a 240 field allowing for a cataloger to add
additional titles for a work in languages not reflected in the record as it stands. While MARC
and the semantic web offer considerably more interoperability to the organization of
information, both still bias the role of the information professional in structuring and naming
knowledge, by acceding authority to those years of expertise and requisite degrees labeling
them as de facto experts. Further considering that a MARC record without context is hardly
less confounding than the aforementioned Ranganathan model for library cataloging, the
presence of a perceived expert system still exists. Thus recent instantiations of information
organization open up the potential for non-information professionals to engage with the
process of information organizing through what is called user-tagging or more colloquially
the creation of folksonomies.

Figure 2.2: A MARC Record for Sara Ahmed’s Queer Phenomenology
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In Here Comes Everybody, Clay Shirky (2008) considers the impact of user tagging
on organizations more broadly noting that the process works as “a potential steppingstone
from one user to another, adding a social dimension” to what was in the past a more passive
view of organized information (p. 33). With regards to user-generated content, user-tagging
is often included in a milieu with other activities that can help expand and open information’s
availability for professionals and users alike eponymously known as crowdsourcing. This use
of crowdsourcing tactics, especially user-tagging, proves generative in collection expansion
through value-added human components that remained intangible in previous information
organization models (Kroski, 2005; Mugridge, 2013; Ridge, 2014). However, even with
these noted examples the realities of who is afforded representation within information
organization still suggests some considerable biases. Some of these biases exist purely
through the barriers in place through inaccessibility of training. Other barriers remain more
volatile and link to historical failures at inclusivity within the broader landscape of library
and information science. Each of the aforementioned shifts in information organization
remains deeply and purposefully ignorant of the undeniable reality of the privileges latent in
choosing to name and make visible certain identities in the process while concomitantly
appealing to an idea of universalized knowledge organizing.
Melvil Dewey, as noted, proliferates as the father of librarianship. What is often less
expressly noted in his more hagiographic narratives are the disconcerting realities that Dewey
was a racist and a misogynist. As Dee Garrison (1972-1973) notes Dewey openly justified
the severe lack of pay equity for women in librarianship by suggesting that it allowed women
with educations to “avoid” the demands that teaching and “crowded rooms” might have on
their “genteel nature” (p. 136). To this end, Dewey’s less than ideal opinions on why women
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should become librarians (and potentially information organization professionals) speaks to
the limitations of his vision of the very universality upon which information organization
operates. Hope Olson (2002) posits that Dewey and others attempting to evoke a universal
notion of information organization were falsely conflating the ideas of universality with
diversity. In doing so, Dewey posited a potential for “sameness” by falsely naming such
ideas of sameness through evocations of ‘difference.” The task of evoking all versions of
diversity and difference would have, in Dewey’s mind, resulted in too much “confusion”
(Olson, 2002, p. 18). The result for Dewey was that certain bodies were more susceptible to
becoming named and organized because they were not part of a ‘universal’ notion of
sameness, but simply notable because of their difference. The impact of naming difference as
a way to appeal to a sameness has since woven its way through the entirety of information
organization, beginning with Dewey’s biases and working their way through to contemporary
discussions around the legitimacy of user-tagging to decentralize biases in information
organization. Pacey (1989) illuminates how Dewey did just this collective othering within the
structuring of the Dewey Decimal System classification by conflating the remainder of nonEuropean literature into a field of just that, non-European, save for the telling inclusion of a
robust American literature section. The result is a reification of histories of colonialism that
note universality to imply a Western frame of reference with those non-Western spaces being
named as different. Other critics of the Dewey Decimal Classification system include noting
its inability to properly represent robust ethnic identities (Higgins, 2016); nuances of
LGBTQ+ identities especially at the intersections of sex and gender (Fox, 2016); and work to
destigmatize the representation of persons with disabilities (Adler et al., 2017).
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The DDC fails to properly represent diverse experiences because of its additive nature
and, as such, a complete reorganizing of DDC proves somewhat impossible. Take for
example, the way queer identities map out within Dewey, since the system originally only
imagined heterosexual and cisgender users. The adding of LGBTQIA+ identities tends to
emerge under larger umbrellas of sexual minorities, wherein non-cisgender and nonheterosexual identities co-occur (Fox, 2016). Instead of reframing the model, to understand
the need for a unique divergence from sexuality, sex-assigned-at-birth, and gender, the
system merely adds in a new category in a place where it most easily fits, even at the sake of
dangerous acts of conflation. In response, many cultural institutions have since shifted away
from it towards the promise of a better combination of authority and universality via the
Library of Congress (Shorton et al., 2005). Nonetheless, the ability to create new chains of
naming and organizing proved equally complicit in the erasure of diversity for the sake of a
reinforcing of sameness as an ideal. The often quoted critical information advocate and
cataloger Sanford Berman (1971) said the following of Library of Congress subject headings:
“[They] only ‘satisfy parochial, jingoistic Europeans and North Americans, white-hued, at
least nominally Christian (and preferably Protestant) in faith, comfortably situated in the
middle-and higher-income brackets, largely domiciled in suburbia, fundamentally loyal to
the Established Order, and heavily imbued with the transcendent, incomparable glory of
Western civilization” (Berman, 1971, p. ix).
Berman shone a light upon the incredible bias within who was named and unnamed in
subject heading conventions and used this revelation to then commit his career to advocating
for continuing movements towards inclusivity within naming conventions. In the process
Berman called attention to the hesitancies and seeming indifference of the Library of
Congress to address concerns raised by himself and others (Berman, 2013). Beyond
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Berman’s advocacy, the clear systematic biasing of sameness to be the identities named in
Berman’s manifestos against the Library of Congress, are, once again, best illuminated by
Hope Olson (2007) who argues through a feminist analysis of subject headings that a notion
of normal is defined not through what constitutes said normalcy but by naming those things
which are not normal. She uses the divisions of reason and emotion to extrapolate that those
without reason must be those with emotion, herein being women. Thus normalcy became tied
to maleness at the expense of woman being the exception to this norm (Olson, 2007, p. 512).
As a result, the concept of difference became an identificatory practice, while no means with
which to name sameness emerged. Examples of categorizing difference while presuming
sameness in the current structure of the Library of Congress Subject Headings might be the
inclusion of a heading for “Women college teachers, black,” with an absence of a category
for “Men college teachers, white.” The presumed role of college teacher within such a system
of organization closes off directional identity naming and, in doing so, asserts that the
profession is presumed to be one inherently intended for white men, making any deviation of
this exceptional. Further, the work of labelling different racial identities in cultural normative
ways calls forth the work of Zerubavel (1996) who noted that the grouping (or lumping) of
humans into a category is easy to distinguish from their animal counterparts, whereas making
sense of the categorical divide between White versus a person of color is harder to demarcate
with consistency than it is to differentiate between a person being African American or
Asian. It is because the former phrasing centers the way human operates as a stand in for
whiteness without linguistically naming it, whereas naming whiteness implies a need to
define itself only through, as Zerubavel says, “splitting” out things that are non-White (422423). Like the Dewey Decimal Classification system, the representation of other historically
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marginalized identities becomes equally disconcerting within Library of Congress subject
headings. Examples of this include: the uncritical linking of LGBTQ+ identities to sexual
deviancy (Adler, 2012); the hesitancy to remove xenophobic naming choices for
undocumented migrants (Work, 2016); and avoiding a detailed approach to neurodiversities
(Rajan, 2018).
Both DDC and the Library of Congress Subject Headings are static in nature, with the
DDC needing to chain off of a set of numbers between 000 and 999. Within the ability to
chain decimals indefinitely there are limitations. Moreover, even with the ability to add new
Library of Congress subject headings, clarity is needed on shifts in usage of terminology and
such alterations can be difficult to widely enact. Methods of overcoming these needs for
nuancing and institutional specific demands emerged through the implementation of semantic
web technologies into information organization.
One of the premier examples of this is the use of the Resource Description and
Access (RDA) Toolkit. RDA attended to the issues of desiring a duality of authority and
universality by offering “a flexible and extensible framework for the description of resources
produced and disseminated using digital technologies while also serving the needs of
agencies organizing resources produced in non-digital formats” (American Library
Association, et al., 2013, p. 0-1). RDA even in its purported attempts to be inclusive,
nonetheless, fails to represent a robust and holistic representation of identities, particularly
since it leans on regulatory rules to guide catalogers on how to provide identifying
information. Billey et al. (2014) illuminate how early versions of RDA failed to properly
represent gender. The catalog guide initially offered users an option between male and
female, thus closing off any potential for naming identities that exist beyond a cisgender
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binary. While, RDA has since shifted practice, it still requires that one rely on named
documentation to confirm one’s gender. Wagner (2018) shows how such reliance historical
actions of misgendering for materials whose representation of gender might be considerably
more complex. Beyond this, White (2018) suggests that RDA and adjacent semantic web
cataloging technologies still rely on Western frames of naming, which might imply a closedoffness to structure, amongst other things, naming conventions beyond a [First Name, Last
Name] Anglo-centric frame. However, semantic approaches, as O’Deil (2014) argues, do
open up the potential for collections to navigate towards intended users, which could provide
impetus for the aforementioned failures to be addressed.
In turn, the perceived liberatory nature of technology means small shifts in inclusive
potentials, but even the promised destruction of authority offered in something like
folksonomies suggests anything but a complete destruction of systemic bias. Admittedly,
Shirky’s work is correct in arguing that a crowd does open up information organization to
drastically new communities and thus makes it more diverse, however, the extremity of such
a shift is hardly radical. As Behrend et al. (2011) show in their demographic analysis of
undergraduate tagging providers for university collections, the largest representations still
skew to 18-24 year old, educated white women. While the presence of a higher degree of
women might read as inclusive, the recent American Library Association (2017)
demographics show that it is in actuality quite reflective of the profession of librarianship,
and presumably by extension, information organization workers. Some of the very problems
riddling bias in previous information organization reemerge anew, with those engaging in the
tagging possessing worldviews that close off the potentialities of identity. For Andrew Lau
(2008) homogenous professional groupings leads to an analysis wherein one’s opinion is
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afforded value over an acknowledgement of identities. More simply, one cannot see beyond
what they acknowledge of the world and such isolated cultural outlooks result in a consistent
and regimented reification of majority identities at the threat of excising minority identities in
the process.
Visual Information
Michael Buckland’s (1991) now prolific disquisition on information notes the ways
information can work as being: information-as-process; information-as-knowledge; and
information-as-thing (p. 351). The first understands how a person can come into information
whether they seek it or have it directed towards them. The second is how the use of
information shows one’s ability to be aware of a topic or thing (which seeps into notions of
belief and ideology). The third considers the vessel or, in Buckland’s term a document, itself
an “object” of information (p. 354). In more simplistic terms, Buckland lays out his notion of
information to map out as robust and inclusive as possible a space to consider any and all
things that could be information. Understandably, these categories easily bleed into one
another. Attending to the ambiguities of information, Buckland names types of objects to
include: maps, charts, photographs, and films. While the relationship between maps and
written information is somewhat clear, the conflation of photographs and films into his
discussion is wrought with challenges around the perception of visual images (and by
extension visual information) as both a process and knowledge act. While one most certainly
must subjectively conjecture meaning from written text, words historically have more
quantified and structured ways of sharing understood meaning. Even if, for example, a
book’s words are up for debate, the utilization of dictionaries to make sense of what the
word’s meaning is remain a common referential point for interpretative meaning. While
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encyclopedias and informational resources exist for defining what an image is of, the role of
the person in viewing and analyzing the contents of an image remain a far more affective
task. As an example, the act of writing the word home seems very easy, but if a person were
asked to visually represent home the task would ask them to engage in a cultural engagement
with what home means, rather than what it is that makes a home. The role of filtering visual
information from concept to thing, as I will note, operates in a reverse manner. Further,
visual information particularly concerns itself with the thingness of information. To interact
with something like a photograph or moving image is to bring one’s own perceptions into the
action, which work to inform or challenge one’s worldview.
Entire fields of study have attempted to engage in this influence of the visual in ways
that transcend the written word. For Barthes (1980/2010), it was the power of the
photographic image to be a “genius of its own” that “is unclassifiable” without the
interventions of subjectivity (pp. 3-4). Here again, without a set of prescribed and socially
understood resources bounding the number of things a word could mean (i.e., a dictionary),
images produce meaning indefinitely. Susan Sontag (1973/1989) noted that it was
“photographs, which package the world” also “seem to invite packaging” and structure in the
process (p. 4). For film critic Bazin (1967/2005), the moving image was even more complex
as in it “the image—its plastic composition and the way it is set in time, because it is founded
on a much higher degree of realism—has at its disposal more means of manipulating reality
and of modifying it from within” (pp. 39-40). Taking this even further, Baudrillard
(1981/2016) asserted that we have become so dependent on the value placed on visual
information that future generations may take its authenticity for granted and exist in what
becomes a hyperreal, or a world in which meaning and signs no longer dictate the order of
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images, but instead exist only “a plethora of truth, of secondary objectivity, and authenticity”
(pp. 6-7). In turn, visual information can be interpreted and deployed in ways demanding
deep commitments to contextual interpretation, but as acknowledged earlier the realities of
large scale information organization demands rarely afford such a privilege. In turn, setting
up methods and taxonomies for interpreting and describing information resources proved
necessary.
One of the premier thinkers in this regard was art historian Erwin Panofsky who
delved into the intricacies of meaning making within visual information. Panofsky expertly,
and somewhat clinically, extracts hierarchical levels of interpretation which serve the
function of allowing those doing interpretation of visual information to distinguish between
the more naturalistic components of a visual information resource and those tied to more
emotive and ontological presumptions. It is also worth pausing here to recollect Olson’s
(2002) evocation of logic and emotion as a division of information organization, as the
overvaluation of defining quantifiable and easy to identify things within information
continues to ignore larger questions of descriptive issues around affective ideas and
information with socially complex underpinnings. Though discussed later, the way in which
we name gender is certainly one of those emotional and contextual engagements perhaps
never truly answerable by a logical, consistent practice. Specifically, Panofsky identifies
three layers of interpretation: the pre-iconographical which represents the natural and factual
components of the image such as an image having red and white in it. Second is the
iconographical analysis stage which represents the images and allegorical moments in the
visual item, here an example might be that the aforementioned red is in the shape of a cross
and is on a white background. Finally, the third level is that of iconological interpretation,
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wherein meaning is added to an image. The viewer, in specific contexts, could then conclude
this to be an image of something related to a heart, one might then apply the idea of health to
the image, or perhaps of sickness to others. (Panofsky, 1974).
Sara Shatford Layne (1986) provides an alternative approach to the one offered by
Panofsky with concerns to naming both content and context within visual information. For
Shatford Layne, it is a critical distinction between what she describes as an “ofness” and an
“aboutness” for images, wherein the ofness serves to denote general descriptions such as a
physical entity (i.e., a car with blinking red and blue lights) and the aboutness indicates
potential cultural signifiers and perceptions tied to the images (i.e., a police car) (p. 44).
Effectively, Shatford Layne’s distinction provides an imagined potential of both predicting
and describing most probable interpretations of any given visual image which opens up
another manner in which the description of visual information, one tied to content-based and
concept-based description.
Peter Enser (2000) attempted to provide one of the first understandings around how
image description and retrieval might look in the wake of a major paradigm shift, such as
artificial intelligence. In his work, Enser notes that information organization professionals
find difficulty in dealing with content-based description and context-based description, or a
more direct naming of what Shatford-Layne saw as ofness and aboutness. For Enser, a person
could make general statements about the colors, shapes, and nature of objects, but individuals
would have very specific notions of what the image means in a context, even if the
understanding of what the image represents was a shared one. As will be discussed in the
cataloger practices section, contexts can be deeply relative to multiple cultural factors. Esner
asserts the value of something akin to folksonomies working to fill in the needs of a visual
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information description in lieu of any “intelligent tool” currently available. (2000, p. 206).
This intelligent tool that Esner is evoking is the promise offered by Human Computer
Interactions (HCI), which promotes the implementation of technologies that can be trained to
eventually see the content of images with success. In fact, the functionality and success of
computers to name basic imagery has been well established by various studies in computer
science as applied to images (Vailaya et al., 2001), video (Smoliar & Hong-Jian, 1994), and
even web-based content (Scaroff et al., 1997). Context-based interpretation, however,
remains quite limited, leading to what is known within HCI as the semantic gap. Unlike, the
ability to teach computers basic interpretation, the contextual challenges of high level
thinking remain severely limited, resulting in proposed ontologies (Ehrig, 2007); experience
reports in tested practices (Angeletou et al., 2007); or systematic literature reviews that note
the existing limitations to date (Deserno et al., 2009).
Research around the implementation of aforementioned technologies shows is that
there are still many limitations to what is knowable including even simple identificatory
elements. Anything with a system of complex social contexts remains considerably out of
reach of training computers to see. As such, one of the most resilient options to expansive
visual information description continues to be the incorporation of folksonomies.
Folksonomies do not overcome the realities of disproportionately homogenous
participant engagement with the description process. Folksonomies do, however, show the
potential to expand representations of context-based information for images, while also
filling in the many content-based needs of visual information description. In regards to
cultural heritage institutions, the infusion of folksonomies promises many opportunities.
Hunter et al. (2008) suggest that the inclusion of folksonomies could do much work to add
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nuance to the necessarily basic descriptions provided by catalogers, which could open up not
simply an additional context for a piece of content, but many potential contexts. Spiteri
(2007) meanwhile shows that there are multiple ways that folksonomies approach function at
a level equal to the expected practices of information organization standards and often only
overstep descriptive boundaries when evoking affective and ambiguous terms. Examples of
the type of overstepping terms might be descriptive, yet abstract concepts like: beauty or
hope. Ultimately, inconsistencies around abstraction led scholars like Ooman and Aroyo
(2011) to argue that a more open method of tagging should exist, but it should rely on the
work of individuals with expert knowledges on the topics being described. Oosterman et al.
(2014) identify this practice as niche sourcing, wherein individuals work to describe content
with which they possess particular knowledge sets and leave general content-based
description to either computers or non-expert information description providers. While the
aforementioned evocation of folksonomies does offer a way to open up the description of
context-based information within visual images it does not negate the actuality that such
practices are still in their infancy and, further, that the work of describing information still
falls on the labor of catalogers.
Catalogers and Their Practices
While theories of information organization represent an expansive, exhaustive, and
ever-evolving set of writings, the lens which studies catalogers and their role in the
information organization and description process remains chronically underexplored. Of the
studies which focus on catalogers, Alenka Šauperl shows most clearly what catalogers do
when they catalog. In her book Subject Determination During the Cataloging Process,
Šauperl (2002) draws attention to both the commonalities used by catalogers to determine
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how to place labels onto content as well as the curious intricacies deployed by catalogers as
individuals. A particular finding within Šauperl’s work was the desire to obtain as much
accuracy as possible when it came to subject attribution. One subject in Šauperl’s qualitative
study suggested that they “often fe[lt] frustrated” in their inability to “pinpoint” specific data
(p. 93). In turn, many of the catalogers she studied found themselves attending to the constant
dichotomy of depth and breadth. Moreover, she observed that many of her catalogers “were
genuinely concerned with accuracy but had no way of evaluating it” (p. 128). Šauperl’s
participants seemed to have little to no concern with how their own personal biases might
influence what they were naming as outright incorrect, as they instead saw their roles as
being as objective as possible and to use this as a means to provide the aforementioned
accuracy. Only one cataloger noted that there might be “some cases” in which “class
assignment could be problematic” but for the cataloger in question this referred to a record
whose contents could be a multitude of knowledge domains, not one that might be outright
incorrectly named (p. 129).
To better attend to the actualities of a cataloger’s own inherent subjectivity, Elaine
Svenonius (2000) notes that given the latent Western biases of cataloging as a practice, the
idea of seeing something outside of this lens proves limited (p. 96). Referring back to Šauperl
and her subjects, much inquiry exists around the intellectual application of the subject record,
but not about what she calls the intellectual foundations associated with information
organization. Another lens to consider that is lost in the application process are the sociocultural factors that inform the process of organizing, or what Lampland and Star (2009)
observe to be a lack of “critical infrastructure studies” (p. 208).
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An example given within Lampland and Star’s anthology speaks to the very Western
biases signaled by Svenonius, which Pargman and Palme (2009) describe as the
“imperialism” of the American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) (p. 183).
The use of imperialism is deliberate by Pargman and Palme, because they note how the
entirety of web-based coding presumed a Euro-American alphabet, causing countries with
additional accent marks (such as Šauperl) or letters to be forced to alter city names, person
names, and various other name-oriented descriptors. This process becomes more restrictive
contingent on how divergent from the norm of the Euro-American alphabet the language
skewed. Such variations in language mean that studies of catalogers tend to be bound by
nationality. Again, Šauperl (2005) stands out in particular with her work on locating contextspecific cataloging practices by engaging in divergences of practice within Slovenian and
American catalogers. She found in this research that American and Slovenian catalogers
intersect in their practices by centering user needs as a primary concern for their work,
following this with a purposeful naming of the type of information being cataloged, and then
noting examples of how a document might get used. The major distinction, however,
between the American and Slovenian catalogers remained within the realm of users. For
American catalogers the idea of a user was multiple, whereas Slovenian catalogers imagined
one specific user-type though they often struggled to confirm who their ideal user might be.
In turn, user becomes a more amorphous concept and thus one that gets side-stepped in favor
of naming, yet again, from a presumed vantage point of objectivity. As will be discussed, the
concerns split into ideas of naming for a user, naming for a document, and naming for a
domain of knowledge. However, the lack of continued research around the contextorientations of catalogers remains telling, especially given that the exhaustive literature
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review on cataloging performed by El-Sherbini (2001) places Šauperl’s work with the
Slovenian and American catalogers as the standalone and singular project on the cultural
discrepancies between catalogers. The research produced for this dissertation exists as one of
the few new explorations in cataloger’s cultural practices suggesting a continued disparity in
exploring cataloging culture over two decades. While it is entirely possible that other
potential projects exist, the ability to find them within research databases and search studies
likely reflects the aforementioned imperialism of Pargman and Palm when it comes to webbased information exchange. Again, by example, Šauperl’s name shows up in databases
without the appropriate accent mark. As such, the shift of cataloging through the cultural lens
of one’s lived experience or what Donna Haraway (1988) calls one’s “situated knowledge”
remains under examined. A slightly more robust literature does, however, exist around what
names and concepts are given to what a cataloger does feel comfortable identifying during
their practice as catalogers.
The work of Jens-Erik Mai (2005) interrogates the methods with which catalogers
and information organization professionals attend to their work, by looking directly at how
they engage in indexing practices. In doing so, Mai creates a dichotomy between a
document-based approach and a domain-based approach. The document-based approach uses
a piece of information to infer a set of common notions about what information provides.
Document-based approaches will look at the emergence of repeated words, phrases, and
images to provide context for a user. In turn, to approach indexing and information
description from a domain-based approach there is an inherent acknowledgement that a
document exists for the purposes of engaging in a pre-existing knowledge structure and, as
such, the focus of indexed terms and ideas should attend to what is prevalent within this
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domain system. The often-identified benefits of document-based description are its potential
for a more cohesive standard of description, which might ideally transfer across institutions
and proves replicable with minimal training and standardization (Knees et al., 2008). Of
course, this very simplicity makes document-based approaches challenging as it can be hard
to provide anything aside from broad and basic terminology, or the secondary relational
components that a user might need to construct context around the emergence of terms within
a document. Moreover, as Joseph Tennis (2009) rightly observes, this assumption of a broad
way to do document-based description still assumes a prescriptive, or correct way to name
information, even without such a claim being evoked directly. Šauperl (2004) also speaks to
this danger of a prescriptive notion of document-based cataloging and indexing by showing
that the notion of a book to be indexed is itself contingent on a multitude of uses or what she
sees as the “discipline” of a book (p.58). For example, there are drastic differences to what a
document such as a textbook is intended to do as opposed to a cookbook. In turn, documentbased description only works so far as there exists an impossibility of perfectly similar
documents (or information types). Equally, the presumed uses of and user for a document
create shifts in descriptive parameters. While not wholly about the same division of ofness
and aboutness discussed above, the document-based approach description prioritizes the
ofness of a document as opposed to considering both what it is about and how that factor
nuances, as a result, a document’s ofness. As noted in the section on visual information this
uniformity is already untrue for information as a concept and is even less true for evolutions
in media-based documents. In turn, the use of discipline or what Mai (2005) calls domain
becomes a more common practice of description orientation for catalogers. However, since
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disciplines imagine a user as part of the engagement with a domain, a brief consideration of
the role of user-oriented description is warranted.
User-oriented approaches to cataloging take into consideration the needs of the
individuals most likely to engage in a given piece of information. Considering the vast array
of persons who could be considered users, orientations directed at users tend to be a far less
rigid approach to describing information. As an example, were an indexer considering their
user to be a college student the types of descriptive information immediately evoked might
occur through locating themes of chapters in a textbook, or the using the author/editor’s
introductory chapter to decide upon the assumed scope of the remaining information (Huang
& Wong, 2006). However, the division of users can prove quite challenging when the
identities become more granular. For example, the indexer for a public library who is tasked
with descriptive work around a book on accounting might find it difficult to locate the proper
user for this work, which could range from a person engaging in their taxes to a student
studying for a professional competency exam at a local technical college (Stephens, 2006).
Envisioning the multitude of user needs becomes difficult, a challenge exacerbated by the
increasing role of digitally mediated access and use (Alemneh & Phillips, 2016). Considering
these divergences in user-oriented needs, Mai (2005) cautions practitioners against spending
too much of one’s time and resources on a user-oriented approach as this very granularity is
impossible to properly attend to for all users in all contexts. Mai (2005) notes that it
consistently proves more useful to a patron when an item has been cataloged with a general
user in mind. Amongst other things, Mai also notes that retrievability within a database is
often easier when the indexed item uses terms and order that are reflective not of a system of
standards but more broad points of search (p. 609). Recent studies suggest some of the easing
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of searching is perhaps achieved with the inclusion of user-participation and their own
engagement with crowdsourced folksonomies which allows for a more robust set of terms,
however, this also comes with a tradeoff of too much noise in the descriptive practice and
potential abuses of the tagging features (Benoit III & Munson, 2018).
What exists within the previous challenges between document-based or user-oriented
approaches is the overabundance of non-essential indexed terms or terms too general to
properly locate a topic in any given piece of information. For example, a user-centered
approach might choose headings like History and Military for a biography about a Civil War
officer instead of labeling the content with something like Civil War, or the name of the
officer. The challenge of user-oriented labeling is that it does not often promise the finite
details necessary for the document to exist in relationship to other documents. As such, the
process of domain-based description offers an alternative.
Domain-oriented indexing facilitates both the document approaches and user
approaches by noting that a piece of information is likely to have a group of users whose
engagement with a specific item will be somewhat similar. A very common example of the
domain approach would be the indexing and cataloging of cookbooks, which necessitate a
particular type of domain knowledge to describe and organize its contents (Nickerson et al.,
2009). As an example of this, an approach to cataloging and indexing cookbooks might focus
on ingredient subdivisions as opposed to themes. Alternatively, for a collection of military
maps a metadata specialist might choose to take a domain-oriented approach as it opens up
the possibility of creating terms that are most commonly associated with research done by
military historians (Lage, 2007). The domain-oriented approach also helps to make sense of
anthologized works or edited volumes on fields of study. Mai (2005) notes that the domain-
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centered approach can help to encourage catalogers to create domain specialties that they
then focus on, iteratively updating their knowledge when needed as major paradigm shifts
occur. The cataloger here still possesses what Šauperl (2004) calls “shared knowledge,”
however, the domain-oriented framework taxonomizes these knowledges into smaller
subsets, thus making them slightly more accessible than the cataloging expert systems
discussed earlier. Much like document-based information description, this approach also
opens up the ability to have direct user participation. As an example, a collection of archival
materials on butterflies might not necessitate obtaining a cataloger who is familiar with
lepidopterology, but local lepidopterologists could be involved in noting what the domain
fields might look like (Stewart, 2013). Of course, not all domains are as easily categorizable
as biological taxonomies to which many a biologist would likely note to be all too difficult.
The challenges of attending to domain-oriented descriptive approaches across
knowledge systems become more complex when certain fields of knowledge emerge out of
and in response to other fields. For example, Gerhard et al.’s (1998) study of subject
headings reveals this exact issue across women’s studies collections. Given the many fields
within which women’s studies resides, it is difficult to find a domain on which to orient one’s
cataloging and description. As Gerhard and the other authors show, women’s studies (and by
extension other iterations of this field like gender studies) end up housed in domains like
communications, psychology, nursing, and social work (1998, p. 133). Equally, the field of
information science, from which catalogers emerge, faces challenges in defining the tenets
which found the work of information scientists into a cohesive domain. (Hjørland &
Albrechtsen,1995). The lack of fixity around domain boundaries leads to a larger critical
response to the notion of a domain-centered approach as some topics cross domains or
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emerge in opposition or response to the failures to address certain identities within domains.
Ultimately, the role of catalogers as practitioners becomes a navigation of their own
structural understandings of how they name things within relationship to documents and their
users, how notions of domains afford the possibility for such naming, and, finally, how each
cataloger’s own inherent, albeit unspoken and unacknowledged, subjectivity factors into their
assumptions of this work. It is worth noting here that all of the aforementioned issues of
visual information only exacerbate these complications, as opposed to alleviating them.
These intensified complexities matter foundationally to the perception and inclusion of
individuals who identify, express, and do their gender outside of binarized ways of thinking.
Transgender and Gender Nonconforming
The term transgender is a relatively new term in popular lexicon and its “meaning is
still under construction” (Stryker, 2008, p. 1). However, as Stryker and other trans historians
and scholars have shown, the term emerged from a historical practice of people who either
put on clothing to pass as a gender other than the one they were assigned at birth, or until
very recently was a term that was conflated with a person who “changed sex” (Stryker, 2008,
p.1). Christian Williams (2014) notes, an early operationalization was when “self-identified
heterosexual crossdresser” Virginia Price descriptively used it on herself, using the terms
transgenderal or transgenderist for identification purposes well into the late 1970s (p. 232).
As Williams further states the implementation of transgender within medical discourses
conflated the notion of one’s sex assigned at birth with one’s desire to not be that sex and
located the act of cross-dressing as a means to name the visible action associated with this
identity, which further was almost exclusively used to describe assigned male at birth men
who desired to be women (2014, p. 232-233). By the 1970s there was an uptake in visibly
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open transgender individuals, most iconically Christine Jorgensen, whose direct and
deliberate evocation of transgenderism was an attempt on her part to name what it was she
was identifying as, which led to the attempt by news outlets and pro-queer organizations to
begin negating the use of transexual, a term now almost wholly acknowledge as negative
(Williams, 2014, p. 233).3 The more contemporary uses of transgender as an identity engage
with not only these historical shifts, but also attend to the other identities historically and
unjustly conflated alongside transgender.
Transgender as defined by the Trans Student Educational Resource Center (2019), is
“an umbrella term of many gender identities of those who do not identify or exclusively
identify with their sex assigned at birth.” Sex assigned at birth is distinct from the term
biological sex which assumes an essential and identifiable set of “organs, genitals, hormones,
and chromosomes” that correlate to being either “biologically male, female, or intersex” (p.
155). Crucially, the aforementioned factors that signify one’s sex assigned at birth are by no
means comprehensive of what medical professions and medical institutions use when naming
one’s sex and what choices medical professionals make often amounts to making an arbitrary
choice of male or female, especially in cases where the person is born intersex. (Herdt,
1990). Gender, as separated from a conflation with sex is then a “stylization of the body” to
include “gestures, movements, and enactments” that formulate a “gendered self” (Butler,
1988, p. 519-520). Importantly, notions of gender are contingent on spatiotemporal contexts,
becoming linked to a notion of one’s sex assigned at birth (i.e., a person assigned male at
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Many of the terms used above are meant to historically locate the idea of transgender
identity, However, most of these terms are at the time of writing this deemed as outdated and
in most instances offensive. Either trans or transgender are the preferable terms.
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birth is a man). Expectations about what one’s gender must do then become conflated with
how that gender must look and what roles a person in that gender must do. How one does
their gender then becomes one’s gender expression and presentation, which is the
“manifestation of one’s gender identity through clothing, hairstyle, voice, body shape” and
other factors. Further the very same factors that involve the gendered expressions and
presentations of a person also become sites of interpretation of gender onto a person. For
example, the noting of a person’s voice impacting their gender expression must also account
for how a person going through puberty or taking hormone replace therapy might experience
a lack of control over how they sound and what is understood as the gendered nature of that
voice, correct or otherwise. These gender expressions routinely exist between the constructed
binary of masculine and feminine (TSER, 2019). For many individuals gender expression is a
part of how they manifest their gender identity, however, they do so within a world that
perceives gender as needing to correlate to their sex assigned at birth and thus must follow
certain roles as a result. These gender roles are then the “expected attitudes and behaviors a
society associates with each sex” (Lindsey, 2015, p.5). The perception of sex is often
conflated with one’s gender, and then people who identify, express, and perform gender roles
in ways that exist outside of fixed presumptions of male and female are then challenged,
oppressed, and regulated by society. While remembering that Butler constitutes gender
(1988) as “what is put on, invariably, under constraint, daily and incessantly, with anxiety
and pleasure,” it is important to remember that she equally cautions asserting that “if this
continuous act [of gender] is mistaken for a natural or linguistic given, power is relinquished
to expand the cultural field bodily through subversive performances of various kinds” (p.
528-531). In turn, while people identify as transgender, and other to-be-discussed gender
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identities, the trouble lies not in their legitimacy, but in the future possibility to see these
genders as something other than one’s sex assigned at birth with their gender. In turn, a larger
expansion of what potentials for gender exist in this moment proves pertinent.
As a reminder, transgender refers to a person who does not identify exclusively with
the sex they were assigned at birth. In turn, a person who does identify with their sex
assigned at birth is often referred to as cisgender (Aultman, 2014). Crucial distinctions must
be made here, as even this distinction presumes the continued necessity of a binary. Hearing
the word transgender, might lead a person to believe that the identity is one that is in
transition and that there is thus an end point to one’s transition, which is then presumed to be
either male or female. However, the range of potential trans identities includes, but is not
limited to identities like transman, m2f trans, and trans (Levitt & Ippolito, 2014, p. 1728). In
turn, the very necessary breadth and nuance to potential identities which could fall into this
idea of transgender invites the larger umbrella term of gender nonconforming to emerge,
which more broadly describes this group as those “who do not meet (and may push against)
conventional standards for what a particular gender looks like” (Hoffman, 2017, p. 2). A
larger framework allows for an expansion of multiple transgender identities to coalesce
around a term; however, it also opens up the potential for other identities to emerge within
the challenging of conventional gender standards along the way. For example, some potential
non-gender conforming identities that exist in this larger umbrella are genderfluid and
genderqueer. For a gender fluid identity, a person might identify as more than one gender and
move through those genders iteratively and in ways that can change from day to day. A
genderqueer individual acknowledges that the notions of gender are structures one exists
inside of which can be complicated and confronted. This confrontation and questioning
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works against gender’s presumed functional role in social discourse (Davis, 2017; TSER,
2019). Furthermore, the identity of agender is also worth considering, which names an
“identity signaling that one does not have, identify with, or align with any gender,” however,
it is crucial to note that “being agender does not mean people do not know their gender,” but
that they do not identify with any gender (Nicolazzo, 2017, p. 165). While the identities
offered are by no means an exhaustive list of identities that fall under the umbrella of gender
nonconforming identities, what is important to note about each is that they exist in direct
confrontation with the very regulatory discourses mentioned by Butler. In turn, the potential
for such identities to be visible remains incredibly challenging and what persists is the
seeming inability for such identities to be seen when they are present in current social
discourse, something that proves continually challenging under the auspices of
heteronormativity and cisnormativity. In turn, the very notion of seeing, naming, and being
seen as a body that is queer requires a confrontation with knowledge as a functional part of
organizing and describing society.
Queer Theory and Knowledge Organization
The project of queering is one that aims to question the validity and strength of
binarized and essentialized ways of naming and knowing. Queering then morphs to become a
larger series of counter truths and deconstructions (Turner, 2000). The very notion of the
organization of knowledge and information is one that warrants its own queering. The critical
information studies examples mentioned earlier provide some illumination as to how
representation fails to be inclusive or can even be outright exclusionary. While this is a
project with feminist, critical race, and queer theoretical lenses applied to it, the action of
queering is more complex. To queer knowledge organization, is to unpack the very value we
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place onto the idea of needing access to knowledge as a pluralized idea. For example, as
discussed within the history of information organization the idea of universalism and
authority became a mantra for how information organization standards ought to exist
(Svenonius, 2000). A queer approach to knowledge and information organization might
observe that both of these terms maneuver similarly, working to draw upon a notion of a
collective, singular, and wholly applicable notion of what knowledge looks like and what
knowledge must do. In the vein of queering this process though, questions within a queer
theoretical framework would ask what knowledge has been discursively disallowed and how
this action might be worth interrogation. In The Order of Things Foucault (1966/2006) notes
that authoritative knowledge displaces non-authoritative knowledge in a liminal space as a
“culture, imperceptibly deviating from the empirical orders” (p. xxii). For Foucault the very
idea that knowledge organization existed in a vacuum of authority meant that many other
ways of knowing and naming existed and continue to exist in immediate proximity. Further,
not only did these ways of knowing possess their own actual value and worth, but they also
pushed on and challenged the presumably universal value of an authoritative knowledge. For
the organization of knowledge and, in turn, information, a similar challenge to authority
emerged.
Firstly, the question of the desire to be named and acknowledged is one of queer
consideration. For to be named within knowledge is to then be subjected to its regulatory
discourses. As Dean Spade (2015) deftly argues, to become part of any knowledge system is
to then be a subject to its administrations which can then lead to direct exclusion from
engagement with knowledge systems. While Spade is directly focusing on the visibility of
transgender folks in legal systems, his warning about representation in a system is
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foundational to how one goes about queering notions of knowledge organization. Spade
engages in the reminder provided by Foucault (1979) that for those without power “visibility
is a trap” (p. 200). Cautionary explorations of visibility build on other explorations of queer
history, particularly those wherein being named was to become regulated and corrected.
Foucault (1976) makes this clear when he suggests that the emergence of the contemporary
notions of homosexual emerged from industrial societies marking those engaged in nonreproductive sex as deviant and thus in need of fixing. This historical moment gave name to
an identity that existed well before, but only became visible out of a resulting need to
institutionalize those who were now called homosexuals. As a result of the stigmatizing of
queerness, queer knowledge organization exists at a divide. The first side of this binary
(deployed knowingly here) is a desire to be acknowledged that is directly in relation to the
dangers associated with being acknowledged. On the second side are those namings and
acknowledgements which are incapable of ever truly being known within a historically
exclusionary knowledge organization imperative. The former is noted in the above examples,
however, the latter is a bit more complex, because it necessitates confronting and attending to
messy historiographies of queerness.
Naming information as any given thing is to close off the potential for other namings
to happen. Naming, as such, becomes a queer issue. The choices to locate something as
authentic is particularly contentious. Jack Halberstam (1998) notes that within the historical
taxonomies of queerness, things became one type of sexuality or gender identity only at the
agreement that it could not and should not then be another one. Halberstam notes that queer
identity naming “force[d] nonmembers into memberships they cannot fill” (p. 8). Halberstam
unpacks the disputed relationship between histories of butch lesbianism and trans male
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identity. While both undeniably existed in historical moments, the respective communities
often battle one another over when a historical figure can and cannot be reclaimed by their
position. In turn, to do queer knowledge management is to run into these very real and lived
contentions. I (Wagner, 2019) argue that this challenge to naming within visual information
might be better taken up if the notion of a right type of queer identity naming were replaced
with a “focus on giving ethical consideration to how” the practice of naming and creating
knowledge occurs “in both legitimized spaces of queer interrogation, as well as ‘nonauthoritative’ ones” (p. 207). The complexity of queer history as something engaging with a
retroactive actuality that information and persons did exist who could have been part of the
LGBTQ+ umbrella shows that the very ideas of authority and universality are still not ideal
or viable options for information organization. Further, current practices close off the
potential for information organization to do multiple things, or as I further state, the current
limitations of what can be named and be seen within knowledge organization fails at “serving
a myriad of possible queernesses” (p. 207). The queering of knowledge organization then
becomes a twofold process that challenges directly the dichotomy of authority and
universality so entrenched in standards of information organization. The first part is to
challenge notions of authority directly through investigating who is naming information
within knowledge. The second is an assertion that naming can happen at different stages and
can provide direct lines into the complexities of queer identities. In response, queer
interventions assert that the non-cataloged evocation of queer identity has the same value as
that cataloged by an information professional.
To come up against the queerness of universalism within information organization, is
to inquire as to whether things need to be named or unnamed in the first place. Emily
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Drabinski (2013) offers one challenge to this idea of naming and unnaming identities in what
she sees as a project of queering the catalog. To Drabinski it is not that we must change these
things, but that we use confrontation with misnaming as a space to explore what it means to
be any of these identities in the moment at which the information is sought out. In doing so a
person can learn much about the absence of representation in knowledge organizations by
reflecting on how their own identities are and are not represented in one’s own sociotemporal
contexts. Cataloging, however, also has to do with naming history. In her work on queer
history and its relationship to loss, Heather Love (2009) cautions about reaching back into
history to make visible queerness as it potentially makes those from the past subject to
trauma previously unnamed. Much like Drabisnki warns with correcting the catalog, queer
historicizing fails to properly name and attend to the ways that such reaching out and naming
in history serves to look away from and refuse to acknowledge such losses and injustices in
the given moment. While the queering of knowledge organization can understandably be
interpreted as making headier the already theoretically dense ideas of knowledge being
categorized across space and time, queering here does the exact opposite. Queering works to
decenter the role of authority, while also very much embracing the actual, localized context
at which experiencing queerness happens. Localizing queerness both temporally and spatially
brings such work from the “then and there” to the here and now of experience, offering up
the visibility of a queerness in knowledge organizations as a project that is as Muñoz (2009)
argues part of the “horizon” of queer futurity (p. 19). The horizon here promises a way to
name and know queerness that is not one cemented forever in a fixed historical moment.
Instead the queer knowledge organization approach sees many right ways of experiencing
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and naming queerness into futurity. It is under the daring hope that queerness can be seen in
new, continually multiplying ways that this research project operates.
Conceptual Framework
I come at this research with a framework that operates under a constructivist model,
in which I “consider social reality subjective” and believe that how one makes meaning of
their reality differentiates based on “a range of different experiences and perspectives”
(Saldaña & Omastta, 2018, p. 142-143). I also believe that people come to these realities
through their phenomenological engagement with the world, or what Merleau-Ponty
(1962/2005) identifies as at the “sense-experience” of existing in the world (p.3). In this vein,
I understand individuals to make sense of their navigation of the world through experience
and alter their navigation based on these experiences. I evoke Savolainen’s (2008) concept of
everyday information practices (and its expansion into embodied information practices) as an
avenue through which LIS scholarship takes up the role of phenomenology within
information theory. My conceptual framework nuances the presumed linearity of
orientations, as I also believe that the structures of heteronormativity and cisnormativity
allow certain bodies and identities to engage in phenomenological experiences and embodied
information practices in a far more comfortable and unobstructed manner than others. I take
up the notion of queer phenomenology as theorized by Sara Ahmed (2006) to show that
one’s phenomenological orientation can exist as a point of disorientation and non-linearity
prior to having any experiences which might challenge such notions of a linear world
creation. The following section will expand upon these ideas in greater detail, however, the
image below (Figure 2.3) operates as a mapping of my conceptual framework.
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Figure 2.3: My conceptual framework map of how I understand one’s social reality to be
constructed and its relationship to queer identity and structures of hetero and cisnormativity.
Phenomenology
As noted, in Merleau-Ponty’s (1962/2005) Phenomenology of Perception, there exists
a powerful relationship between perception and how one constitutes their social identity. This
relationship impacts how an individual sees and understands their self, their reality, and their
mobility. To Merleau-Ponty “perception is like a net whose knots progressively appear more
clearly” with time (p. 13-14). Phenomenology is about learning to react to one’s embodiment
within time and space through repetition and acculturation. Alfred Schultz (1967)
summarizes an action that would result in a person changing their experience in future
practices, by noting that we do not bring an umbrella with us because it is raining outside, but
instead because we want to avoid the experience of getting wet (p. 92). Here the experience
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of wetness precedes the concept of rain. Both space and time, however, are profoundly
abstract ideas and their respective uptake within phenomenology is dense and expansive.
Given the constructivist paradigm under which I have framed my research, the
nuancing of phenomenologies of space and time proves invaluable and necessary. Michel de
Certeau (1980/1988) constitutes a phenomenology of space, by asserting that “space occurs
as the effect produced by operations that orient it, situate it, temporalize it, and make it
function in a newly valiant unity” (p. 117). While de Certeau does evoke time, it is the other
spatial components that matter here, for in the vein of phenomenology how one experiences
the things in their space similarly and differently can constitute changes. Two examples are
worth consideration. First, those familiar with relying on urban transportation might learn to
map their route of the city to take advantage of the most efficient route with regards to
getting to work faster, however, another individual might rely on the same space, but look to
yield the most economically inexpensive option, which might rely on a longer ride. Both
urbanites are engaging with their phenomenology of space in relative ways that are correct
for them and may even use similar parts of the space, but with markedly different
orientations. Moreover, if a major part of their route malfunctioned or was compromised in
another manner, they would be required to reorient themselves, learning in the process a new
phenomenology of their space. As an additional example, if I were cooking and left a cabinet
open after retrieving ingredients, my familiarity with the space might lead me to accidentally
hit the cabinet door as I assumed it to not be a thing occupying my space. This experience
will likely make me more diligent in the future about leaving that specific door open or
moving in a way that avoids that cabinet door.
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Phenomenologies of time prove slightly different, though no less intertwined with,
the phenomenology of self and space. For Martin Heidegger (1962/2001) the notion of
phenomenological time operates to understand how “one is ‘at’ any time” which can help
illuminate how one “dwells” in their space and body, how they become “involve[d]” with
their world (p. 111). While Heidegger uses phenomenology to understand how one can shape
their identity and nuance it over time, much like the other deployments of phenomenology, a
tangible example helps to actualize the philosophical underpinnings. One way to think
through a phenomenology of time, it to imagine an undergraduate student who goes on to
pursue a career in academia. Their initial understanding of the space of a classroom is one
that is oriented towards one’s temporal understanding of being a student. However, as that
student shifts from undergraduate, to graduate student, to eventually being a faculty member,
the classroom and the role of student shifts to be one of teaching assistant to outright
instructor of a class. Under Heidegger’s notions of how time shifts one’s phenomenological
being, each time the student moves away from student to teacher the higher the identity of
teacher tends to become. More simply, phenomenologies of time help to illuminate how a
person might simply and exclusively identify as a student, but then shift towards the identity
of teacher and slowly lose the relationality of student as a phenomenological identity. In
turn, the roles of self, time, and space interact to orient a person to their social reality, one
that is contested and constructed by how any of these factors can shift dramatically and
upend the fixity of what one thought to be a phenomenological certainty. In a more
LGBTQIA+ oriented example, the phenomenology of coming out is one associated with time
as well. For example, many individuals choose not to come out until later in life due to
lacking the access to resources such as expansive health care and retirement protections
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which assure their economic safety in a society that still proves incredibly regulatory around
queer visibility (Riach et al., 2014). A singular consideration of time does not attend to how
some embodied identities are not afforded the space to understand and orient their self within
space and time, and instead find themselves immediately in spaces of disorientation. In
particular, it fails to account for the roots of phenomenology in colonialist endeavor and
when it comes to the work of figures like Heidegger, the white supremacist and eugenicist
underpinnings of phenomeonology as a study (Neumann, 2009). Before contending with
disorientations though I will take up how LIS theory has attended to phenomenological
identity demands.
Embodied Information Practices
LIS’s introduction to phenomenological framings of praxis and methodology came
via John Budd (2001), who offered the idea that a phenomenological lens allows for the
understanding that individualized “interpretation, which is integral to knowledge in all of the
social sciences.” Budd further acknowledges that even though, historically, “interpretation
[was] taken to be quite subjective and variable, there are norms for interpretation that allow
for a robust evaluation of both the process and product of interpretation” (p. 6). Budd’s
dichotomy of process and product are deeply generative here, as they provide a lens into how
one’s phenomenological being is a thing that is repeatedly reconfigured and reconstituted.
Budd’s theorizing on the values of phenomenological inquiry adds to how LIS drives for
more context-based models than existed in information practices scholarship before. This
endeavor was taken up most directly by Reijo Savolainen (2008) and his Everyday
Information Practices theory. In his everyday information practices model, Savolainen
addresses how one’s perception of how information occurs within “late modernity” links
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directly to one’s everyday actions which are “characterized by the many paradoxes
originating from the familiarity of mundane experiences” (p. 1). Savolainen asks about the
limits of calling practices such as information seeking something ordinary, as the very notion
of who is ordinary or what might constitute ordinariness presupposes cultural hegemony.
Savolainen notes a lack of analysis regarding how individuals orient themselves to
information. To attend to the postmodern paradigm latent in this observation, Savolainen
argues that “reality is not given, but rather is brought into existence, produced by
communication” and this then serves to define the “construction, apprehension, and
utilization of symbolic forms” (2008, p. 5). Thus, the idea of the ordinary or the everyday are
themselves constituted through social and cultural discourses that are context-based. In many
ways Savolainen is working within what Pierre Bourdieu (1977) calls habitus, or the skills,
practices, and engagements we use to engage with the world we encounter
phenomenologically. Savolainen calls the role of phenomenological encounters within
information behaviors but one tenet of everyday information practices arguing that the many
practices required to phenomenologically experience information cause individuals to seek
out “stable” spaces in which to engage in information. Such information engagements once
stabilized then create “a system of classification” from which they continue to expand one’s
phenomenological identity (2008, p. 15). Foundational to Savolainen’s argument is the idea
that individuals do not simply engage in a process of cognitive “discovery,” but instead
engage in how they know and understand information with a keen awareness of rhetorics and
discourses that dictate how knowledge is supposed to operate. For Savolainen, the
engagement with information in the everyday allows for a better understanding of the
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contextual negotiations individuals make both knowingly and unknowingly within and
against presumptions of what an outsider might assume the person will or ought to do.
Andrew Cox (2012) builds upon Savolainen’s argument by first embracing the notion
that any phenomenological engagement with information is not a single act, but instead
iterative activities whose purposes shift depending on previous experiences and potential
desired outcomes. Cox finds Savolainen’s points astute yet limited in their scope by asking
that the field of information sciences be more deliberate in what it often folds into the broad
term of information encountering. In response, Cox suggests incorporating the term
“information in social practice” (p. 185). Though the inclusion of the term social seems
somewhat reductive, it helps decenter the notion of embodiment as something that is
singularly understood and is instead influenced by contextual factors such as space, time, and
interpersonal relationships. In Cox’s deploying of information in social practice, the very
way a person experiences information requires shifts and reconstitutions depending on the
person the information is shared with, when it is shared, and if everyone in the space is
engaged in the sharing process. Further, the information itself, such as identity disclosure
(i.e., coming out) , contextualizes how that information gets shared and with whom (Kitzie,
2019). Cox takes the idea of knowledge and suggests that it is one rooted in power, a move
made deftly through the use of Foucault. Specifically, Cox extends his theory of knowledge
towards an idea that practice, in its many forms, requires an ‘understanding of knowledge” of
any given practice. In this way one’s every day information practices and their systems of
classification are much like phenomenological experiences. Just as experience can be
learned/unlearned/relearned, practices can be taught/untaught/retaught.
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This shift to the everydayness of information became not only the way a person made
sense of their sociotemporal space when it came to information, but a framing for how they
functioned as a person with their own unique information practices. The concept of everyday
information shifted to consider how one might possess embodied information practices as a
response. These practices place an individual’s own body in relation to time and space and its
influences on information practices. One prominent example of this embodied information
practice comes via Jutta Haider (2011) and her observations that amongst the complications
of “understood knowledge” is the factor of environmental influence on how a person chooses
to engage or disengage with an information practice (p. 830). Haider looked specifically at
how Scandinavian vacationers rationalize their non-environmentally sound decisions through
spatial disassociation. Specifically, the vacationers Haider interviewed justified not recycling
on vacation, because when they are not on vacation they are hyper-diligent with their
recycling. For Haider’s subjects they still embodied the information of being environmentally
conscious, however, they betrayed this practice in deliberate actions that countered such an
embodied information practice. Much as environment can influence one’s embodied
information practices, so too can other bodies. For Robinson and Yerbury (2015) the
contextual element that makes understanding information practices more complex is the body
itself, or at least how a person embodies their information practices both individually and
collectively. The authors do this by looking at how theater costume performers engage in
information creation and documentation of their work with re-enactment and use these cocreated documents to critique and praise their own success as re-enactors. More directly,
Robinson and Yerbury argue there that for these reenactors embodied information practices
mean “making sense of a text in an embodied, social process” (2015, p. 593).
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These processes of embodied information can, however, be complicated when space
and collective needs emerge, just as they can be deconstructed when a notion of privacy and
desire play into what an information practice looks like. For the first complication the work
of Tiffany Venoit (2007) proves evocative. In her study of Kelly, an electrical plant vault
worker, she notes Kelly’s commitments to making sure her space runs smoothly (i.e.,
avoiding power loss on an electricity grid). To do this, Veinot argues that Kelly embodies
certain clothing to do her job (i.e., fireproof garments) and adheres to specific methods of
observation as a means to track down any drastic changes to the maintenance of vaults (i.e., a
dangerous drop or surge in flow of electricity). Thus the space requires that Kelly embody
information by adhering to the dress code for safety. Kelly observes the space she is in over
an extended amount of time, imagining how to assure safety for herself and her community
of coworkers. It is Kelly’s embodied information practices that mark and make the vault safe
and operationalizable, thus her work embodies the information organization expectations, as
well as her own desire to satisfy her employers. Kelly’s example, as explored by Veinot, also
echoes the complex ways that Buckland’s utilization of information types exists in
multitudes. While information can have one form or function, those typologies can and do
overlap. For Kelly, her uniform is a thing of information (it protects her), but informational
evidence as well (it marks her as an employee). In contrast, Patrick Keilty (2016) offers up an
evocative challenge to the outwardness of embodied information, by reminding readers quite
crucially that there are some practices which have very self-serving embodied concerns. His
study of the embodied use of online pornography suggests that “perception is neither purely
conscious nor corporeal; rather, it is mediated through both consciousness and corporality
and therefore is always indirect and incomplete” (p. 65). Quite directly, the outcome for
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many, as Keilty argues, is not a cognitive value reward, but a very real and physical one.
Keitly’s emphasis on self-gratification suggests the very thing for which they are named
after, the body itself. Moreover, Keilty notes that the action of perusing pornography is one
that is linked to ideas of social stigma, so the openness for which some might be willing to
share the knowledge to a collective need (as was the case with Veinot or Robinson &
Yerbury) remains unacknowledged. Further, one’s embodiment can produce practices of
information valuing that center lived experience and the protective needs of their community.
Kitzie et al. (2019) denote how LGBTQIA+ communities center their own stories and the
stories of those with shared identities over the values of medical professionals due to having
learned that many professionals prioritize normative medical values over queer-centric care.
Further, even within the intersection of queer identity, salient identities such as race and age
cause many queer persons to shift concerns to avoid latently racist health care outreach
endeavors such as surveillance driven AIDS/HIV clinics that target queer and trans people of
color (Wagner & Kitzie, 2021). Responding to these caveats, my conceptual framework
leans on these multiple complexities of embodied information practice, while considering
specifically the role larger discursive structures serve in informing not only how embodiment
is done, but, further, how it is seen.
Heteronormativity and Cisnormativity
My conceptual framework acknowledges that individuals exist within a world which
is socially constructed and one’s personal experience and desires mediate the process of
meaning making. I come at my constructivist lens with a critical intervention understanding
there to be “structural/historical” practices set into place to mark as different, regulate, and
oppress specific groups of people (Lincoln, et al., 2011, p. 101). Specifically, my conceptual
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framework understands that phenomenological experience, and by extension, embodied
information practices exist under the discursive regulations of both heteronormativity and
cisnormativity. While the work of Adrienne Rich (1980) and Michael Warner (1991) were
earlier evoked as pioneers in locating the idea of heteronormativity, it is Eve Sedgwick
(1990/2008) within her pioneering text The Epistemology of the Closet where normative
structures find their grounding. Sedgwick notes that social discourse gives “heterosocial and
heterosexual relations a conceptual privilege of incalculable consequences” (p. 31). These
incalculable consequences, as Sedgwick calls them, emerge in various disconcerting ways.
For example, in Sedgwick’s piece she is attempting to reclaim characters from major British
literature as queer. Part of her reflection is not simply that she faced criticism from scholars,
but that they could not imagine a world in which a literary character they presumed to be
heterosexual would be anything but straight. As such, the deployment of heteronormativity
works to locate instances in which the identity of heterosexuality is presumed to be inherent
for any given individual whether or not they have provided such information.
Heteronormativity is also the value systems in which heterosexual actions and
ideologies do not simply pervade social discourse, but have direct impact on legal mandates
for individuals who are non-heterosexual. Examples of this include: wedding industry
companies only marketing to the presence of heterosexual couples (Tombaugh, 2009); the
structuring of school lessons to aim towards eventual heterosexual marriage (Myers &
Raymond, 2010); and even how family structures are imagined in the post-apocalyptic
television shows (Cady & Oates, 2016). What these seemingly disparate studies speak to is
how heteronormativity has both “institutional and rhetorical effects” on who is allowed to be
visible and further how this visibility is seen by those benefitting from the privileges of
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heteronormativity (Ward & Schneider, 2009, p. 434). I acknowledge that one makes sense of
their phenomenological world through experiences and subsequently embody their
information practices through these experiences. I further believe that regulation occurs
through regimes of heteronormativity. These regimes make naming non-heterosexuality an
onus on those who do not identify and benefit from heterosexual privilege. Further sexual
orientation is often less of a visible marker for identity than other identities within the
umbrella of LGBTQ+.
Transgender and gender nonconforming individuals also identify and express their
identities against a discursive framework that presumes all bodies to be cisgender. This
presumption of cisgender as normal is thus called cisnormativity. Popularized within public
intellectual circles Ragna Rök Jóns (2013) provides a concise and operational definition of
cisnormativity describing it as “the commonplace normative assumptions that sex and gender
should and do equate to one another” and further “that cissexuality is the only valid form of
sex-gender interpretation/translation” (“Why Feminism Needs To Be Trans Inclusive,”
2013). Much like heteronormativity’s inability to authentically represent non-heterosexual
couples, cisnormativity demarcates the idea of being transgender or gender nonconforming as
perverse and abject, yet simultaneously impossible to conceptualize. However, the
emergence of a greater visibility for gender nonconforming persons has rendered
representational change by acknowledging the existence of transgender individuals. With an
abundance of caution, however, queer scholars and activists warn against simplistic
identification practices falling into what is termed as “transnormative” discourse.
Transnormativity is the reification of a sex-binary (as assigned at birth) in which people
must orient their gender towards (i.e., a person who is trans must either be transitioning to
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male or female) and further that this is best achieved through medicalized means (Vipond,
2015). In turn, to see trans and gender nonconforming persons in a true and earnest manner
requires a deeper interrogation of what it means to see gender in the first place, something
that proves lacking in the historical deployments of phenomenological inquiry and a point of
content my conceptual framework addresses, or in this case queers.
Queer Phenomenology
To queer phenomenology is to confront the very notion of how one orients oneself
with the world. Queering phenomenology confronts an experience as a multitude of
encounters and reactions rather than a singular moment. Take as an example, Butler’s earlier
discussions of gender and both the “anxiety” and “pleasure” that can come with doing one’s
gender (p. 531) The dichotomy is a useful one as it invites an understanding of one’s
phenomenological orientations to be those which exist in spatiotemporal moments where
orientation may not be easily achievable, or perhaps even a lived reality. For some,
phenomenological experiences are always disorienting. The possibility of a state of
phenomenological disorientation led Ahmed (2006) to posit the need for a queer
phenomenology that “show[s] how bodies are gendered, sexualized, and raced by how they
extend into space.” Ahmed prioritizes “model[s] of how bodies become oriented by how they
take up time and space” (p. 5). The process through which Ahmed makes her case notes the
very privilege of being able to create one’s phenomenological orientation in the first place.
Critiquing another pioneer phenomenologist, Edmund Husserl, Ahmed notes that
phenomenology is an object oriented frame of thinking, one that uses object (here the table at
which Husserl wrote his work) to orient one’s experience thus obscuring the table from
having existed prior to being an “an object ‘from’ which to think” (p. 4). Ahmed expands
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outward noting that this obfuscation of the table as speaking to Husserl’s own privilege in the
world. For Ahmed, Husserl does not have to attend to the actualities of any of the labor that
went into the table from which he writes. Ahmed builds this argument to consider what it
means to be a body that is not easily oriented towards space and time, or is not seen as fitting
in within the confines of an object or subject of experience. By naming this queer
phenomenology one of disorientations, Ahmed argues that for migrant bodies, as well as
queer bodies, their “orientation might be described as facing at least two directions” that
potentially lead the queer individual’s movement towards something seemingly roundabout,
non-linear, or even purposefully elusive (p. 10). In turn, a question remains. If Ahmed’s
framing of a queer phenomenology is one such that certain bodies cannot exist as objects
from which phenomenological experience is neatly built upon, how then does the non-queer
body orient itself towards a person who is both disoriented and potentially disorienting? One
potential answer exists in an admittedly disconcerting example.
In The Life and Death of Latisha King: A Critical Phenomenology of Transphobia,
Gayle Salamon (2018) chronicles the court case following the murder of black trans woman
Latisha King by one of her high school classmates. The murder, Salamon argues, arose not
simply out of the transphobia directed at King, but the inability for her murderer, someone
who was believed to have been intimate with King, to see in earnest King’s way of being as a
black, trans woman. In turn, King’s death shows how this phenomenological orientation
towards trans identities from a position of cisnormative and heteronormative (and her
expressly transphobic) framings is one that assumes things beyond gender identity to be at
play. As one of King’s teachers outright said of her during the trial, King was seen as
engaging in “negative attention seeking.” Salamon goes on to discuss how the entirety of
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King’s school saw her voice, clothing, clicking of high heels, and expression to all be not
points of passing, but in their minds of “sticking out” (Salamon, 2018, p. 54). This visibility
leads Salamon to argue that gesture is part of how a body exists in phenomenologies of time
and space, as it is the “power of gesture” that allows a “body to exceed itself and its
circumstances in the world” (p. 84-85). King’s insistence on being seen (and heard) made
King no longer an object from which one drew orientations, but a subject in her own
phenomenological production, one that caused others to become disoriented and retaliate as
opposed to engage with what it meant for themselves to experience disorientation. In
Salamon’s retelling of the King murder trial she argues that “one of the things
phenomenology teaches us is that observation, that description, is just as likely to get us to a
place of unknowing as a place of knowing” and for King’s peers and teachers this unknowing
was a threat (p. 148-149). Unfortunately for King, those around her felt fear in this
uncertainty and chose to regulate her actions and existence in an attempt to return to
something more certain and knowable. For both Ahmed and Salamon, the role of queer
phenomenology is not to name and know something experienced, but to understand when
and where non-knowing and misnaming can happen and further to ask out of this what must
be unknown, renamed and, possibly, what cannot be known or named in the process.
Conceptual Framework
It is in these ways that I structure my conceptual framework. Returning to Figure 2.3
my conceptual framework understands that individual experience happens inside of socially
constructed notions of reality. In response, people make sense of their worlds through
phenomenological encounters within time and space, using these experiences to orient
themselves to the world. Within LIS phenomenological encounters were taken up as
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everyday life information practices and evolved to specifically consider how individuals
engage in embodied information. Much like phenomenology, these embodied information
practices are informed by and reoriented in response to the additions of new information, or
the expectations mandated by others in the space. This conceptual framework also
acknowledges the very real presence of things like heteronormativity and cisnormativity
which close off the ability to engage in any phenomenological exploration that is not already
severely dictated by the presumptions and values of heterosexual and cisgender discourses.
For individuals who identify as queer, as an example, the phenomenological orientation of
the world is one already mired with disorientation. Coming to and seeking out experiences
and information, as a queer person, becomes one that is never linear. The acknowledgement
and visible recognition of queerness becomes contested, as those whose phenomenological
orientations are not “normal” possess two options for dealing with their encounters with
queerness. The first is a refusal to see the queer disorientation and instead use orientations of
knowledge that either overlook or misname queerness (i.e., the conflation of trans identity
with sexual orientation). The second option is to outright reject and regulate queerness,
especially that which is trans or gender nonconforming and force it to align with a linear
phenomenological orientation or to become removed from such social realities altogether. It
is in these final two implications of a queer phenomenology wherein I look towards the role
of my conceptual framework most directly. Since cataloging is about naming the things one
interprets, the desire to put order and orientations onto the subject of information is as
complex and as potentially dangerous as the desire to remove such representations outright.
In either scenario, the choices (and non-choices) made by catalogers have considerable
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implications on the field of LIS, as well as how information is understood and perceived
more broadly.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
This chapter lays out the purpose of my study and the methodological approach of my
research. It will talk through the process of my research beginning first with my positionality
and assumptions framing this work. I will follow this with the research design of my study to
include my data collection methods, analysis and validation. I will then turn to the ethical
issues inherent in this research and conclude with impact and significance of this research
and methodological approach. Relevant documents discussed are available within
appendices.
Statement of Purpose and Research Questions
This research looks at how catalogers working with visual information resources
make sense of identity, specifically gender, within their work. The study illuminates the
challenges of making descriptive claims in and around various parts of a person’s identity
that are socially constructed. The purpose of the study is to better understand what thought
processes go through cataloger’s minds as they engage in their work. The study further aims
to interrogate how meaning is made and not made in cataloger’s actions and what they
understand to be their orientations towards a piece of visual information as a cataloger
working with visual information resources. My research questions are as follows:
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1. How, if at all, do catalogers perceive of and represent expressions of gender identity in
their cataloging work?
a. How, if at all, does work with visual information resources impact these
perceptions?
2. What standards and values do catalogers reference when describing persons within a piece
of visual information?
3. How do catalogers position themselves in relation to the identities they are describing
when cataloging visual information?
a. In what ways are the positionality of visual information catalogers ever
complicated or shifted in relation to the visual content they are identifying?
Process
Positionality and Philosophical Assumptions
My relationship to the work of catalogers of visual imagery is rather close, as I spent
some time during my master’s degree working as a cataloging intern for moving image
materials. It was during this time that I found out the challenges of describing images that
could be potentially trans or gender non-conforming in nature. I became interested in critical
information organization, to which I discovered there were larger systematic biases within
cataloging and classification schemas (Berman, 1971; Olson, 2011; Adler, 2012). This field
of critical information studies has been one that has pushed me to look at my own
understanding of cataloging systems and has led me to also look critically at information
organization structures and ethics (Wagner 2018; Wagner, 2019). While these critical pieces
are necessary to attending to systematic misrepresentation of persons and groups, the
practices of catalogers themselves remain severely understudied outside of the work of
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Šauperl (2002; 2004; 2005). To this end, my research emerges out of a personal desire to
provide better context to how the agency of catalogers plays into the descriptive process.
While the value of the aforementioned critical scholarship is vast, questions about whether or
not catalogers even attend to the potentiality of trans and gender nonconforming identities
tends to, excluding queer-focused standards such as the Homosaurus, precede anything an
organizational system might influence. I believe that research that looks towards the
perceptions of catalogers will not only provide a deeper lens into what role actual
organizational systems have on the day-to-day practices of catalogers, but by extension speak
to how much naming and describing happens before an item record is even created.
This desire to advocate for the agency of catalogers will also run into my own
commitments to inclusion within librarianship, which also notes that systematic power
dynamics and structures of oppression must be changed in order for spaces to do radical
work (Ahmed, 2012). In terms of my embodied identities, I am a white person who was
assigned male at birth, but identifies as genderqueer. My gender identity makes my own
relationship to how gender is perceived and understood a lived experience. I am also in the
space of a PhD program which separates me from the practitioners who may only have an
MLIS or be paraprofessionals. Such differentiations matter in regards to their perceptions of
me as a researcher. The divide between practitioners and researchers continues to prove a
challenge to engaging in meaningful and impactful work, most often at the expense of
practitioners (Shlesinger, 2009). As such, my presence was, at times, observed as one
exploiting and using practitioners that results in little positive impact on their daily
endeavors. Finally, I was younger and of a different gender than my subjects which was
reflective of the field of librarianship which remains predominantly made up of middle-aged
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and older, white, cisgender women (Rosa & Henke, 2017). The ways these identities
intersect must be considered. As noted in Chapter 2, my ontological belief is that of a social
constructivist worldview, with an epistemological lens that is influenced by critical queer
theory noting that social discourse operates within and through heteronormative ideologies
that privilege replicability, binaries, and reproduction (Browne & Nash, 2016). Given that a
queer critical framework also considers that social practices promote labeling and order out
of comfort and presumptions of necessity means that my lens looked for how normalcy and
consistency operate and actively work to interrogate them. I will discuss my queer theoretical
framework in my data analysis section.
Qualitative Design
This project used a queer phenomenological interpretative analysis (QIPA), which
builds off of the traditional methodology of interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA).
Designed by Smith et al. (2009) and building on the phenomenology of Husserl, IPA analysis
focuses on how a specific person makes sense of their actions in a setting specific context or
situation. For example, the three researchers who serve as co-editors for the aforementioned
book engage in considerably different IPA projects. For Smith and Osborn (2007) IPA is
deployed to better understand how chronic lower back pain affects an individual's
psychological well-being. Through a series of semi-structured interviews with patients and a
process of inductive coding between researchers, the authors found that patients tended to
displace their pain onto those around them while simultaneously worrying about being
burdensome to others (521-522). Flowers et al. (1997) use IPA to study how gay men
understand the practice of unprotected sex in relationships. Much like the earlier study,
multiple participants engaged in semi-structured interviews and these interviews were then
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inductively coded. This round of coding was then followed by categorizing the notes into
themes. Findings included participants justifying their actions out of a belief of commitment
in their current relationship or due to the trust they possessed in their partner. Finally, Larkin
and Griffiths (2004) use IPA to understand how people who engage in risky behavior
rationalize their behavior. Much like the other two studies participants partook in semistructured interviews which were then followed by the researchers doing two rounds of
inductive coding before building out larger themes. The most prevalent finding was that
many risk-takers (especially drug users) justify the value of pleasure over danger and
rationalize the brief amount of time involved in the behavior as a point that decreases risk.
IPA distinguishes itself from other qualitative methods due to the increased valuing of
interpretation; unlike something like thematic analysis which looks first at the social and
cultural contexts in which ideas exist, IPA first asks what meaning a person makes before
contexualizing that meaning into larger discursive patterns. In the case of this research, it is a
question of what gender means, or is presumed to mean to the individual, rather than how the
individual understands gender to exist within society (Guest et al., 2011). In turn, data
analysis prioritizes sentiments and feelings as critical points of exploration rather than
understanding larger cultural and institutional labels as understood by the participant. IPA
engages in a concerted effort to explore not what participants think researchers want to hear,
but in earnest, their thoughts as they exist prior to other social interactions. In particular, this
approach affords me the ability to engage in how catalogers experience gender in their work,
rather than their thoughts and opinions on gender as filtered through cataloging standards and
practices as a field of thought.
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While the use of IPA originated in health psychology contexts, its use has since been
redeployed for non-health settings as it helps to hone in on how individuals make sense of
complex cognitive practices. Examples of its use beyond this field include considerations
about how research coaches conceptualize success and barriers to achieving success
(Salomaa, 2015); how youth of color make sense of racist encounters with police (Nordberg
et al., 2018); and even how entrepreneurs understand their inability to engage in business
endeavors out of a fear of failure (Cacciotti et al., 2016). In the realm of LIS, IPA proves a
relatively underutilized methodology, though the work of VanScoy (2012) stands as a
marked exception. Her study explores the sense of purpose that reference librarians have
about their profession. Using IPA in a manner similar to the aforementioned studies,
VanScoy studied eight academic librarians through semi-structured interviews and coded for
emergent themes, which were then tiered into larger thematic structures (p 55). Of note in
VanScoy’s findings were that many of her participants found their jobs to be rewarding,
especially with regards to the belief that they provided their users with previously
unavailable information. In turn, the implementation of IPA within an LIS study is more than
warranted, however, given the larger critical queer epistemology of the project the IPA
method requires alterations.
Smith et al. (2009) note in their argument for IPA that “things that are absent are as
important as those that are present in defining who we are and how we see the world” (p. 19).
Considering that part of the queer project is to upend and contest notions of fixity, queering
IPA allows for those very absences to hold equal, if not, greater weight to their moments of
presence. As such, my study of catalogers and their naming of identity in relation to visual
resources deploys what I am calling a Queer Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis
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(QIPA). The QIPA attends to identity naming and its absence in discussions around certain
ideas about cataloger’s experience with their work. I am interested in how catalogers
understand gender as a thing seen and described within their work. However, I use the term
identity to open up other potential areas for meaning making and non-making via catalogers
and their practices. The major distinction being made between IPA and QIPA is a more direct
concern for what is not brought forth by the participants and how such silences might speak
to internalized assumptions about the fixity of gender, race, and other identities that exist
within binarized logics. My attempts to do queer the IPA method will align with IPA more
traditionally, as I will explain in my data analysis section. Further, I also utilize a queering
through the structuring of my recruitment texts and interview protocols (APPENDIX B, C,
D) which make no express mention that the participants will be engaging in gendering
practices. My approach to excluding this information was not to mislead the participants, but
to better understand how they might engage in gendering with being prompted to provide
answers that were either filtered through a perception of correct and appropriate gendering
practices, nor attempting to placate what I might want to hear as a researcher. In doing so,
this allowed me to see how cisnormative ideas around gender emerged and how these
assumptions might warrant queer interventions.
Considering that the larger project is interested in how one works to name and make
sense of identity, asking participants to engage directly in this practice helps to illuminate
how the participant orients their practice to their internalized experiences. As such the design
will include a think aloud exercise asking participants to describe two moving image files for
content and potential subject headings. The Think Aloud method, as van Someren et al.
(1994) argue, illuminates within participants their respective “knowledge source orientation”
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(p. 93). Think Aloud is commonly deployed to understand how people work through
science, math, and programming problems and how they sequence the structure of their
work, especially with regards to choosing to refer to previous guidance or to make
individualized guesses. Crucially, the approach allows researchers to better assess the
experiential phenomena of task-driven engagements. Combined with the semi-structured
interview methodology, the findings of Think Aloud inform a more full-scale participant
observation that is more concerned with “daily activities, rituals, interactions, and events of a
group” (Dewalt & Dewalt, 2002, p. 1). This project is expressly interested in the
phenomenological moment in which identity making happens for catalogers, and the use of
the Think Aloud method affords a scaled alternative to more robust participant observations.
One of the more common deployments of Think Aloud is a series of activities that
begin with preparation, wherein a researcher gives the participant an expectation of
outcomes, which will then be followed by a modelling of their engagement with the activity,
here marking when they make claims about their processes or the outcomes of their process
(i.e., “I know I am supposed to do this” statements or “If I do this, then this might happen”
statements). This step is then followed by an evaluation, which is done by the researcher to
see if they achieved the goals of the task. Crucial, however, to this process is a consistent
vocalized reflection on the iterative steps of the process on the part of participants. As Gardin
(2010) argues, there should be no more than ten seconds of silence before a participant is
asked to clarify what they are doing. Notable examples of the use of the Think Aloud method
include the exploration of how students make sense of and attend to evidence when dealing
with historical events such as school desegregation (Jacobsen et al., 2018). Authors found
that students often tended to either come to the discussion of histories of desegregation with
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either immediate skepticism or blind faith, resulting in the use of evidence as being either
challenging or confirming of their respective sense of truth. (Jacobson et al., 2018, pp. 254255). Irrgang et al. (2016) used a modified version of Think Aloud to show that people who
engage in rhythmic dancing tend to evoke ideas like “nostalgia” and “transcendence” as
reasons that they find themselves lost in dance (p. 18). Souto Pereira et al. (2016) have even
used the Think Aloud method to understand how bisexual individuals make sense of their
erasure within social discourse. This study further prodded the viability of current models of
the Think Aloud method to properly undo binarized logics of identity, here specifically
around notions of gender, sex, and sexuality. In turn, its application within research is
widespread and diverse, yet, much like IPA its deployment within LIS and its framework
limitations require nuancing.
The use of the Think Aloud is quite expansive within the LIS studies including
explorations of digital reference work (Pomerantz, 2004) and the navigation of copyright by
Kenyan academic librarians (Wakhungu Olaka & Adkins, 2013) amongst others. However,
the most prominent example related to cataloging remains Šauperl’s in depth study of
catalogers whose findings were already mentioned in Chapter 2. Such a critical lack of
qualitative research around cataloging practices suggests a rich potential for new infusions of
the Think Aloud method into the study of catalogers. Moreover, the necessity of
interrogating how the orientations of catalogers affect their knowledge processes within
describing identities is crucial to understanding how they perceive and name gender,
moreover, given that I have also infused a queer framework within my use of IPA, I too
worked to queer the Think Aloud method, by considering how issues of gender are not
invoked or are invoked in cisnormative frameworks.
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Data Collection
To assure that I received a population that fits the nuanced needs of visual
information resource cataloging I began with a pre-screening survey, driven by purposive
sampling strategies, that was sent over cataloging listservs and LIS conference forums within
North America. Purposive sampling allowed me to control the amount of participants I had,
while prioritizing the inclusion of participants whose expertise met the unique framings of
my research questions rather than general representations of the field of cataloging (Guarte &
Barrios, 2006). Additionally, I shared the recruitment script via my personal social media
accounts as well. In alignment with purposive sampling, the pre-screening survey
(APPENDIX A) asked for people possessing the following qualities: First, they must be
actively employed as a cataloger or in a position equivalent to cataloging. Second, they must
express interest in participating in a longer interview about their work with visual
information resources. Listserv recruitment was successful, but the social media recruitment
proved even more successful. I obtained 64 responses and of those participants I picked
thirteen participants who worked with unique types of materials and within unique
institutional settings. The sample size exceeded my original goal of 10 but thirteen
participants remained indicative of the small size necessary for engaging in a robust project
within the dictates of IPA (Smith et al., 2009). Further, the inclusion of 13 participants
matched previous research on cataloger practices which tended to comprise pools of between
10 and 20 participants (Šauperl,2002; Woods, 2019). Upon choosing participants I reached
out to those interested and used Calendly to set up times for a 90-minute Zoom interview.
Upon the date of the interview participants were given an interview consent form that
included a demographic survey (APPENDIX C). Following the interview protocol
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participants (APPENDIX D) engaged in an hour long semi-structured interview which was
followed by a half hour Think Aloud exercise. This exercise asked them to consider how they
might go about describing three pieces of visual film footage borrowed from the Moving
Image Research Collection at the University of South Carolina (APPENDIX E, F, G). Two
of the three examples were chosen because of their potential to be interpreted as drag show
performances from the 1920s and because both lack sound--the idea with these choices
closing off the potential for the participants to look for clues in narrative beyond what they
were perceiving in a purely visual way. A third clip of a non-drag performance provided a
“neutral” cataloging opportunity. Crucially, neutral here was deployed synonymously with
normal, though the non-drag show performance is normative. Normative here pulled from a
larger acknowledgement that we exist within cisnormative structures, wherein individuals
presume people to be either cisgender men or women, unless given compelling reasons to
believe otherwise, or exist within queer spaces wherein gender identities are majority
transgender or nonbinary. Further, the videos screened are neutral only in so much as they
reflect what is acceptable and allegedly universal within “Western regulatory frameworks”
(Duggan, 2014, p.11). So the drag shows were not themselves abnormal or non-neutralizing,
but serve as a counter to the very notion that the work of describing images can ever be
normal and ideally will result in a deneutralized perception of the descriptive process writ
large.
The first video screened (APPENDIX G) Wedding-Wright-Norelius-outtakes consists
of a couple who appear to be a cisgender man and woman engaged in a wedding ceremony
with a religious official presiding over the event. The footage cuts between various angles of
the couple and officiant, before the couple steps off screen to meet another feminine
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presenting person who kisses the groom. The footage concludes with the couple facing the
camera and talking. The second video screen (APPENDIX E) Jazz wedding—outtakes
consist of a group of individuals dressed in bridal and groom garb dancing towards the
camera. Leading the group is an individual dressed as a priest carrying a book. The footage
cuts to multiple scenes of the religious figures raising their hands as combinations of bride
and groom hug and kiss one another. While it is impossible to assert gender onto the
participants within the footage, Western cisnormative presumptions might lead one to think
each of them to be women, some of whom are wearing masculine clothing. Finally, the third
clip screened (APPENDIX F) Phi eta club musical show—outtakes features a group of
people in feminine clothing playing leapfrog outside. The footage then cuts to what appears
to be a masculine and a feminine kissing in a chair. A sheriff figure steps from off screen to
scold the couple for kissing one another. The feminine person stands up and takes off their
wig and inserts a pipe into their mouth, leading the sheriff to apologize and leave the two
alone. The clip then cuts to the same feminine person sitting at a vanity and applying a wig
and makeup before another edit shows them without the wig on and holding a pipe. The
footage then concludes by returning to the opening footage of the group playing leapfrog
now with the group removing their wigs and wagging their fingers at the camera.
The interviews were held via the video-based conferencing platform of the
participant’s choosing as a means to open up participation to all catalogers in North America
and further as a means to avoid intruding on the space of the catalogers I was working with.
Similarly, the Think Aloud videos were distributed via YouTube during the interview to
assure ease of being opened and to avoid preconceived biases regarding the content. The
justification for using online technologies aligns with Salmons (2014) sentiment that the
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increasingly digital mediation of our daily lives affords technological comforts to researchers
and participants than they have in the past. The interviews followed a semi-structured
protocol of questions (APPENDIX D). The semi-structured interview questions were
followed by the Think Aloud exercise with its own set of questions (APPENDIX D). The
interview concluded with a set of debriefing questions for the participant (APPENDIX D).
Theoretical saturation was achieved when “no new properties emerge during data collection”
(Charmaz, 2006, p. 12). To confirm this data collection, I reflected on my own personal
journals and noted observations around telling findings, in particular, things that stood out as
new and revelatory. By the tenth interview I found my reflections consistently referencing
points already made by previous interview subjects, especially around the ethical obligations
of catalogers to describe gender and the larger issues of visual information destabilizing the
more objective acts of cataloging.
Data Analysis and Validation
With the permission of the participants the interviews were audio-recorded and
transcribed by the researcher. Initial coding was done through Nvivo. The first round of
coding was done through inductive models in line with IPA methodology. This began with
an initial noting of ideas and statements of interest. Specifically, this coding considered what
Smith et al. (2009) describe as descriptive comments and conceptual comments, with the
former noting the description of processes the participants mention whereas the former deals
with inquiries around what a cataloger might mean by a statement (p. 83-88). These two
frames of coding provided an In Vivo framework that afforded me a chance to note trends
and themes within the transcripts that spoke to “the participant’s own language in the data
record” (Saldaña, 2016, p. 294). These In Vivo codes were then built to create the “emergent
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themes” of IPA which helped to “reduce the volume of detail...whilst maintaining
complexity.” In turn, this coding for themes looked for connections between themes to avoid
replication or confusion, adding codes as necessary through each set of interview data
obtained (Smith et al., 2009, pp. 91-92).
Considering that this project was also a queer project, an additional level of deductive
coding was applied to make it a QIPA project. Deductive coding here helped to “harmonize
with [my] study’s conceptual framework” of a critical queer lens (Saldaña, 2016, p. 75). This
deductive code book was built through a combination of queer theoretical frameworks
(Bornstein, 1994; Halberstam, 1998; Duggan, 2014), queer methodological guides (Davies et
al., 2012; Browne & Nash, 2016; Compton et al., 2018), and exemplars of queer social
science research around queer visibility (Gray, 2009; Kitzie, 2017; Pfeffer, 2017). The code
book was then structured iteratively to attend to the IPA part of QIPA to note any emergent
themes that connected across participants. Interviews went through intercoder reliability via
two outside readers. The outside readers represented the two major fields of research within
this research with one coding for topics related to gender studies and the other focusing on
content pertinent to information science. Intercoder reliability was achieved through
individual collaborate coding and discrepancies were discussed and altered during coding
meetings. The use of intercoder reliability allowed for me to achieve confirmability in my
research by assuring that the analysis of responses was informed by participants’ narratives
rather than my own personal biases. Beyond this, confirmability, as well as credibility,
occurred through my sending of transcripts and findings to the participants for member
checking (Cutcliffe & McKenna, 2004). Additionally, I kept a reflexive journal of my own
participation in the research as well as creating debriefing notes as a means to immediately
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engage with how my own positionality plays within the research process and as a method for
self-guidance for alterations to this and future qualitative projects I undertake (Meyer &
Willis, 2019). Given that this is an initial study with little prior precedent, the role of
transferability and dependability remains a limitation, one I hope to attend with future
iterations of the research.
Ethical Issues
Given that this process asked participants to potentially take time off from their
employment to engage in an hour and a half of research I provided participants with a $30
Amazon Gift Card. This was an attempt to provide the participants with what is roughly
equivalent to an hour and a half of their workday (Todorinova, 2018). I also anonymized the
samples of the participants as to make sure that they were as non-identifiable as possible
using pseudonyms, institution type, and general identity discussions when it comes to
representative data. All contact information, recordings, and transcripts were stored on a
password protected server. While all efforts could not promise anonymity, I adhered to the
idea that I “clearly inform participants” of what information I was taking, why I was taking
it, and how I was working to secure it (Saldaña & Omasta, 2018, 193).
Finally, given that this method attends to understanding the ways that catalogers may
overlook or fail to see identities (especially those beyond a cisgender binary) it was possible
that the analysis painted the participants in a negative light. Participants were given a chance
to member check and restate their opinions. Even beyond this, their potential moments for
non-identity naming were situated in their relationships to heteronormativity and
cisnormativity and, as the findings note, did not suggest them to be ill-willed towards any
groups of people.
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Impact and Significance
Since this study exists in the still relatively small field of IPA within librarianship
(cataloging more specifically) the outcomes can provide a better sense of how catalogers
make sense of their work and how they engage with the various technologies of cataloging.
More crucial, however, is this study’s insistence on better understanding the choices
catalogers make that are based on phenomenological orientations, even when these
orientations go unnoticed and unnamed. The implications of this being that catalogers could
be engaging in the interpretation of objects without actively understanding their impetus for
doing so. As will be discussed in the findings, acknowledging and making clear that this
might be happening could have considerable impact on how cataloging praxis is taught,
especially around the emphasis of cultural competencies and acknowledgement of more
diverse identities within visual information records. One major implication is the necessity
for an intensified acknowledgement of the role of subjectivity within the process of
cataloging. As it stands, even with the critical frameworks mentioned earlier the role of
cataloging is still one that works to make something as universally available as possible. Yet,
if a cataloger has their own personal biases and presumptions which influence their work
then it might create hindrances to how other interpretations could open up the alleged appeal
to universality. Even if this work ends up honing in on the failure to represent the
potentialities of other gender identities, such impact is telling of the way other identities
become constructed within cataloging practice.
Just as the qualitative research methodology I undertook warrants a clear and
intentional discussion of my own positionality, so too should the action of describing what
one sees in a piece of visual information demand similar exhaustive explorations of how
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one’s lived experience could and often does influence what they say about something.
Further, naming these identities helps make clear that the work of describing content is done
by people who tend to share somewhat similar identities, and the long term implications of
how we understand representation within librarianship and information organization must
attend to these discrepancies. While this research is hardly aimed at upending the entirety of
information organization, because doing so requires a necessary replacement, it does aim to
make more human the process which has been too long attendant to objectivity at the
expense of representation both within and outside of the catalog record. As the findings will
show, such a philosophical shift impacts not only catalogers but the design of descriptive
technologies more broadly.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter discusses findings related to the following research questions:
RQ1. How, if at all, do catalogers perceive of and represent expressions of gender identity?
RQ1(A). How, if at all, does work with visual information resources impact these
perceptions?
RQ2. What standards and values do catalogers reference when describing persons within a
piece of visual information?
RQ3. How do catalogers position themselves in relation to the identities they are describing
when cataloging visual information?
RQ3(A). In what ways are the positionality of catalogers ever complicated or shifted in
relation to the visual content they are identifying?
The findings of this chapter pull from the data gathered from the thirteen semi-structured
interviews conducted between January 16th and February 27th of 2020. The data combined
both question-based interview answers with the responses to the Think Aloud exercise asking
participants to view footage and then describing cataloging process for such footage. The
interview questions attended to the social and job-oriented components of the cataloger’s
work while the Think Aloud elements allowed for a perceptive, phenomenological addition
around the way meaning making occurred for participants upon working with visual
information. Responses, accordingly, report often holistic findings, rather than referencing
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specific questions asked during the interview or the Think Aloud process. However, where
relevant, findings will make mention of particular interview questions or Think Aloud
activities which elicited noteworthy responses.
The combination of the interview questions and Think Aloud exercise afforded data
triangulation that attended to the research’s conceptual concerns with constructivist and
phenomenological practices of embodied information. Such a combination illuminates both
the cataloger’s perceptions of their professional role when it comes describing visual
information with gendered implications as well as the actual individualized practices
informing their own personal gendering practice within visual information records. Prior to
analyzing, however, a brief overview of participant demographics is provided below.
Interview Participants
The ages of participants ranged from 26 to 61, with an average age of approximately
41. In terms of gender, seven identified as women, three identified as men, and three
identified as non-binary. Regarding sexual orientation, four identified as heterosexual, three
identified as bisexual, one identified as gay, one identified as gay/queer, one identified as
flexible, and one identified as cis (most likely intending to say straight). Two participants
chose not to disclose their sexual orientations. Along the lines of race and ethnicity, eight
identified as white, one identified as Japanese, one identified as Japanese American, one
identified as European American, and two chose not to share their racial identity. Ten
participants noted having Master's degrees, with three of them explicitly noting having MLIS
degrees. Two noted actively pursuing their Master's in library science, and one noted having
a Ph.D. Finally, participants were asked to share their years of experience cataloging, with
the years of experience ranging from 2 years to 31 years. The average years of experience
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cataloging was approximately thirteen years. Though no demographic questions occurred
around specific cataloging work, participant site-specific work included academic libraries,
special collections, public libraries, project-based archives, and an archive focused on human
sexuality. Table 3.1 represents the participants’ pseudonyms and their pronouns, and a
general description of the type of cataloging work done within their job. Job descriptions
made use of the direct job descriptions of participants, however, generalization was deployed
in instances where their job title might reveal their identity. Participants were given an
opportunity to choose their own pseudonyms or to have a pseudonym provided by me. For
those participants who chose to have me pick their pseudonym I provided them with a
pseudonym of former cats with which I have lived. No geographic data was asked of the
participants though participants all worked as catalogers or metadata librarians within the
United States at the time of the interviews.
Table 4.1: Participant Pseudonyms, Pronouns, and Professional Rol3
Participant
No.
1

Pseudonym

Pronouns

Professional Role

Jane

She/her/hers

2

Kendra

She/her/hers

3

Brant

They/them/theirs

4

Oslo

She/her/hers

Technical Services
and Electronic
Resources Librarian
Archivist for Small
Family Library
Cataloger for Queer
and Sexuality
Materials/Consultant
for Queer Affirming
Thesaurus
Metadata and
Cataloging
Librarian4

At the time of interviewing Oslo, she was working as a part-time special collections
cataloger thus explaining her inclusion in the sample despite now having a similar experience
to other participants.
4
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5

Tippen

6

Pax

7

Jimothy

8
9

Schrodinger
Cecil Black

10

Burns

11

Riker

12
13

BC
Michelle

She/her/hers

Special Collections
Catalog Librarian
He/him/his;they/them/theirs Metadata Librarian
for Digital Projects
He/him/his
Science,
Technology, and
Engineering
Librarian
He/him/his
Metadata Librarian
He/him/his;they/them/theirs Monographs
Cataloger
She/her/hers
Theses and
Dissertations
Cataloger
He/him/his
Metadata and
Emergent
Technologies
Librarian
She/her/hers
Metadata Librarian
She/her/hers
Cataloger in
Smallish Rural
Public Library

Findings Based on Research Questions
Findings discussed are culled from both forms of methodological inquiry deployed within the
study. While the semi-structured interview components and the Think Aloud exercise yielded
differing data points, both will be discussed in relation to each research question. When
necessary, notations will be made about the specifics of each exercise with the intent of
illuminating how the particular method informed findings. The unit of observation in all
cases comes directly from the transcript and coding occurred at a sentence level. Sentence
level coding allowed for the coding of themes to occur in isolation while also providing
context to larger ideas as discussed by participants and echoes the prioritizing of
individualized phenomenological interpretation with the titular IPA model. It also allowed
for the capturing of non-linear thoughts and spoken ideas potentially lost in line-based or
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paragraph-based coding. Further, a sentence was coded for all possible codes as to show
connections between themes, topics, and ideas (Maxwell, 1996). The codebook is available
in APPENDIX H. The transcription of records also occurred by me, allowing for an
additional layer of intimate reflection to the participants’ ideas and as an initial pass at
considering emergent themes within the data. Further, while this approach produced
subjective interpretations around spelling, grammar, and sentence breaks it equally provided
me with a consistency within the transcript for the purposes of coding (McLellan et al.,
2003).
Findings suggest that the cataloging of visual information in general proves a
challenge to information organization professionals given that it requires the cataloger to
navigate their own subjectivity. Further, in spite of this awareness, the data suggest that
catalogers make these decisions with a particular awareness for such challenges and often do
so under stress. Stressors include catalog record production driven by external forces such as
administrative expectations. The data also suggested a general willingness to quickly and
deliberately name gender identity when such contexts were imagined to be normative, only to
be challenged by a larger realization that potential gender identities might indeed contradict a
cataloger’s initial presumptions. Such a finding implies a disconnect between the lived
experience of gender as a deeply contextualized and individualized thing and the role of a
cataloger in describing identity as part of visual information. As will be discussed such
disconnects are likely informed by larger sociocultural factors such as cisnormativity. In
response, findings suggest the potential for challenging normative ideologies within the
profession through inclusion of diverse gender representation both within the cataloging
profession and with regards to the content being cataloged. This finding, in particular, attends
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to a growing demand within LIS scholarship to change the discussion from inclusion and
equity to better understanding the tangible impact visible and diverse identities have on
engaging in inclusion-oriented work (Cooke & Kitzie, 2021). Further, it also reaffirms the
need for scholarship and theory on information organization to better attend to the role
embodiment plays in describing information, with a particular emphasis on how queer bodies
complicate this historical practice (Keilty, 2016, Adler, 2017, Floegel, 2020).
RQ1. How Catalogers Perceive of and Represent Expressions of Gender Identity
This section attends to the question of gender identity as a perceptive component of
cataloger’s daily work. The study interrogated how catalogers both consciously and
unconsciously engage with gendering as an identification. Findings thus focus on how
participants both deliberately evoked gender as a challenge and the manner with which
gender became an issue when encountering representations of gender identity that challenged
their normative presumptions about a cisgender binary. Further, multiple participants
troubled the notion that any form of decision making based on human identity proved
challenging, given the lack of direct affirmation often existing within visual information
regardless of the context. The table below highlights the findings, interview questions that
related to the finding, and sample codes which surfaced those findings.
Table 4.2: Findings, Questions, and Codes Relevant to Identity Description
Finding
Describing Identity in
Daily Cataloging
Practices

Relevant Interview Question
What are some of the
first decisions you
make (or might
make) when
describing a piece of
visual information?
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Relevant code(s)
Describing person –
Ethnicity; Gender issue
– Gendering; Think
aloud - Race

General Concerns with
Naming Identities other
Than Gender

Do you think any
objects are more
difficult to identify,
label, or name than
others? If so, why?

Describing person –
Race; Describing
person – Social
identities

Gender in Daily
Practices

Are there any objects
that you insist (or
might insist) need to
be named, labeled, or
identified in a piece
of visual
information? If so,
why?

Gender issue –
Gendering;
Think aloud – Gender;
Gender issue - Gender
as natural assumption

The Conflation of
Gender and Sexuality
within
Phenomenological
Description

[Occurred
exclusively during
the Think Aloud
exercise]

Gender issue Sexuality conflated
with gender

Describing Gender
Performance and
Expression

[Occurred
exclusively during
the Think Aloud
exercise]

Gender issue - Gender
expression - Clothing
as gender signifier
Think Aloud - Gender

Describing Identity in Daily Cataloging Practices
Many participants raised concerns around naming identity within humans as a
particularly onerous task. This issue often arose in response to questions such as “what are
(or could be) some of the easiest parts of cataloging visual information,” or the more general
conversations around my asking the general difficulties associated with describing visual
information. Codes that helped surface this particular set of ideas included those housed
under “Describing Persons,” “Gender Issue,” and, in some instances, codes involving the
“Think Aloud” exercise. The relevance of many of these findings emerging from deductive
normative codes versus inductive codes about cataloging issues, practices, and standards,
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suggests their relationship to be specifically to the participants’ phenomenological role to
identity making both within and outside of gender.
Jane, a technical services and metadata librarian, distinguished the challenge as being
one tied to the complexity of human identity versus other organic objects present within
visual information. Eleven of the thirteen participants expressed some concern around the
general practice of describing humans as particularly complex, with varying degrees of what
informs this challenge. Using watermelon as her counter to humans, Jane argued that even if
there are variations in watermelons there are not the additional layers of types of identity to
their existence that requires acknowledgement. Jane stated simply that “there are not a lot of
watermelon” but “there are a lot of people.” In this way, Jane notes that presuming anything
about a human, gender or otherwise, takes some degree of subjective interpretation whereas
it is easy to see something like a watermelon and possess an agreed upon notion of what
makes that a watermelon. Michelle, cataloger at a small rural library, drew similar parallels
to Jane noting that were she dealing with a theoretical painting by Monet that featured
women under a tree that the part of describing the tree would be more than easy. Conversely
were Michelle to assume either that the individual is indeed a woman or that she was say a
lesbian, would ultimately be conjecturing on her part without any affirmation. Schrodinger, a
metadata librarian, also likened this challenge to another type of artwork by arguing that for
him it is easier to describe a banana within a still life painting than it would be to provide a
description of a person within a portrait.
For others, the task of describing a person meant engaging with not only gender, but
other complex identities wherein laying claim to identity was necessary, even if impossible to
confirm. Brant, who works as a cataloger with materials related to human sexuality, notes the
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latent issues in identity naming and the presumptions they often find themselves making
within describing stating that:
“I mean unfortunately race, gender, sexuality and that's one of the reasons you have to stop
the hardest on those because you jump to that but that's not always I think in the past there
was this let's be objective about this person and describe them in these clinical and scientific
ways.”5
Brant notes that they understand the challenges of identities such as race or gender
being subject to individual interpretation, but equally shows that normative identity making
practices exist both in their work and within the records already present within cultural
heritage institutions. As I will show, however, Brant’s cautionary acknowledgement proved
quite relevant to the catalogers’ descriptive practices as many evoked a hesitance to describe
identity, only to do so when tasked with naming gender during the Think Aloud portion of
the exercise. Other catalogers shared similar concerns at the intersection of lived identities.
Oslo, a Metadata and Cataloging librarian, stated:
“As far as people go, it's especially in the world of cataloging right now it’s still difficult
trying to define who they are and gender and ethnicity and everything. It's not that simple
and so I would try to be you know specific, but not too specific about describing people
because I don't have that right to do it and that's just wrong for catalogers to do.”
Again, the hesitancy expressed by Oslo and others belied an actual identity practice
when it came to in-the-moment naming of identity, however, there existed general sentiments

When possible, I tried to keep the language of participants intact when sharing their
response. This is due to respecting how they talk about complex concepts, while also
understanding again that this work is about interpreting experience from an individual level
rather than ascribing discursive order to gendering practices (Mero-Jaffe, 2011). I only
altered transcripts upon the request of participants during member checking when they
observed grammatical errors, most of which occurred through my own transcription errors.
5
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that ascribing particular identities to people such as race, gender, or sexual orientation as
being beyond the role of catalogers. The general belief was that catalogers could not do such
descriptions objectively, nor for many would they imagine even being able to do so. The
catalogers interviewed discussed methods by which they engaged with identity making or
went about reflecting on how they perceived of identity within and external to gender
specifically. In at least one instance, however, a participant acknowledged some ease when it
came to describing a person relative to other types of objects.
Cecil Black, a monographs cataloger, suggested that the presence of humans within
particular types of visual information such as a photograph makes the descriptive work
relatively straightforward. Cecil Black described this ease of description in the following
way:
“I think that you know a postcard with a woman in a field or a photograph of a woman
standing in a field is much easier than a plastic bag with six flashlights and you know it
really just I think most of what I have seen has been relatively simple in my own experience I
think that it is especially difficult when it is hard to determine that priority of the creator
right. If you are just given kind of like uh, my mind immediately went to those I Spy books
where you just get a page with a bunch of objects if you're thinking about if I were to try and
catalog that that photograph, what do I do you know.”
For Cecil Black, the presence of humans within visual information often proved easy in so
much as their link to the information itself had easily imaginable uses (i.e., a piece of artwork
versus images within the context of a board game).
Multiple participants cited clothing as a particular factor aiding them in descriptive
practices deploying variations of things like people “wearing hat” or when gendering their
examples “woman wearing a dress.” For the purposes of providing further detail, participants
like Pax, a metadata librarian for digital projects, the addition of date specific contexts such
as 1920s bathing suits aided in their descriptive work.
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Kendra, whose work with a region-specific small family archive, required that she
have intimate familiarity with the cultural garments of a religious organization and noted that
she could use things like nun’s habits to describe a person in particular detail, even if she did
not know their name. As will be discussed, this type of cultural role helped inform a lot of the
identity making during the Think Aloud exercise. The value of one’s cultural relevance also
aided in descriptive practices with Pax noting that they would have no trouble identifying
“Janelle Monae on the Red Carpet” as it was “easier to describe and do subject analysis of
than a family photo from the 1960s. Echoing Pax’s sentiment but also pointing out the
contextual nature of his practice, Cecil Black, noted that for his institution’s collections he
possessed a knowledge about local famous politicians that helped in the identification
process; were he not familiar with the people he noted it would likely lead him to avoid
making such descriptive claims. In the case of both Pax and Cecil Black, and to a certain
degree Kendra, the value of relevant knowledge to the collection and general knowledge
about cultural figures, local or otherwise, aided considerably in their identification practices.
A notable exception to the use of expression-based components of identity (i.e., clothing) or
role-based elements (i.e., career) emerged within Brant’s discussion. The institution Brant
worked for required that they be markedly more prescriptive about what bodies were doing
as opposed to the identities of those bodies. Brant stated this in the following way:
“They are interested very often in what position is this body at and like are they is it anal sex
or is it copulation or is it vaginal sex, it is penetration is it unclear of the gender so there is
this very sort of almost like a medical lens and a biological lens first and then you have your
other lenses of race, and sexuality, and gender past that.”
Brant’s example, though an anomaly, offers up a way of understanding the iterative
step between both their own and other participants shift from seeing a person and engaging
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with in the complexity of naming the identities of those people. Amongst those identities,
gender was but one of many.
General Concerns with Naming Identities other Than Gender
Multiple types of identity, both socially constructed and individually constituted
emerged as points of concern for participants. Some participants noted the contested
historical nature of such identities and admitted that asserting names to said identities comes
with potential issues. For something like ethnicity, Pax discussed seeking out “contextual
clues’ that might allow them to better distinguish whether or not a group in a historical
photograph might be an Irish-American immigrant family as opposed to a German-American
immigrant family. Pax mentioned that signage in neighborhoods might provide such
information with respect to ethnic identities. Schrodinger, a metadata librarian, equally notes
that part of the choice to name identity along the lines of race often occurs due to the
prevalence of whiteness as a presumedly normative identity within materials. Though he did
not produce his own specific example, Schrodinger noted a colleague who worked in New
England possessing some hesitancy when naming African-American individuals who showed
up in her collections. Schrodinger noted that this colleague felt like she was “calling out”
their existence in a way that she often would not for white individuals within her collections.
Though not about gender here, Schrodinger’s example offers tangible insight into how
normal representations produce invisible discursive markings that make naming normal
identity understood in a labeling practice, such as the collection involving politicians, but not
white politicians. In both cases, the emergence of naming a potential identity occurred
through markers of difference whether it be neighborhood specific signage or racial othering.
Othering practices like the one described by Schrodinger highlight an emergent theme
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concerning the desire to note difference without necessarily engaging in naming of identities
presumed to be normative or universally similar.
When navigating identity in visual information, participants also noted social identity
as a valuable signifier. Pax, noted potential class status (and roles accompanying this) in their
discussion stating that:
“there were servants, and they weren't the point of the picture, the point was the party and so
we're definitely going to describe the party. Describe as well that that's Doris Duke, but in
order to try and one thing that this is interesting for to me at least is that this shows the class
dynamic of [CITY]”
For Pax, even though the majority of images they work with are not about class politics, their
choice to evoke things like servants and parties imply dynamics of class differences. A
localized knowledge, as evoked by Pax’s, aided in class-based identifications of those within
an image. This was, of course, contingent on being able to infer that the people in the image
are of a particular social circle within the city. The use of geographical locals also occurred
Cecil Black’s discussion of naming a particular politician within his institution’s collections.
Cecil Black stated:
“How do I describe this person, to what extent do I need to describe this person, what are
things that people are going to be looking for, and then these other people are present and I
want to include them but I'm not going to be as deep into description because it's not relevant
maybe if you know if we have certain famous politicians here, if that politician is in a
photograph with some family and some supporters the politician is most important and then
then maybe the family and then the supporter.”
Utilizing the descriptive value of professional roles such as politician also aligned
with Kendra’s ability to name, in detail, using the type of nun habits she sees her work.
Kendra often used habits as a means to distinguish everything from time period to geographic
location based on garments worn by the women. Again, the role of identifying an
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individual’s professional and societal identity here served the purpose of expanding context
within the collection as well as drawing larger connections to the contexts of visual
information. In the case of race and ethnicity in some instances naming identity provided an
item with collection-based value. Alternatively, for some naming such identities resulted in
an undesired reification of difference. Each example offers insight into how complex
identity-naming can be from a practical and philosophical level. However, these examples
also overlook the specific role of gendering as a practice either implicitly engaged with by
participants or as something whose role proved as complex as the identities mentioned above.
Gendering in Daily Cataloging Practice
For many participants the choice to describe a gender within a specified context
tended to link directly to the contents of their collection. Kendra and Pax both evoked
gendered examples of individuals they might name in a catalog record, but this choice clearly
linked to the intimacy each had with their materials. For Kendra it was a small archival
collection and for Pax a set of visual information resources housed within their institution’s
special collections. Participants generally understood their role in identity description to be
challenging and often something to be avoided when possible, though gender did become a
thing operationalized as an assumption for many participants. As noted, participants such as
Cecil Black and Michelle noted that it is somewhat difficult to describe people, but in their
examples used identities such as woman to represent an assumed identity within an image.
While neither deliberately suggested these persons to be cisgender the lack of mentioning a
non-essentialized womanhood implies that their use of a gender here relied in some way
upon normative presumptions around how gender looks. Michelle even stated that her
inclination toward assuming gender within her work tied directly to the abundance of images
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from older historical contexts. Michelle’s understanding of the realities of gender diversity in
the past led her to assume a fixed gender identity more often than to challenge this
assumption. Indeed, gender like race or social identity, became a thing of note only in so
much as it might become a point of differentiation.
Encounters with potentially non-binary gender identities certainly complicated
normative presumptions, as will be discussed, when it came to the Think Aloud exercise.
Multiple participants argued that part of their willingness to challenge their own
presumptions about gender across all visual information came through direct confrontation
with non-binary gender presentations. The participants otherwise noted that they tended to
use gender in a binary way, even if it was understandably presumptive. Michelle and others
even reflected upon the examples deployed such as a “woman in a field” by noting that such
an identity might not even be true of the visual information described.
Crucially, the reflection of daily practice distinguished itself from the gendering
language deployed within the Think Aloud exercise. Participants such as Cecil Black who
utilized ideas of gender in their discussions of easily describable items, avoided using gender
as an immediate convention for description. Oslo, as already discussed, alternatively evoked
a clear concern for gender (as well as ethnicity) as something she could not lay claim to as a
cataloger. She noted her preference to use of generalized descriptors such “person” when
gender was uncertain. Brant, however, evoked one of the most notable complexities around
gender in their discussion of what to do about claiming something akin to gender, especially
in situations where distinctions might prove necessary. They noted that:
“Things that aren't as obvious. So the [INSTITUTE] catalog and Homosaurus both have
‘lesbian’ and if I see two women. If its a video of two women engaging in oral sex or people
presenting as women performing oral sex that would be easy to classify perfectly normal
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logical application, but Homosaurus also has terms like ‘dyke’ and ‘butch’ and those get into
self identities and those are harder things to do.”
Though navigating a markedly different context to the issue of gender within their
work, Brant and Oslo favored utilizing the notion that individuals “present” as a gender
within records. For both, however, this presentation consistently warrants a direct evocation
of a gendered identity. Brant and Oslo offered alternative descriptive approaches instead. The
implications section will explore what these alternative descriptive practices might
theoretically look like, but terms like “dressing in a feminine clothing,” or “individual
appears feminine based on historical contexts” were alternatives mentioned Oslo and Brant.
While each of these examples discussed offer up a sense of the participants’ relationship to
gender as a part of their work, the Think Aloud exercise exposed a further component of their
more immediate relationship to gender and how they name and describe identity, with a
particular focus on the immediate phenomenological assumptions tied to gender.
Cataloger’s Phenomenological Perceptions of Gender
The immediacy with which participants dealt with the content shown to them over the
course of three moving images allowed for a sense of the shorthand and perception-driven
ways they made sense of identity and, in particular, gender. Ten of the thirteen participants
deployed gendered language to describe the content of the three moving images with
descriptive acts ranging from noting the people in the images to be men and women, or the
use of gendered pronouns such as “he is reading” to describe the content. Once again, the
codes that brought forth these types of discussions tended to occur via the deductive codes of
“Describing persons” and “Gender Issues.” Many of the coded responses happened while
participants confronted their phenomenological presumptions during the Think Aloud
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exercise where they were forced to encounter complex gendered expressions. However,
opportunities to analyze phenomenological presumptions around gender emerged when
participants answered the interview questions related to objects within visual information that
were “easier” or “more difficult” to describe. When it came to the clips wherein gender
expression engaged in ways that challenged a binarized gender, description shifted. Some
participants attempted to question what was going on within regards to the gender identity
(i.e., “Is that a man?” or “that looks like a man.”). Other participants utilized a presumed sexassigned-at-birth and/or gender as oppositional to the way in which gender was being
expressed as was the case with at least one participant deploying the phrase “dude in a
dress.”6
Alternatively, participants such as Brant and Cecil Black deployed terms around the
way gender expressions linked up with gendered ways of being. Brant who imagined that the
individuals in the second clip might potentially be genderqueer nuanced their description
with this statement:
“There appear to be many women, or people who present as female women cross dressed
and that's kind of a curious question about how to deal with the terms, those terms in this
time period especially”
Here Brant evokes terms to understand both how they understand what might be
representative of a female identity, while articulating ways that clothing provided them with
their reading of an identity. Because the clip involved individuals dressed in both historically
masculine and feminine clothing (i.e., tuxedos and gowns) Brant further offered not gender

6

I have chosen not to associate the particular statements here with a given participant not as a means of
obfuscation but to instead acknowledge that such a statement might be read as “transphobic” and, in turn, do not
wish to link this sentiment to a particular participant, even with their anonymity in place.
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identity as an option, but instead the act of cross dressing as a potential answer to what was
occurring. Cecil Black took this discussion further and evoked a potential for transgender
identities to exist, though they noted in their relationship to the third clip a particular
hesitation to prescribe such a claim. Cecil Black argued that asserting the footage as being of
transgender identities might woefully misinterpret what could have very well been a parody
by observing:
“Whatever kind of I don't want to say practices, but whatever kind of language would
surround that in a film specifically not a certainly not trying to form opinions at that time
about people who are trans for instance, or you know even participate in drag or anything
like that.”
In these moments both Brant and Cecil Black evoke some of the rare examples in
which language used by the catalogers implied the existence of gender identities within the
clips that actively challenged a cisnormative binary. While both were hesitant to confirm this
presumption, it suggests a willingness to see gender within visual information as decidedly
more complex. Moreover, when it came to projecting queerness onto the footage during the
exercise, participants generally seemed more inclined to assume things about the sexuality of
the participants. While a good majority of these presumptions undoubtedly tied to the fact
that the individuals in the second clip engage in multiple instances of on-screen kissing, few
observations were made about how ideas around a non-binary gender identity might
complicate such naming.
The Conflation of Gender and Sexuality within Phenomenological Description
As noted, the second piece of footage featured footage of what is described as a group
from an “all women’s” college engaging in a modern wedding. Part of this wedding included
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the coupling of the participants in rows with half of them wearing bridal gowns and the other
half wearing tuxedos (Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1: Footage from “all women’s college” wedding procession with participants
dressed as brides and grooms
Aside from a person leading the procession dressed in the garments of an
unidentifiable religious officiant, signaling gender within this footage comes through most
obviously within clothing and hair styles. The immediacy at which participants presumed this
to be footage of a lesbian wedding suggests either a prioritizing of romantic expression
within the vein of same-sex relationships over gender subversion or latent, phenomenological
acts wherein gender and sexuality proved co-constitutive. While the theoretical reasons
behind this particular conflation are beyond the scope of this dissertation, as will be
discussed within the implications section, it does suggest a need for more deliberate nuancing
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of how we understand of and perceive multiple intersections of LGBTQIA+ experience. The
problem of essentialized LGBTQIA+ experiences in the information profession is only now
being addressed within other queer-centric LIS research (Kitzie et al., 2021).
Given that this methodological inquiry included a queer phenomenological element
the silence around such conflations proves telling. While the participants who evoked
sexuality did not overtly say it was the same as one’s gender identity, the lack of nuance
offers a telling sign into how such conflations get perpetuated through unspoken
presumptions. The following examples provide some insight into how a prioritization of
sexuality occurred.
Tippen provided one of the most direct examples of leaping directly to the identity of
lesbian with the second clip, asking direct inquiries about not only the possibility of the
footage being authentic, but whether there were “lesbians weddings back then.” The “back
then” referred to her locating the footage within the early 20th century. While Tippen does
not conflate the identity of lesbian directly with woman, other participants did. Kendra who
after noting that she recalled similar images within her family archives of all women
weddings at women’s colleges explored the implications of this recollection on the footage
by stating:
“It's actually also kind of funny because I've seen photos of these events but I've never
actually seen a video of it and so the way it was always described to me was just gal pals
being gal pals, but the amount of affection between them definitely didn't seem like people
who are just friends.”
Though Kendra does not use the phrase lesbian her notation of “affection between”
“gal pals” as being potential more than just friends imply an imagining of them as intimate in
the context of potentially sexual or romantic longing. This observation evokes a sense of
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identity that marks their gendered ways of being as gals (or as women) and their sexuality as
more complex, but again informed by a notion of their gender as female. No discussion is
made by Kendra of how the potential expressions of gender, particularly those evoking
traditionally male clothing complicate gender identity. Indeed, seven of the thirteen
participants speculated some element of same sex marriage occurring within the footage,
none of which occurred via an attempt to complicate the notions of what same sex meant
then or even what it means within contemporary standards. Instead, participants tried to
figure out the actuality of the recorded ceremony itself. Pax noted that it was hard to imagine
such an event occurring unless it was “outside of legal pertinences,” whereas Jane argued
that it was likely comedic, even if decidedly subversive. Importantly, this willingness to
explore the complexities of sexuality, particularly in the second clip viewed held no parallel
with regards to gender expression, aside from individuals like Brant and Cecil Black who
expressly evoked alternative non-cisgender identities within their discussions. The only other
major engagement with gender as a point of inquiry within participants reactions during the
Think Aloud process came from the third clip, one whose frenetic editing and multiple
scenes demanded the participants make quick assertions about what they were seeing, while
also imagining how to go about describing it as a cataloger.
Describing Gender Performance and Expression
Though already mentioned, participants tended to make quick assertions around
gender identities and what was happening alongside those identities. Examples included the
deployment of phrases like “dude in a dress” or Brant’s more distinct description of the
complexities of the footage through their saying “there is like a back and forth of I'm dressed
up and oh I remove my hat and all of the sudden I am this other gender.” The cataloger’s
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interviewed may not have outright described alternative gender identities or complicated the
notions of what gender identities they were being shown, yet their navigation of what they
saw as moments of pointed gender expression and performance became generative sites for
analysis. Pax who was already cautious to particularize any of the genders of the person
within the footage during their viewing attempted to consider not only the historical
representations of gender through dress, but the larger theatrical potential of the content itself
by stating:
“I am trying to figure out right now is whether or not this is. How performative this is.There
is definite sincerity to like I could see this going either way of being something that actually
means that actually documents a relationship or this being a performative art piece, because
if there are multiple cameras and it looks like there must be they've done this multiple times
with the same camera, so that implies a certain amount of intentionality to it. Based on the
dress again I would say this is late twenties, early thirties. Based on particularly the women's
dresses, which don't seem. They seem to be fitted around the waist rather than having a
dropped hip. So late twenties, early thirties at the earliest.”
A description like Pax’s offers valuable insight into how one might approach the
content of the footage and its engagement with gender ideas while also avoiding gendering
the individuals within the scene. Their note of there being the presence of “the women’s’
dress” stands in stark opposition to specifically saying that there exists a woman in a dress in
so much as it marks a gendered way of doing clothing but does not assert the person wearing
it to be of a specific gender. Further, Pax works to situate their interpretation of the clothing
through the likelihood of a particular style or fashion being popular at the time during which
they perceived the footage to have been filmed. Since Pax was not able to affirm with any
degree of certainty the intentions behind the footage, Pax chooses to reflect on what it might
mean in terms of describing gender here, a practice which I will later note as “describing
without identifying” gender. As Pax notes, were they to avoid acknowledging the potentially
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subversive nature of the footage it could lead to ignoring a historical record “that actually
documents a relationship” that transgresses both gender norms and to a further degree norms
around sexuality. Brant echoed similar concerns to Pax in their reflection on how they might
ascribe subject headings to footage noting:
“I would probably need more contextual information. But there is like a very like back and
forth oh I'm dressed up and Oh I remove my hat and all of the sudden I am this other gender.
I might also use "beauty rituals' but that seems to be a part of a larger clip, but there is like
so much I am missing from this from the contextual and also the patterning on their shirts
towards the end or their outfits towards the end which is I have with the other material I was
able to identify some of the factories but with this one I almost have no idea which means
they are either custom made or they were made for some sort of theatrical performance. So I
might also use performance. I might also use, I would also probably use drag, from
Homosaurus in that I would not use LCSH what is there. I think they have female
impersonation. I would not use that in this case. I would probably use Drag and I would
probably use the [INSTITUTION] crossdressing, or at least I do think that would be of
interest to a researcher”
Like Pax, Brant discusses the contexts through which gender as an expression occurs,
highlighting, in particular, the use of clothing as a way to move between genders. Brant’s “I
remove my hat and all of the sudden I am this other gender” is one striking example. Here
gendered potentials are left open and things like clothing offer a way of expressing
femininity. Brant certainly intended this through their suggesting that something like “female
impersonation” might prove valuable as a subject term. Like Pax, Brant’s navigation of
gender expression here is different than a labeling act. Instead, Brant talks through how
persons within the footage make use of feminine clothing, without saying they are women, or
any gender for that matter. Notably Brant also warns against relying on the Library of
Congress subject heading for drag. Brant specifically cited the Homosauraus term for drag,
citing problematic deployments of Drag as a concept within the Library of Congress. Though
Brant does not outright say why this is, the likelihood is that the associations of Drag within
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the Library of Congress conflate the act with gender transgressions as defined by one
stepping way from one’s “biological sex.” By utilizing the Homosaurus definition of drag
Brant understands an expression of gender performance not tied to any given sex-assignedat-birth or limited to a gender binary.7 Other participants found the need for gender
performance to link directly to the gender as a label through which they described the
footage, often deploying both simultaneously. Michelle talked through ideas around
expressing and performing gender in ways similar to Brant and Pax, yet relied on naming a
potential gender upon the person, only pausing to question her decision late into the
gendering act. Michelle states:
“There's a woman in a fur coat and they're all looking rather silly and they've got sashes,
and ribbons tied about their arms and somebody is smoking. And now there are other people
in the room. There's a man with a hat holding another woman and there's somebody who
looks like a sheriff. He's got a little sheriff's star and there's a man dressed as a woman with
a pipe. And they're clearly having fun and joking with each other. And now there's a woman
sitting in front of a mirror. It looks like a woman is putting on makeup or taking off makeup.
It might be a man putting on makeup and wearing a wig and now smoking a pipe and looking
like a flapper but sort of a cross-dressing flapper perhaps. Now lighting up the pipe again.
Looking at the camera. Has large feet and sort of a broader chest which he's been scratching
the hose on the legs. Ok there the wigs off and yeah that's a man that's dressed up and having
a grand old time. That's another perspective of the person and maybe shaving a little bit and
applying more makeup. Putting some kind of powder or cream on their face. Putting the wig
back on. Adjusting the wig. Looking at the camera. Getting all dolled up. He's really fiddling
with the wig. Really adjusting the camera or adjusting based on the camera, making a face.
Ok now we're back out to people playing outside they're all dressed up. Hard to determine
any of their sex or gender, because of the way that they are presenting themselves.”

A more expansive description of how the Library of Congress understands drag
definitionally is available here for their authority record rules for Drag Shows, which as of
writing this and engaging with member checking with Brant includes a more expansive and
inclusive set of terms than those Brant critically discussed: https://authorities.loc.gov/cgibin/Pwebrecon.cgi?AuthRecID=6835892&v1=1&HC=1&SEQ=20210302193326&PID=oxt
NyRHxFunIgsuKAbMPyfmrObD72.
7
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It is worth noting that Michelle ostensibly comes to the same conclusion as others
who avoid gendered terms for the person. However, Michelle’s insistence that she begin by
suggesting that it is a man doing the act of gendering results in a view in which terms like
“cross-dressing” align far closer to the Drag label Brant cautioned against. For Michelle, the
person she sees is a man challenging gender norms, but not an indeterminate gender identity
altogether. Tellingly perhaps, it was not until the footage returned to the opening moments of
the clips where she had previously assumed all participants to be women in fur coats that she
questioned her gendering outright. Here there was not as deliberate commentary of revealing
and subverting gender as malleable as is the case with Brant’s observation. Further, there
were also occasions in which participants would use gendered markers such as clothing
without calling them men’s or women’s clothing to talk through the people they were
perceiving of and then only utilizing gendered language as a way of description when they
felt comfortable doing so. For example, participants often waited for close-up shots of a
person before gendering began. Oslo engaged in such an inverted shift when she described
the second piece of footage in the following manner:
“One is in a dress one is in a tuxedo. Is it, well they are a same sex marriage. Oh ok, well the
girl that was in the far back, I couldn't see that but they are all female getting married and
everybody is happy, everybody is kissing. At this point I cannot tell.”
Here Oslo moves between uncertainty and even as she begins to ascribe gender, her
use of things like clothing as a point of reference serve to belie her certainty as the context of
performing a wedding between people in tuxedos and wedding gowns contradicts what she
imagines to be the gender binary she is seeing. Attending to this complexity Oslo further
states that:
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“There are so many things that I can't really describe too. So, what I could say is I don't
have to say if that was a real wedding or not, but I could just describe two female brides. No,
I guess I could say female bride and female groom too, I don't know how the language works
in the catalog too because there is also the limitation too. But I guess to describe that two
females, because right now they should be a little more open. More terms are available in
LCSH so hopefully I can, there are, established heading.”
While Oslo is frankly admitting to her own challenges with relying on gender as a
framing for what she is seeing, she seems to have had no problem allowing for the potential
of an expression of gender by the perceived woman in the footage. Oslo offered up “female
groom” as a way of doing gender that is equal to “female bride” suggesting that she
understand the potential for gender subversion to be occurring, even if said subversion still
existed in a framework of cisgender identity. For all four participants discussed, each
engaged in a varying commitment to cisnormative functions or the rejection of the gender
binary. Participants made clear that both one’s sex-assigned-at-birth and how they do gender
are different, yet in each example the utilization of gender as a thing done through clothing
and actions proved fruitful. As will be discussed, such maneuvers provide critical insight into
how catalogers consider and engage with gender in their cataloging practices without
committing to gender as a naming practice. To better understand some of the challenges
behind the descriptive reliance on gender as a practice, the discussion will turn to the role of
rules and standards in cataloging practice.
RQ2. What standards and values do catalogers reference when describing persons within a
piece of visual information?
This section focuses on the particular points of reference that catalogers use when describing
persons within visual information. It looks both at the resources and rules evoked by
cataloging standards, as well as those descriptive rules mentioned while engaged in the Think
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Aloud exercise portion of the interview. This section also attends to how participants evoked
the ideas of rules and standards as social practices, whether it be generalized rules within
librarianship or concepts about how we as a society approach the act of describing another
person. Responses to both findngs emerged relational to questions around productions of
quality and function in cataloging, as well as the impact of external resources in making
cataloging choices. Moreover, unlike the discussions around identity making practices,
relevant codes emerged from inductive codes such as “Cataloging elements” and codes
related to a particular “Cataloging issue.” The following table illustrates key findings,
questions, and codes framing the analysis:
Table 4.3: Findings, Questions, and Codes Relevant to Cataloger Standards/Values
Finding

Relevant Interview
Question(s)
Standards as a Point of
What, in your
Initial Influence
opinion, are the
functional
requirements for a
catalog record?

Relevant Code(s)
Cataloging element
- Administrative MARC fields;
Cataloging issue Library of Congress

What resources
outside of your own
decisions do you
use (or might you
use) to help in the
naming, labeling, or
identifying of
objects in visual
information
resources?

Values as Point of Contested
Influence

What, in your
opinion, makes for
a quality catalog
record?
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Cataloging issue –
Advocacy;
Cataloging issue Need to produce

Is there anything
you think is
important for
researchers, like
myself, to know
about the work of
catalogers?

consistent number
of records;
Education issue Impossibility of
training catalogers
on all knowledges

Standards as a Point of Initial Influence
Many of the participants quite willingly acceded their descriptive practices to
whatever rules existed relative to their institutional needs and the demands of their unique
collections. The Library of Congress served as a particular challenge, given its pervasiveness
to the work of American information institutions. Noting broadly the challenges faced by
trying to be inclusive while following LCSH standards, Oslo stated:
“I was interested in doing some work in how to represent underrepresented people in LCSH
and classification schedules and all that too. But when I did some research too, what is
challenging is that what essentially Library of Congress is really for the Congress and then
the whole schedule its based on that. So I understand that too, but at the same time there are
so many organizations and institutions now today that are using LCSH and classification too
so I just really hope that it doesn't just stand only for the Library of Congress but for
everybody else too now just looking at what the reality is. But it was always used for the
Library of Congress to describe items that they have. If so then well maybe they really need
to accept a lot more diverse materials so that they can expand their wording and languages
too.”
Oslo contextualizes her criticisms of the Library of Congress by denoting that they
are a small staff with a large demand and suggest this as an explanation for the presence of
alternative standards and protocols for attending to diversity in materials. In response, Oslo
expressed a “hope” that LCSH employees tasked with describing identities, in particular
queer identities and racialized identities, would take time to become more perceptive to such
diverse identities. Oslo also noted a need for this type of inclusive orientation to extend
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beyond the Library of Congress to the entirety of the information profession. Tellingly,
during member checking Oslo also noted that she has begun to engage in broader reparative
cataloging work around issues regarding gender, citing the Homosaurus’ work as integral to
her engagements.
Oslo’s description illuminates a reality for many participants in so much as she and
others rely quite literally on the rules of the Library of Congress to bound their practice. For
Oslo, attempting to change the rules remained a priority to simply breaking the rules, even
for the queer-identified materials that came across her desk. For others, the Library of
Congress was a point of consideration that required acknowledgement, even if ultimately
appropriate descriptive choices existed elsewhere. Brant, whose intimate familiarity with the
Homosaurus (defined following Brant’s quote) caused them to frame their own approach to
description from there noted that the Library of Congress provided them points of reference,
alongside the Homosaurus. Brant discussed their own approach to what the Homosaurus
offered in relationship with the Library of Congress by providing the following:
“Correcting for monogamous, monosexual assumptions and correcting for racial and other
types of sexualities. So our goal is for the Homosaurus to evolve into a thesaurus--used
anywhere both as a supplement to catalogs like LCSH and also just to have something
developed by the community is part of an ethical practice I think.
Brant’s example provides insight into the necessity of the Library of Congress as a
framework, even if limited. It also illuminates the manner with which collection level
description affords one a chance to nuance and alter descriptions to representative needs.
Brant’s own particular relationship to the Homosaurus as an additive approach to standardsdriven cataloging mirrors the particular taxonomies’ evolution from an attempt to produce an
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entirely new standard of descriptive queer practice to one that prioritizes queer embodiments
as descriptively prescient. (Watson, 2019). Brant noted MARC fields as often being
necessary “frames” to which a record is beholden and made clear that they understood nonfixed fields to be a space where they could attend to some of the more identity-driven
descriptive challenges of cataloging. Cecil Black shared in this sentiment noting that much of
their work involved learning not only the grammatical nuances of MARC records, but the
way particular rules built upon one another. Cecil Black gave a particular example of how the
presence of a 490 (series statement) field produces its own set of unique rules. Yet, even
within this standard, Cecil Black acknowledged that one can do a lot of descriptive, or what
he called “human” work within a record. To this end, Cecil Black stated:
“So related to that I think that the best records are always the ones that you can tell have
been touched by a human cataloger in a meaningful way and are usually to me personally
full of 500s I mean that's that's the key for me.”
Here, as is the case with the Library of Congress, standards operate as a necessity, yet
do not dictate or limit how one can engage in identity-driven description. While Cecil
Black’s evocation of the 500s as a place to do meaningful work reads as being akin to
“putting it in the notes field” his suggestion is twofold. First there exists a precedent for
standards to be detailed as related to noting meaningful description. Second that this type of
work is indicative of a quality record. Jimothy extended Cecil Black’s idea by asserting that
when it comes to something like a moving image or video that the “520” field is where a
cataloger might provide “a lengthy description of what occurs.” Like Brant and Cecil Black,
Jimothy made it clear that there exists no manner with which description could or should be
limiting within a standard. Jimothy also echoed Oslo’s noting of the onus of diverse and
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inclusive description as learned practice at the level of practitioner. This type of discussion
offers insight into where the issue of gendering might fall within pedagogical preparation for
future catalogers. Such preparation matters as the points discussed above often arose when
participants were responding to questions I asked them about how they learned to do
cataloging and what things they wished they had learned earlier in their cataloging careers. In
response, such approaches also assure that these future practitioners are provided with a
tangible skillset for early career preparation. This relationship to standards while particularly
evocative, suggests a shared sense of how rules bind cataloging into a cohesive set of
practices. Yet when it comes to assigning values to cataloging work, the notion of identity
description proved far more complicated.
Values as Point of Contested Influence
While catalogers made quite clear the role their own personal and subjective
interpretations played into their descriptive work, the notion of values and ethics within their
job as information professionals resulted in divergent opinions on what role they played in
naming identity in cataloging records. One of the most direct statements around values came
from Michelle who specified not only that there existed a particular set of ideas and practices
with regards to cataloging, but that the very notion of cataloging ethics often existed as
debate amongst practitioners themselves. She noted:
“…when there are issues like that that we need to address as a library community a lot of the
times the people who are calling for those changes are not necessarily the same people who
are catalogers and they might unfairly put the blame on catalogers who are just following
what the established practice is and also may not be in a position to advocate for those
changes.”
For Michelle, the notion of fairness becomes a sticking point, especially since during
our debriefing discussion she felt as though she was being exclusively tasked with addressing
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the systemic issues of misrepresentation within LIS both regarding gender and diversity more
broadly. Her values and practice, in her mind, became irrevocably wrong because she was
not specifically addressing the issue of gender diversity in her own work. This particular
point came at a point in our interview in which Michelle and I had talked back and forth for
almost an hour about whether or not it was feasible for catalogers to attend to all types of
gender identity in their descriptive work. It also prompted a discussion about intentionality
around gender driven questions and Michelle’s presumptions about the research, which given
my avoidance of noting its focus on gender, resulted in her thinking that the topic of
normative gender ideology was likely not of a concern whatsoever. It also came after a
lengthy discussion during the introduction when Michelle responded to the question about
how own work as a cataloger was valued relative to other parts of librarianship. While
Michelle was not averse to including these descriptions, she made it expressly clear that she
felt as though the burden of this issue was placed, quite unjustly, on catalogers like herself.
Responding to this concern, Michelle argued against needing specifics about identity
description at an institution level. Michelle observed that a cataloger’s role was to make
materials available to all patrons and, as such, concerning oneself with something that she
felt might be a unique need for a handful of users was unjustifiable. Michelle analogized the
inclusion of diverse representations in her records to her as a person with “blonde hair” not
being enough to justify her going out of her way to evoke the presence of blonde hair any
time she encounters such a depiction in her work.
Though Michelle’s example could very well be read as a false equivalency between
one’s genetic hair color and identities facing systemic barriers (such as gender and race), the
hesitation to overemphasize identity, though not as extreme as this case, was a value of note
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for many catalogers interviewed. Indeed, the value of utility in a record was a talking point
for quite a few catalogers. Schrodinger, for example, eloquently stated the idea of findability
as a value noting that “To [him] the goal of cataloging is to enable people to find the
materials in a collection.” The prioritizing of findings aligned with larger intellectual ethics
concerning cataloging practices echo Cutter’s primary objective around the role of
information organization (Svenonius, 2000, p. 15). Operationalized in various ways through
terms like searchability and discoverability, participants suggested that if the role of gender
within their descriptive practices align with user needs then such descriptions become
warranted. While Michelle’s example of blonde hair is an extreme recontextualizing of this
idea, other participants imagined potentials in which content might require gender-based
descriptive priority for findability. Michelle suggested that gender description within or
outside of a cisgender binary would likely only ever matter at an “item level.” Alternatively,
Oslo imagined that in some instances gender identity might be “too personal” to warrant a
predominant concern in user findability. Each participant here centered the role of a user
desiring gender-specified materials as secondary to the content of the item in consideration.
When findability as an ethical concern did arise, it was with regards to being potentially
noteworthy historians and theorists interested in gender studies. Even those participants who
were strong advocates for gender inclusive description such as Brant admitted to findability
being of “ancillary” concern in cataloging. Cecil Black takes Brant’s concern and
contextualizes it by noting a way that the footage of drag performances could produce a
particular set of findable needs, here imagining knowledgeable and queer-oriented users by
stating:
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“I think that I would also definitely change my descriptive practices for this if I were doing it
for say a you know a small highly knowledgeable group like the Queer Zine Archive project,
like a patron base who know a lot about this kind of behavior or are going to be able to say
something about it, you know assuming there is enough there for me to confidently assert that
this is a prototype of drag or that this is a very different kind of gender performance that we
are not familiar with today”
Cecil Black’s evocation of needing “enough there” to describe gender in complex
ways suggests that findability is not merely about making available any object which might
be of note to a user searching for information. Findability might also assure that when items
emerge in searches, they are not falsely evoked or do not passively engage in a topic.
Attending to this need to be sure that the engagement with gender is both purposeful and
utilizable to a potential user, Pax evoked not only the concerns for context as raised by
Michelle, but further concerns for the valuing of an authentic intention on the part of
individuals shown in the content as well. On this Pax stated:
“…the more I think about that one the more I think that it was, there may have been
something that like if that was 1920s queer community celebrating a union, they were
probably artists because that was not a purely simple text. That one had a text that they were
then subverting. The third one was a collection of vignettes that made it harder to, it's harder
to say what something is about the more pieces there are too it. Was that about a garden
party, was it about a rehearsal for a performance, was it a comedy skit about the old west,
was it a deconstruction of gender markers. It was all of those things at once and some of
those things maybe it wasn’t, because there was some interpretation. So that one would
prove because it subverts narrative as well by being vignette based, it makes it a little bit
harder to approach. But again, I think that the way I would do it is locate the context a little
bit better and then try to bring out like in the description I would describe the three sort of
vignettes and then in the keywords I would try to get some of that and again, that's one where
more than the other two even it would need some extra, more robust keywords. And having
found good keywords I might bring those back to the second one. If this were sort of part of a
collection.”
Here Pax evokes a need to understand that both the content itself and the potential
desire of users to produce a co-constitutive idea of findability. The concepts bookended
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together helped to assure that the gendered potentialities of materials reflect the potential
desired research at the intersection of gender. Though Pax does not explicitly state this, their
note that the materials might potentially have nefarious purposes (i.e., comedic acts) served
as a reminder that attaching them to findable records could produce negative results. For
example, users seeing this type of gender subversion as joking, as opposed to serious could
result in the individual assuming all non-cisgender identities to be a joke. Attendant,
however, to the actualities of such a context-driven approach to this type of concern for
gender, participants spoke broadly about the challenges of minimally viable records and the
need to produce a quantifiable number of records within their workday. Such demands
helped inform why such engagements with gender remained chronically overlooked. Cecil
Black, specifically highlighted the capitalist underpinnings of such work by noting that “what
is our actual minimum is usually, I think, determined by who is paying us to do this work and
expecting us to do it within a certain amount of time.” Cecil Black’s sentiment was one
shared by others who imagined that it was simply not possible for them to do all the genderdriven description, or any context-driven description when their workflows simply could not
function with such a time-intensive process. Burns notes this to be indicative a larger issue
within the perception of catalogers within the information profession arguing that:
“It's a lot of subjective thinking, but the more information you have about what you are
trying to achieve and the more you can talk about common goals library wide, the better
cataloging records you're going to have.”
For Burns, the idea of emphasizing context-driven description at the intersection of
productivity and findability is not an inherently contradictory possibility, but simply one that
requires legitimization on the part of the profession. As will be discussed, this sentiment
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suggests that there is room for negotiating for more careful gender-inclusive training for
catalogers, so long as it expands to understand that the issue is one beyond a particular
subject interpretation of particular lived identities. The trainings must be deliberately
informed by the very role of what it means to be a cataloger doing human description. In
turn, this discussion now focuses on the human component of this description of gender, by
highlighting the role the positionality of catalogers played within gendering and visual
information description.
RQ3. How do catalogers position themselves in relation to the identities they are describing
when cataloging visual information?
This section delves into the phenomenological role of identity as it related to the role
of gendering as practiced by catalogers. Though the other sections evoked ideas of cataloging
values and ethics, this engages more deliberately in personal meaning making as a cataloger.
Since findings from this section weave together both strands of the IPA inductive coding and
the deductive coding of the queer methods table proves irrelevant as sentiments raised around
identity existed throughout the interview protocol. It is worth noting, however, that a
majority of positionality evocation occurred during debriefing exercises and often after I
revealed to participant the underlying engagements of my research. As such, codes under the
“Participant researcher dynamics” section of my codebook tended to expressly combine the
inductive coding with the implications of deductively coded findings. However, equally
present were salient codes around the theme of “Gender Issue” which tended to be utilized by
participants attempting to contextualize their normative assumptions, particularly in the case
of the code “Gender issue – Participant notes their relationship to a trans or gender
nonconforming person.” This section also theorizes intersecting identities that explicitly and
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implicitly inform gender-based perceptions, such as how participant (both cisgender and nonbinary) identities resulted in descriptive practices and perceptions unique to this embodied
identity. Key codes included “Gender issues – Participant evokes cisgender identity” and
“Gender issues – Queerdar goes off” . Further, as this section is about the role of meaning
making as experiential, it also highlights how the complex nature of the footage viewed
impacted personal explorations of the cataloger’s gendering practices, and in a few instances
the disclosure of catalogers’ gender identities, cisgender and otherwise.
Participants Explicitly Evoke Cisgender Identity as Informing their Normative Gender
Presumptions
To begin this section on how one’s identity informed their normative gendering
practices, it is important to situate the sentiments expressed within the earlier discussion of
queer phenomenology. The participants interviewed who did identify as non-queer rarely
expressed any lack of desire to be inclusive. This willingness to learn, however, does not
mean that their presumptions of normative gender identity were absent. Other gender
assumptions aligned with Ahmed’s acknowledgements around a queer phenomenology. In
particular, normative identities (both regarding gender and sexuality) translated to normative
assumptions regarding what they saw and engaged with as being representative of their lived
experience. Jimothy stated it quite eloquently when responding to his own simultaneous
biases and desire to be more inclusive by stating that:
As someone who is about as cis as it gets or whatever the way I was most uncomfortable with
all of that is that I know that it's a very important field and everything and I very respect
other people’s gender and all and I feel strongly about equality and equity. Especially in
times like today when politicians want to make a big deal about who uses what bathrooms
and all that. So I really am sensitive to people's feelings when it comes to that kind of
material which is why I would ask someone who is an expert in the field instead of just
lumping it as what people my age would usually just call crossdressing.”
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Jimothy admits quite candidly that he knows his own inability to see outside of
cisnormativity framed how he described gender within his work, however, he did not
suggest, in turn, that his role as a cataloger was devoid of attending to complexities around
gender. Jimothy instead evoked a sense of seeking answers by an “expert in the field” to
assure he was avoiding problematic language or an unfair conflation of gender identities into
fixed categories. When asked to clarify who an expert in the field was in his mind Jimothy
did state a gender studies scholar. Jimothy also evoked “equality and equity” as critical to
this change suggesting that persons with identities outside of the cisgender binary might
provide a framing for more appropriately describing the gender non-conforming imagery
showed during the Think Aloud exercise. Michelle extends Jimothy’s concern in a differing
direction suggesting that while diversity and inclusion are important, the issue of over
representation of a particular identity within cataloging work continues to be an issue. She
noted:

I identify as female, I'm heterosexual. It's not a part of my personal lived experience. I don't
feel like it needs to be for me to want to advocate for it, but I don't feel like I'm always and I
would guess that almost every cataloger I've known is very similar to me demographically.
Implied in Michelle’s statement is her own cisgender identity and while she notes
also being heterosexual, she suggests that neither ought to limit the potentials for description.
Yet, she, like Jimothy, is candid in how such a phenomenological orientation might produce
a particular set of presumptions on her part about who she sees in visual information and how
she might choose to describe their gender identity. Michelle notes that “demographically”
there would need to be some meaningful changes in terms of cataloging diversity to even
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begin to consider a long-term systemic change to cisnormative presumptions within such
cataloging work. The implication matches demographic data concerning information
professionals, especially at the intersection of technical services, they tend to be cisgender
women (Rosa & Henke, 2017).
Another interesting proximate occurrence regarding identity which emerged from
cisgender participants came in their deployment of their own relationship to transgender and
nonbinary folks who helped them to question and undo presumptions around normalizing
cisgender identities as universal. Burn, in particular, noted that she had for some time
assumed all persons to be cisgender, but that she altered this practice when a non-binary
person[s] entered into her life, citing a recent, but not isolated, example from her own life in
the discussion. In response to the deliberately vague wording of my recruitment emails,
Burns described this practice asking me why I did not outright ask practitioners about their
gendering practices stating:
That's really interesting to me, because I mean that's really interesting that I would have
asked that question right at the beginning, because the word identity is what raised that flag
in my mind of course, you know. I have a trans niece, well she's not, she's a trans child of my
sister and I'm trying work on the pronouns, with the they/them pronouns, but I'm interested in
that because I'm interested in why you didn't ask more pointed questions about gender in
your research.
It is also worth noting that prior to even engaging in our interview Burns asked me
via email if our talk would involve any topics related to gender identity as she had recently
been thinking about it due to having a transgender family member. As will be discussed, this
direct interaction with queer embodiment causes non-queer persons to reorient their own
normative presumptions and in the case of Burns it led her to actively interrogate the research
being conducted. However, her inquiries around “pointed questions” about gendering within
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my research suggest a degree of ignorance, albeit perhaps willful, of the normative
presumptions produced by her cisgender cataloging counterparts such as Jimothy and
Michelle. Specifically, it suggests that unless some cisgender participants are prompted to
discuss specifically what it means to ascribe gender to something, they will otherwise assume
it as a normative static topic. Again, it highlights that queerness works to demand
acknowledgement of questions oriented towards normative ideas with “pointed questions”
implying that gender is not always a site of lived exploration and inquiry for those outside of
cisnormative binarized ways of thinking. Likewise, earlier discussion around participants
such as Oslo evoking working with materials whose subjects engaged in degrees of gender
transgression also shed light on the direct impact a queer identity can have on destabilizing
normative gender presumptions within cataloging. This centering of cisgender identity as
producing cisnormative biases, of course, fails to account for a reality within this study and
cataloging more broadly and that is the presence, even if minimal, of catalogers who
themselves identify as gender non-binary.
Participants’ Gender Non-binary Identity as Embodied Reference Point
The study despite having a small sample size, included three participants who
identified under the umbrella of non-binary. In many ways the higher than average
participation of non-binary participants could be explained by the age of the participants and
increased visibility of trans and non-binary populations. Such increases in visibility are
believed in part due to broader acceptance of these identities and a presence of transgender
and gender non-binary persons within larger media landscapes (Schmit, 2021). Equally, a
large part of my recruitment included the RADCAT listserv and shared recruitment over
“librarian Twitter” both of which included information professionals working in critical
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librarianship and within spaces as historically marginalized practitioners. Regardless of the
reasons, their non-binary identities impacted their concern for how to navigate and make
sense of the diverse and ‘normative’ gender identities included within the Think Aloud
exercise.
For Pax the very nature of the exercise and the issues around gender identity
produced within them a desire to disclose their identity (under the assurance of
confidentiality) while also contextualizing how it made them hesitant to do any overt
engagements with gender non-conforming potentials within the footage. Pax noted:
“…so I am just as identifying as non-binary myself, and am very inarticulate around LGBTQ
issues. I felt on a certain level uncomfortable talking about this because I don't want to bring
a lack context into and say something that might be taken as offensive. So I am at once
chagrined by the fact I'm sure I have said things that were insensitive, but also chagrined by
the fact that I know colleagues who would have responded even less adroitly than I and that
is worrisome, because I think that cataloging requires us to approach material and try and
strip out bias and be aware of our biases, be aware of what makes us uncomfortable and
again as catalogers we rely on ontologies and the fact that our ontology has a horrendous
history with representing LGBTQ human, the human lived experience is, it gives us a prop to
be lazy as a profession and that irks me.”
For Pax their being non-binary was still an identity in flux and one they were still
questioning. Such identity questioning led not to them denying the potentials of the gender
shown within the catalog record, but simply reminded them of their own uncertainty and
need to continue self-exploration and education on queer issues more broadly. This type of
consideration speaks volumes to the complexities of one’s phenomenological orientation
towards gender, whereas the cisgender participants expressed ignorance around having to
constantly think about the potential of other gender identities, even if they valued diversity in
their work and the profession. Pax’s purposeful avoidance marks a different issue. Their own
engagement within self-exploration led them to not want to say or do something incorrect to
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a record at the intersection of not wanting to do something incorrect to themselves. Tellingly
though, Pax notes that their concern would never be one expressed or imagined by their
peers, here presumably those who identity as cisgender and, worse, anti-trans.
This concern for the particularities of queer embodiment as impacting the gender
descriptions emerged in particularly unique ways for the other non-binary participants. When
facing the challenge of the second clip in the Think Aloud exercise. Brant noted the idea of
their own “queerdar” going off at what they were seeing. While they noted that it was not an
ideal way of describing their particular perception of gender non-binary identity at play, it
aligned with a reality that their own sense of queerness, and potentially even their queer
identity resulted in interpreting the footage for its gendered potentialities. Even if this was
not itself the direct case, their use of the idea of queerdar, is a less essentialized iteration of
“gaydar” which operates as the idea in which individuals who are gay-identifying possess an
ability to see and perceive of others who are gay as well. While it is easy to see this practice
as grossly essentialist, it proves far more indicative of a collective practice of communal
survival through purposeful identification of one another. The evolution towards queerdar in
Brant’s use suggests ongoing practices for collective identification and survival, one whose
impact is evoked not only across individuals in contemporary spaces as evidenced by Pax’s
own purposeful disclosure of their non-binary identity, but across time as well, via Brant’s
desire to imagine the queerness of the individuals they were seeing on screen (Shelp, 2003).
Cecil Black further imagined other users and researchers as having a particular investment in
the gender non-binary nature of the content, something they repeatedly acknowledge as being
complex; while they did not relate their own non-binary identity to the need to account for
non-binary users. the particular and repeated emphasis on care of description to the historical
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persons in question and to the needs of contemporary users linked up both Brant’s own direct
evocation of queerdar and Pax’s understanding that whatever might come of such queerness
over time would inform the cataloging profession. Speaking to patron needs directly, Cecil
Black stated:
Anything that would be culturally relevant or that I think that would be relevant to scholars
of history or scholars of gender and women's studies or scholars of sexuality or whatever I
do. Anything that I think would be relevant to those patron bases in particular. I would want
to note, but if there was no way to do so or especially if there was no way to do so in a way
that I found to be respectful of the people involved, whether or not they were being
respectful. I would be inclined to be a little bit less descriptive than that, but it would take a
little bit of investigation to make that call…I would want to note the manner of dress, I think
is significant for the time period. Ignoring the gender dimension of the...yep there we go and
now the wig is off. Even ignoring the gendered dimension of dress, I think it's important to
situate it in a particular time. We're seeing a lot of this individual so I would really want to
follow up with that and see if we can figure you know what if this person is an actor and what
kind of actor they are and what the intention here is. In terms of subject access, I'm not really
sure.”
All three of the non-binary participants spoke to the complexities of ascribing gender
in respectful and non-presumptive ways that suggests a relationship between one’s own queer
phenomenological embodiment with gender and how one goes about allowing for gendered
ways of being to emerge within their descriptive practice. This hyper-specific focus on
gender expansive description is not to say that any of the cisgender participants were
unwilling to embrace this potential, but it was only upon the particular revelation that the
persons shown might be subverting their cisnormative expectations that such ideals shifted. It
is within this acknowledgement that the discussion now shifts to consider the impact of the
visual information itself on the embodied perceptions of gender by participants.
RQ3(A). In what ways are the positionality of catalogers ever complicated or shifted in
relation to the visual content they are identifying?
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This section attends to the particular way visual information in the Think Aloud
exercise produced phenomenological disorientation within the participants. The section notes
how the moments of gender subversion became a revelation and ontological challenge for
participants. Similar to the earlier section on positionality, this section engages in how such
moments of gender subversion differently impacted participants who identified as cisgender
as opposed to those who identified as gender non-binary and, likewise, borrows from the
same interview sections and coding schemas referenced when framing the findings of my
third research question. This section also engages in the way cisgender identity produce types
of silence around queerness as a form of embodiment.
Queer Embodiment as Form of Cisnormative Disruption
Oslo, during her discussion of the challenges of visual information cataloging noted
repeatedly that it was her job to avoid assuming when possible, especially about the lived
identities of individuals. However, when Oslo, like many of the other cisgender participants,
engaged in the descriptive shorthand of her Think Aloud exercise, the use of gendered
identities became immediate. Upon the presence of gender identities which challenged this
presumption, Oslo was open in her own failure to adhere to her ideals. Specifically, Oslo
stated:
“Ok, well the first one it was a much closer shot so I could tell, I could see that it was a man
and a woman getting married. All of them looked like, or appeared to be white people so that
was easy to identify, but the second one everything started from a far shot. So until they got
really closer to the camera I thought, at first I assumed that I thought it was a scene right
after the first image that I saw previously and then followed by a wedding ceremony or
something. I was wrong. So I shouldn't have assumed that to then and then when everybody
got closer and then I noticed it was a woman and a woman getting married and one was
dressed in a groom's suit. The word wise too I don’t if groom would have to be a man. Does
it? I don't know. So that when I describe the video I will check that and then ask friends and
also the catalogers too or online just to double check that I would be using correct terms to
describe them…I assumed a bit wrong and all female people, for the third one I tried not to
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guess everything by what they're actually wearing and then a closer look helped because
then maybe they are all of them men dressed in women's dresses. However, the sex and
gender part of cataloging is just very challenging. Because I don't know how they actually
identify themselves too. So, I don't know if they are men making fun or just dressed in female
dresses or if that is actually the way they dress too. So then I would like to be, I would need
to be very careful with how to describe and try not to be because I don't really know who
they are. Just to be mindful and just try to be describing without identifying who they are.”
Oslo’s exhaustive discussion of her own orientation towards cisnormative
presumptions and her subsequent reframing of these presumptions illuminate one of the key
findings of this study. The findings suggest that for catalogers the very encountering of a
non-normative gender identity produces a disorientation to one’s relationship with the fixity
of gender as a cataloging concept. In her navigation on what she ought to have done
regarding the description of the second and third clips, she tellingly does not land on an
authoritative answer. Instead, Oslo imagined potentials of gender identity whose existence
did more to challenge her own understandings of the role of intentional gender naming. The
idea that she would embrace “describing without identifying” as a way to approach gender,
suggests that even her ideal of avoiding normative presumptions was one that could still be
challenged. As an Asian woman, Oslo made clear that she repeatedly felt herself having to
challenge the normative presumptions of whiteness within visual information cataloging and
repeatedly worked to note this a part of the Think Aloud exercise even mentioning offhandedly that “no people of color were invited” to the wedding footage shown. Yet, this type
of nuance did not occur immediately with her engagement with the materials aimed at
challenging gendered presumptions. What such a delayed engagement with non-essentialist
gender description suggests is that the potentially queer identities played some significant
role in Oslo’s choices to reevaluate what it was she could describe about any of the
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individuals within the footage. In this way, her own privileged identities within being a
cisgender woman produced a cisnormative presumption that likely would not have been
questioned were she given other content that engaged with “normative” gender identities.
The very presence of queer identity, in this case, ruptured what would have been a simple
exercise in content description as it reminded Oslo of her own latent assumptions that she too
must work to overcome in her daily cataloging work.
In other instances, such as Burns, the predisposition to question the very nature of
identity led her to asking me directly if we would be talking through gender within the
interview. However, much like her cisgender peers (or at least I had assumed her to be
cisgender as she gave me no indication of not being) her own reliance on cisnormativity
emerged when she moved through the Think Aloud exercise.8 The third clip provided within
Burns a desire to initially describe the participants as “women,” only to note that it produced
in her “questions that ha[d] nothing to do with cataloging” but instead to do with gender. In
this way, though Burns clarified that gender identity is something of great import to the
catalog record, the gender questions were not themselves inherent to cataloging. Such
sidelining of questions suggests some degree of reliance on cisgender identity as a normative
within her cataloging work. That this footage produced, for Burns, more immediate questions
about her normative orientations rather than the normativity latent within cataloging of
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My above acknowledgement of Burns’ identity is included not to challenge the way
cisnormativity pervaded practice, but to offer up how even myself as a researcher ascribed
normative ideologies onto participants who did not share their gender identity in a more
express way. During member checking, Burns noted that I had fallen into the very thing I
was critical of with her, suggesting in an incredibly tangible way how even myself as a
critical, queer-identified researcher can fall into the very cisnormativity informing the
gendering practices of a majority of the participants.
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gender diverse identities confirms what Oslo’s own admission of ignorance does: cisgender
catalogers, no matter how woke they might be to gender diversity, manage to overlook the
fluidity of gender at a phenomenological level. Normative gender assumptions remain intact
unless, as was the case with the cisgender participants, a particular piece of visual
information forces them to challenge that positionality. Other participants were equally
transparent in how much their own positionalities as cisgender individuals resulted in their
own limitations with describing the footage. For example, Schrodinger evoked a similar
suggested practice to Oslo, when he states that the footage shown in the third clip subverted
gender roles and were he actually tasked with the responsibility of cataloging the material he
would seek out an individual with expertise in gender studies. Schrodinger further noted that
he would be quite hesitant to describe any person’s gender or race, yet did so during the
Think Aloud exercise. However, his choice to reach out to a gender studies scholar due to the
perceived subversiveness of the second and third clips suggested that it was due to its forcing
him to reconsider what was a normative or easily describable within gendered representations
in visual information. It is worth noting that nobody who participated suggested that they
would seek out a gender theorist or expert for the first footage, despite its depiction of a
wedding ceremony being one with multiple links to gender history. As such, the choice by
catalogers to look outside of their own embodied knowledge reveals a particularly telling
way that queerness within visual information ask catalogers to rupture normative
presumptions on at least three levels. First, it interrupts catalogers’ own phenomenological
orientations with gender as a descriptive experience. Second, it challenges the notion of
gender as being a presumable identity within cataloging. Thirdly it acknowledges how
phenomenological orientations impact expectations of responsibility for knowledge of gender
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diversity in cataloging. Importantly, the third of these ruptures shifted labor away from the
catalogers themselves and towards “area experts,” though it remains unclear as to whether
this expertise was informed by the historical nature of the footage viewed, or a general lack
of awareness as to how best to describe gender non-binary identities in any spatiotemporal
capacity.
In summary, the findings of the research form the following tryptic. First, catalogers
understand the ways that human identity uniquely challenges their role in describing and
identifying information. Further, they understand that gender is a part of this complex
ecosystem of description. When it comes to describing gender specifically, participants
utilized both cultural and historical contexts to do that descriptive work, while remaining
entirely reticent to identify gender identities to which they do not possess affirmative
information. Second, catalogers situated the role of standards a necessary evil one must
navigate and explored ways to utilize unique formatting rules or external authority standards
to creatively engage in the complexities around gender identity. Third, and most important,
the role of queerness directly impacted the embodied knowledges applied to describing
gender diverse materials with cisgender participants overtly relying on cisnormative
assumptions, whereas non-binary participants imagined non-binary potentials in all the
footage they viewed. Equally, the footage of potentially non-binary identities offered up a
point to disrupt and challenge the normative paradigms of gender as a fixed descriptive
practice across all participants, with impact on the presumptive orientations of cisgender
participants.
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CHAPTER 5
LIMITATIONS, PRACTICAL AND THEORETICAL FINDINGS, AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS FOR RESEARCH

While this research project is one resolutely founded within theoretical and
qualitative methods, the impact of a more queerly phenomenological understanding of
cataloging practices provides critical insight into the lived experiences of catalogers. In
particular, it illuminates the identity making practices of catalogers as it relates to the catalog
records they work with. Further, it provides a continued and necessary exploration of the
particular challenges of meaning making latent within the cataloging of visual information.
In particular, the findings attend to the practical implications for cataloging ethics. The
findings also inform the ongoing evolution by society, regarding how we not only see, but
name those bodies that exist outside of an, until quite recently, rigid cisgender binary. Before
theorizing such implications and providing praxis-driven guidance the research, however,
turns to and acknowledges its limitations.
Limitations
Methodological
One of the immediate limitations of this particular research exists in the realities of
the phenomenological approach of the research. Though the combination of multiple
elicitation methods and the use of a Think Aloud Exercise did provide insight into the way
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the catalogers experienced and named gender, the reality is that it was not a perfect site for
such exploration. Multiple participants acknowledged the artificiality of the exercise and, as
such, provided answers which they noted would likely be different were they cataloging a
record in earnest. While these participants understood the intentions behind the study and
embraced it earnestly, it remains disingenuous to call the project one of pure
phenomenology. A study truly invested in the phenomenological perception of gender within
cataloging practices would require a researcher to engage in an in-depth, perhaps
ethnographic, study of the catalogers. Implementing such a project would be invasive to the
cataloger’s workspace, and arguably even pre-work rituals would prove untenable from a
methodological standpoint and, further, demanding of the time and labor of catalogers.
A second methodological challenge resides at the site of the Think Aloud exercise
and its structure. Though the use of a neutral piece of footage occurred as a way to provide a
‘non-challenging’ descriptive moment for the catalogers, its presence always occurred as the
first piece of footage each participant viewed. As such, it primed the participants toward
presuming cisnormative frameworks that might not have occurred had the footage been
played in a differing order. In particular, considering that multiple participants noted the
second and third clips as having a direct impact on how they thought about the first clip, such
a restructuring of the exercise might prove generative. Other Think Aloud Exercise choices,
however, existed as intentional limitations, but still demand acknowledgement.
The major limitation for this research with regards to exploring gendering practices
exists at the intersection of the types of gender expressions made available to participants.
While genders expressed within the Think Aloud footage included those whose trappings
suggested cisgender identity, the inclusion of the additional clips offered up two reference
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points of gender that inherently relied on binaries. Thus, the examples run the risk of
propping up transnormative ideologies around gender. While it remains impossible to
confirm the gender identities present within the footage shown participants, work could have
been done to include identities which were engaged in more androgynous depictions of
gender, or mixed gender expressions akin to genderfluid or genderqueer identities. Similarly,
the historical setting of the footage resulted in a particular set of limitations to the descriptive
practices of the participants. Many participants worked to imagine whether or not such
representations of queer identity were even possible, let alone nameable within their
descriptions. Alterations to this methodological approach would aim to better attend to this
historical fixation by including visual information from more expansive temporal offerings,
including contemporary video and perhaps even older photographs or paintings. Likewise,
the footage included what appeared to be exclusively white individuals, closing off any
discussion on how racial identity might inform these perceptions of gender or how race itself
is a perceived and structured identity. Future studies might equally explore how race impacts
one’s phenomenological orientation towards description.
Finally, the choice of three moving images as the points of reference for visual
information offers up another limitation as the frenetic, edited nature of the clips resulted in
many participants choosing to fixate on the edits and styling of the footage and often
overlooking the persons within the clip entirely. Subsequent studies would include still
images and paintings to better gauge how participants might fixate on embodiment, gendered
or otherwise. Beyond the content itself, recruitment and participants also produce particular
limitations.
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While a sample size of thirteen appropriately reflects the rigor and structure of the
methods of my research, the smaller size makes it quite difficult to produce any broad
connections between cisnormative presumptions and cataloging as a profession. A study with
a larger set of catalogers, perhaps more focused on the specific Think Aloud exercise, could
provide a better, more expansive understanding of the pervasiveness of this practice. Further,
all of the catalogers interviewed had been actively working and had received some degree of
training, with almost all of them having gone through an ALA-accredited Master’s program
in Library and Information Science. By focusing on career catalogers, it is difficult to
conjecture whether or not the training received by catalogers impacted, if at all, their
relationship to gendering practices. A longitudinal study focusing on the before and after of
this crucial moment in cataloging training might help to nuance this limitation.
Finally, the interviews were conducted via online video conferencing software such
as Zoom and Google, resulting in particular challenges to participant observation during the
Think Aloud Exercise. While many participants were gracious enough to keep their cameras
on during the Think Aloud exercise, it was difficult to meaningfully engage with how they
reacted to the clips, any actions they took to scrub through the footage, or how particular
instances of visual information produced reactions in the participants. Future iterations of this
methodological approach would work to incorporate some in person engagements with the
Think Aloud exercise, perhaps even with content in a physical format (i.e., photographs).
Alternatively, participants might be asked to share their screens while going through the
Think Aloud Exercise, offering me a better vantage point to exactly where within a visual
information resource a person was focused and what external browsers, tabs, and applications
might be involved, if at all, in the Think Aloud Exercise. With these limitations in place, the
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research now shifts to the implications informed by the findings by beginning first with the
practical implications.
Practical Areas Informed by Research Implications
Catalogers Need Preparation for Complexities Latent in Describing Humans
While many of the catalogers interviewed spoke directly and consistently to the
generally difficult contextual nature of their cataloging work, very few followed through with
this presumption when it came to the humans they were tasked with describing. None of the
participants intended to misgender or incorrectly ascribe gender identity within their
descriptive practices. Yet, the varied degree to which they approached the description from a
framework of cisnormativity suggests a broader need for cultural humility training on the
ethics of describing humans. To be fair to participants, such training needs may well precede
cataloging ethics. With a continued and necessary prioritizing of diversity, equity, and
inclusion within LIS, these types of normative, sedimentary ideologies lay bare the need for
praxis-level training that is more than mere theorizing around diversity as a set of values.
To this end, training future catalogers means noting that there is not a need for new
theories of marginality or diversity within LIS scholarship and praxis, but instead
remembering that marginalized positions such as those with gender diverse identities must be
central narratives within LIS classrooms, collection building, and professional spaces (Cooke
& Kitzie, 2021). Simply put, it is hard to imagine a cataloger being thoughtful and
considerate of representations of gender diverse identities within a record, if that records
proves to be their first, and perhaps only, encounter with such an identity. While it may not
necessitate a cataloging course specifically about gender identity within visual records, care
within introductory library and information science classes could attend to the complexity of
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queer experiences and the social constructs around gender identity. The impact of this queercentered framing of LIS pedagogy and praxis provides insight into problems of queer
exclusion within the information profession whether in academic library structures (Wagner
& Crowley, 2020) or within public librarian’s roles concerning health information facilitation
(Kitzie et al., 2019). The question then becomes one of exposure and centering the situational
needs of queer, and more specifically transgender and non-binary persons within cataloging
standards writ large. This research certainly does not add revelations as to the necessity of
this, but instead sheds light on the phenomenological reality that catalogers often use
cisnormative presumptions in their daily practices. In turn, more specific preparations for
catalogers aside from an increased engagement with LGBTQIA+ information-centered needs
might look towards queer-focused organizational initiatives for inspiration.
Take for example the Homosaurus, whose founders intended to provide a more
LGBT-focused set of subject headings at a time when major organizational standards such as
the Library of Congress incorrectly conflated all of the identities under the umbrella of
LGBTQIA+ into essentialist and unclear categories such as “Sexual minorities.” Attempting
to respond to the unique ways that both sexual orientation and gender identity exist against
normative presumptions while being co-constitutive of one another the Homosaurus produces
an entirely new schema for describing the bodies, histories, and cultures of queerness. This
task, while audacious, came with its own set of challenges and normative presumptions
ultimately leading the Homosauraus to be an additive to cataloging standards, as opposed to
its own standalone schema (Zwaaf, 2020). The Homosaurus sets a precedent for approaching
human description as an additive one wherein things like gender, sexuality, race, ethnicity,
and other social identities are described for their potentials and expressions as opposed to a
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fixed set of essentialist notions. The importance here is on understanding that these
essentialist framings have undeniable presence within current models of information
organization, but do not dissuade or discourage exhaustive categorization of all types of
embodiment. If anything, the over-exhaustion of identity specific to what is happening within
visual information reflects the increased queerness of information organization in a world
mediated by user specific desires to aid one another in discovering visual information
(Watson, 2021). As will be discussed within the theoretical implications, such a shift
warrants a discussion around the limitations of domain and document-based subject analysis
and its limitations, offering up the need for considering the body-oriented ontologies of
description. Prior to this discussion, however, the implications reach beyond representative
description of humans and include the humans doing the description necessitates exploration.
Recontextualizing Cataloger’s Judgment within a Postmodern Information Landscape
The emergence of “cataloger’s judgment,” or the simple acknowledgement that
cataloger’s own subjectivity informs their descriptive practice, attended to the impossible
task of objective description within information organization. First theorized by Sheila Intner
(1998) this discussion of subjectivity works not to discover ways from which to detach
catalogers from subjectivity, but instead to better prepare them for the onus placed on them.
Intner reminded catalogers that their formal training, both vocationally and educational, as
well as their experiences (broadly defined) provide them with the ability to make sound and
appropriate choices within cataloging. Discussions since have further noted that a cataloging
choice is not inherently right or wrong so long as methodological justification and thought is
put into that choice (Diao, 2017). This framing of the cataloger as choice maker resided on an
inherent challenge in so much as such choices presumed that education engaged in larger
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questions of ethics of description. Further, for this research it assumes experiences attendant
to gender diversity as a perceptibly universal experience. Fox and Reece (2012) note that
vague definitions of ethics produce within cataloging acts of “linguistic or structural
misrepresentation” that enact violence onto identities who exist outside of normative
ideologies (p. 377). This violence perpetuates not through the intentions of catalogers who
are trained in a particular set of practices, but because ethics around describing humans
remain wholly unacknowledged within such standards. Cataloger’s judgment in such
frameworks fails to judge human description as of a priority, thus enabling incorrect practices
to go unacknowledged. The question of whether or not a cataloger has an ethical obligation
to name and evoke diverse identity within their cataloging work goes unspoken. While this
inability to speak to these identities impacts all historically marginalized persons in myriad
ways Fox (2014) goes on to note that it is particularly critical to shifting our presumptions in
and around gender diversity. Elsewhere, Fox (2016) also interrogates the larger failure of
cataloging ethics to understand that the work of organizing information fails to tackle
intersectional representation as well. Building off of the prior work of the likes of Hope
Olson, while infusing her analysis with black feminist thought, she notes that the othering
occurring within knowledge organization tends to exist because systems never imagined the
need to define whiteness as anything other than the unspoken norm. While Fox does not
outright say so, her analysis opens up space to consider how cisnormativity is also baked into
the descriptive pedagogies and presumptions of catalogers before, during, and after their
education and training. As such, cataloger’s judgment, for all intents and purposes, is a
cisnormative one and this informs the willingness not merely to name gender diversity within
cataloging records, but to see the potential for that diversity to begin with. Shifting in
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cataloger’s judgment cannot merely demand that catalogers name gender diversity when they
see it, for this is hardly the point raised by Fox, as it would do nothing but reinscribe
difference onto queer bodies, a practice whose relationship to information organization is a
wholly dangerous one (Adler, 2017). Instead, this type of reframing of the ethics of
cataloger’s judgment must move away from the notion that fault rests solely upon any
organizational schema or subject heading. Instead, cataloger’s judgment begins with the
ontological orientations of catalogers themselves. Further, such reframing must demand of
catalogers that they discuss gender as present within visual information, but never name that
gender unless they are both certain that it was not only the historical identity ascribed to a
person during that moment, but a gender identity possessed by the person today. Again, the
practice becomes “describing without identifying” gender as a productive and future-oriented
way to discuss gender. To be even clearer a practice oriented on description over
identification should include both the description of gender as it is perceived to be existing
outside of a normative binary, just as much as those identities residing within that binary. If
cataloging ethics shift to fixate on transgender embodiment, for example, without also noting
cisgender embodiment then a disruption of cisnormativity will remain out of reach. As an
extension of this, the question of what to do with gender as a cataloger’s judgment has a
simple answer. Provide gender as a reference point to users even if it forces those users to
confront their normative relationship with discourses of gender in doing so. For example, a
user who has to confront the term cisgender when they find visual information in a cultural
heritage institution stands to gain a lot more immediately than perhaps a transgender person
does by being given visual information that might represent their identity. In either case,
records open up as well as their potentials for use and expansion. Further this change invites
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a necessary and evocative feedback loop to emerge between catalogers and users that helps to
undo the onerous challenge of cataloger judgment. Further, this shift also opens dialogue on
what practices and concerns exist relational to a cataloger beyond their role as judging visual
information.
Cataloger’s Relation to Users as Informing Liberated Gender Description
The study of catalogers as users of information remains stark, yet general
observations around professionals and their information behaviors allow for some theorizing
on cataloger information practices to occur. The findings discussed here pull primarily from
the participant responses to my questions about the quality and or functionality of a
cataloging record, but also represent their responses to the debriefing portion of the Think
Aloud exercise. Participant sentiments matched a profession wide concern for their work’s
impact on users. Specifically, the catalogers understand their one provision of services as
contextualizing almost every decision they made (Leckie et al., 1996). This echoes Šauperl’s
(2002) study of catalogers and their own prioritizing of user as a specific group for which
they considered their work. Findings also relay a larger acknowledgement that catalogers
continue to attend to this user-oriented work production, while attempting to make sense of
constantly evolving “catalog as technical system.” The system’s changes mostly include
expanding demands of standards, such as RDA in making records accessible (Woods, 2019).
The project of expanding gender description for catalogers becomes not an act of simple
correction to a few records as they emerge. The project necessitates shifting the
understanding of catalogers within informing gendering as a societal practice. The production
of a catalog record is an incredibly arduous task and crafting an ideal record rests on longterm usability that is both coherent and compatible with larger institutional logics.
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Accordingly, the cataloger ought to serve as a relational figure who can inform gender’s role
within information organization. Though not presently a focus of technical services,
information professionals can seek guidance from the field more broadly.
A growing number of scholars have explored what it might mean for a more
relational approach to diversity to be embedded within LIS pedagogy (Jaeger et al., 2015).
Arguments advocate for using social justice topics to illuminate diversity as a lived
experience and a method of pedagogical framing. The belief then is that the field can better
prepare practitioners to understand that their work is both not neutral and more specifically
requires intentionally challenging systems of exclusion. The issue of gender diversity within
cataloging can only become a relational concern to catalogers if they are informed about the
idea of gender inequity (broadly defined) during their education. Similarly, the spaces
wherein a cataloger might seek out professional development (i.e.,, conferences or webinars)
often fail to evoke robust discussions around diversity aside from themed call-for-proposals
or keynotes. Adkins et al. (2020) suggest that by deliberately naming the issues and making
them spaces of collaboration and dialogue within LIS, only then might a more
representationally and philosophically inclusive field emerge. In both examples, diversity is a
broadly theorized concept whose impact focuses on increasing representation within a field
historically infamous for failures on inclusion. However, each makes emphatically clear that
simply adding new identities to a space hardly affects change. These advocates also note
spaces to be chronically exclusionary by design. As such, preparing information
professionals for gender diversity suggests intentional and targeted preparation on the topics
of gender identity beyond its particular concerns for cataloging praxis.
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One approach worth consideration would be to engage in sensitivity training methods
that prepare LIS professionals around the identities and experiences of LGBTQIA+
communities and more directly the issues around transgender and gender non-binary
identities. While the specific impact is hard to gauge, research suggests that identity-specific
training such as the popular Safe Zone trainings deployed within university settings afford an
increased awareness and willingness to advocate on behalf of queer identities, especially
from the vantage point of cisgender allyship (Finkel et al., 2003). Critically, this approach
cannot function as a certification without tangible practice. Trainings must focus intensely
on how gender inclusivity informs the particularities of information professionals, and mores
specifically catalogers (Singh, 2010). Emerging scholarship suggests, alternatively, that this
work must emerge in relation to tangible and visible commitments to queer visibility within
information spaces, whether it be through the hiring of staff who possess transgender and
non-binary identities or having express statements about how to navigate transgender and
gender non-binary representation within cataloging (Siegel et al., 2020). Other scholars argue
that this process must be iterative and never assume that this paradigm shift towards gender
inclusivity is simple. Work to name concerns or signal inclusivity through spatial objects
(such as signage) cannot happen without meaningful praxis (Wagner & Crowley, 2020;
Cooke & Kitzie, 2021). In turn, aside from cataloger positionality and relationships to the
materials, an increase in LGBTQIA+ focused collection building might also expedite
concerns of gendering within cataloging.
Increasing Queer Collections in Cultural Heritage Institutions
Many participants noted that it was simply hard for them to imagine thoughtfully
describing the materials presented in the Think Aloud Exercise. For most the inability to
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tangibly describe gender diverse identities was because their institutions simply did not house
such content. While such a lack of queer content was likely true for the catalogers I
interviewed who worked with private collections or worked on materials such as maps, an
underlying implication exists. An absence of any similar content suggests a gross inequity
with regards to tangible queer collection building within cultural heritage institutions. One
way to increase the need for a more gender-diverse approach to visual information
description would be to increase diverse gender representation within collections. Such an
absence of queer-focused content is, of course, not to say that hidden collections might not
already exist within all of the collections of the participants interviewed, but as was shown
and will be further theorized queer embodiment is often overlooked by those who possess
normative identities. The potentiality of gender diversity within the clips shown is not
inherent to their existence within the Fox Movietone Newsreel Collection. The moving
image archive these clips come from also does not have an expressly queer-focused
collection. To possess such a thing would demand a larger reconstitution of materials within
the holdings of the Moving Image Research Collection. Imagining how this might change the
larger institutional practice suggests that intentional collection building is a must.
Queer archive building is not an easily defined process and proves deeply contested
within both LIS scholarship and queer theory more broadly. Heather Love (2009) reminds us
that any attempt to constitute queer history is an affective endeavor. Working on queer
historiography leads to emotional challenges naming and making visible a history mired with
violence and oppression. As such, situating this work thoughtfully and carefully requires
noting such violences without centering them. Take as an example the footage screened
during the Think Aloud Exercises. Participants repeatedly questioned the authenticity of the
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footage not as being fake or doctored, but because it was simply hard for them to imagine a
joyful representation of queerness existing in a time all but marked as impossible to live and
be authentic in one’s gender expression. Building a queer archive with gender diverse
representation does require a degree of hopefulness, imagining into existence individuals
whose gender identities may have been shown and engaged with yet reliant upon the
language and ideas of their historical moment (Wagner, 2019; Ward, 2021). The idea of
hopefulness here borrows from Muñoz’s deployment of the utopic in queer futures, one who
resolutely demands that the now of queer history make way for a future of positivity even if
it is only in one’s imagination. The argument latent here is that just because cultural
ideologies are hesitant to name transgender and non-binary histories of the moment, does not
mean that we should close off such stories for future researchers, scholars, and most
importantly queer individuals seeking themselves out in the past. Avoiding the naming of
these identities, even if rooted in thoughtfulness, runs the risk of avoiding making visible
gender diverse identities in the future as well, and the refusal to acquire and build queer
archival collections runs parallel to a refusal to build queer research and scholarship of the
present.
Working towards queer visibility within cultural institutions only functions to the
degree with which queerness is central to such content. If the larger institution engages in
practices of alienation such as misgendering within abstracts and finding aids while
purporting to be inclusive through the adding of a single gender-neutral bathroom stall it is
likely that queer patrons will seek other spaces for knowledge building (Wagner & Crowley,
2020). Further, if these same spaces only offer up resources and narratives vetted through the
logics of cisnormativity and heteronormativity collections run the risk of reproducing
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exclusionary practices. In particular, the treatment of queer identity as different relationally
to straightness and cisgender identities partly explains the trouble of queer identity emerging
within visual information within the first place. Melissa Adler (2017) rightly observes the
notion of queer bodies within libraries and cultural institutions has only really ever existed
from a space of paraphilic surveillance, assuming them to be different from normal. The
resulting practice means that when a person is seeking out queer identities (gender diverse or
otherwise) they are often met with overtly medicalized narratives, exploitative fictions of
their stories, or stories of irredeemable tragedy. In each iteration, the attempt by a cultural
heritage institution to include these identities is such that they either fit into a pre-existing
binary (gender diverse identities still being ascribed as feminine or masculine) or their
presence is avoided for sake of simplicity. Shifts towards a queer knowledge within cultural
heritage institutions must embrace ambiguity and note that the collections about LGBTQIA+
identities can be a both and neither framing. Take as an example the Jazz Wedding—outtakes
screened to participants in the Think Aloud portion of the study. It is equally true that it is
potentially an early image of trans masculinity, just as it is possibly a depiction of butch
lesbianism. However, one must note that there is the further reality that it is neither of these
things as well. Thus, queer collection building must operate from a position of queer
potentiality or imagining affective relationships that help form informational networks.
Authors like Cait McKinney (2020) are just now beginning to make these connections in
what is called “information activism.” Importantly, this type of embracing of potentials of
queerness primarily addresses the fictive fabrications of cultural heritage institutions, by
noting that any attempt to build a history of a shared identity inevitably occurs at odds with
an insistence on essentialism.
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For queer cultural heritage institutions history building works two-fold. The first is
what Kate Eichhorn (2013) identifies as the “archival turn” within feminism, wherein the
structuring of a notion of women’s history now faces a necessary confrontation within what
constitutes womanhood, a reality that maps quite disconcertingly how much of the cultural
heritage of this topic centers white, cisgender women as normative. In turn, women’s activist
archives and women’s history archives prove exclusionary for transwomen and non-binary
femme individuals. Further, the archival institutions currently housing queer materials often
fall into what Lisa Duggan (2014) identifies as “homonormativity.” Many archives currently
center the narrative of cisgender, gay, males as the predominant, and often singular one
within queer history. In both instances inclusion fails to render intersectional identities
visible and necessitates essentialist identities of femininity and queerness. Both operate to
avoid content that challenges somewhat binarized ways of thinking, even as the results
emerge in opposition to systemic exclusions based on not fitting in within normal history.
Such histories as a result become relegated to things like “microhistories” and are placed
under themes such as HIV/AIDS advocacy in lieu of queer history (Castiglia & Reed, 2012).
In each instance the way that queerness functions to blur and complicate identity becomes
irrelevant under attempts to attend to an essentialist history of a topic, one that often in the
process of doing so reifies deficit models of thinking. A fixation on queer identity within
cultural heritage as a site of trauma, suggests that the production of sites of hope, potentiality,
and alterity do not exist (Muñoz, 2009; Halberstam, 2011). Cultural heritage institutions fail
to engage in queerness, even when they have collections including resolutely queer
individuals and topics. Such occurrences are invariably informed by the silo-like, partitioning
of collections. As participants noted, their knowledge often applied exclusively to their
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collection and their willingness to seek out other collections and practices only emerged
when it required confronting the complexity of their own queer materials. The challenge of
gender descriptively remains avoidable so long as a collection chooses not to prioritize
thoughtful approaches to cataloging or refuses to open up collections to interpretation via
others. As such, the question oft-deployed by cultural heritage institutions is the one of “how
come we do not have any transgender or non-binary materials?” as opposed to “how might
materials we already have be recontextualized under a contemporary understanding of
transgender and non-binary identity?” To that end, looking towards repositories attempting
such recontextualization offers promising inroads in attending to increasing gender and queer
diverse materials and their subsequent description.
Cross-pollinating collections through gender diverse repositories offers digital
collections a means with which to participate in the project of opening up gendered
potentialities within their materials. Seeking inclusion in something like the Digital
Transgender Archive is one way to begin consideration on centralizing gender diversity as a
cataloging concern, even if collections remain seemingly without such representation. The
Digital Transgender Archive began as an initiative by transgender historians to make
institutional and communal holdings of transgender history accessible. As the Digital
Transgender Archive notes “without a key term to cohere gender non-conforming practices,
researchers are forced to attempt alternative, and often unsuccessful, ways of finding relevant
materials.” (History & Purpose, 2021). In response, the Digital Transgender Archive attempts
to not only make sense, in phenomenological terms, of gender diversity within its own
digitally connected collections, but to provide insight to scholars as well as information
professionals. Insights help to define gender diversity within both expressly named and
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potentially suspected transgender and non-binary materials. The materials in the Digital
Transgender Archive rely on the approach of “describing without identifying” as brought
forth by participant Oslo. Choosing terms like “unidentified performer,” or “person in wig”
when gender is uncertain provides a new methodological approach to Shatford-Layne’s
(1986) binary of ofness and aboutness. Here, though Oslo does not literally evoke the ideas
of aboutness as a way of engaging with the question of gender-based cataloging, she
certainly utilizes describing as an equivalent. Gender certainty can only happen when the
person in question evokes their gender identity openly and even this presumes that such
evocations cannot change overtime, a concern particularly pertinent to genderfluid and
genderqueer individuals Crucially, the page uses linked data so users can follow through the
use of contentious terms like cross-dressing, while understanding that it is a framing tool for
description as opposed to an identity. With the presence of additional specified terms like
“FtM” or “masculinity” a person can see similar examples to what their own collections
might hold. While it does not solve the problem of gender description by any means, it offers
a network of communication within which visual information catalogers can look for similar
examples. If this does not help, the Digital Transgender Archive does at least offer a list of
terms and descriptive practices attendant to the complexities as evoked by the thoughtful
majority participant interviews. The aforementioned implications all speak specifically to the
praxis based findings of this research; gendering practices and information description,
however, extend beyond the profession of catalogers. The following sections speak to larger
concerns about what it means to encounter visual information of queer embodiment and how
perceptions of that embodiment inform descriptive maneuvers at a social level.
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Theoretical Implications
The following section considers what this research suggests about the
phenomenological role of gendering as an organizational practice. The focus operates in two
ways. The first implication explores how these findings inform the description and naming of
gender within computer driven image description. The choice to frame this finding as a
theoretical one, is due to the study considering the role of AI in gender description but
understands the production of technology to be designed by humans. An ignorance to
sociotechnical biases results in the gendering behaviors of the catalogers providing a
noteworthy parallel to the way computers are taught to “see” gender. The second theoretical
implication considers the role of queerness as an embodied encounter and how the research
findings offer new insights into the co-constitutive nature of queer phenomenology. Here
queerness is identified as a thing done by bodies to objects, but equally how objects (visual
information) queer embodied perceptions.
The Human Role in Training Computers to See Gender
Countless examples exist analyzing the way AI-driven gender description upholds
cisnormative ideologies (Gault, 2019). In particular, the training of machines to see gender,
prescribes essentialist notions linked to one’s sex assigned at birth and marks them as ‘true’
renderings of one’s gender. Computers consistently misgender transgender and gender
nonconforming persons by simply failing to imagine that identities outside of the cisgender
binary exist. Though non-human, the AI in questions gets fed algorithms and test cases by
practitioners who understand these two gender identities to be the only potential options
available to description. Further, the technology assigns gender expressive elements such as
hair length, clothing, and jewelry as signifiers of this expression. The AI is making a guess
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based on probability, but this probability becomes truth if such work is not critically
evaluated. Similarly, the practitioners interviewed were making guesses based on the
probability of the gender expressions they encountered. For many, the historical moment of
the footage viewed, the playfulness of the expression, or the perceived regional location of
the visual information dictated how likely it was that they were seeing something that existed
outside of the gender binary. Crucially though, for a majority of the participants this only
came after initial attempt to name gender with some degree of certainty at first glance. For
both AI-driven gender description and cataloger perceptions of gender, the lack of caution
around gendering, even when intending to be inclusive, is telling. Both suggest that gender is
a far more complicated, socially negotiated practice. Even as Butler (1988) notes that gender
is performative, the realities of social scripts inform the ease at which gender is assumed
descriptively accessible. For the AI and for the participants of this research, gender diverse
identities are an exception to the norm that require situational care. However, if cisgender
identity remains as presumed universal then most of the cataloging training and AI-building
will continue to treat diverse gender identities as extreme cases, as opposed to the central
point of concern. Treating gender identity as a diverse part of AI training, unfortunately, does
not occur. In response, two alternatives might emerge, each impacting cataloging practice
and HCI-driven description.
The first approach would be to take a stress-case approach (Meyer & WachterBoettcher, 2016) to visual description of gender. Stress-case approaches work to center the
design of systems to consider unique challenges as foundation points for access to all users.
A notable example of prioritizing stress case design within relationship to transgender and
gender non-conforming individuals external to visual information description would be name
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change policies. Intended to allow for individuals to be legally recognized by their preferred
name, and not their deadname, advocates argue that making policies easer to navigate would
benefit not only transgender populations, but the larger population as well, such as
individuals seeking to change their name before and after marriage (Davis, 2017). In turn, the
approach to noting gender expression here, as opposed to noting gender as a fixed and
confirmed state has impact for opening up ranges of femininity and masculinity, as well as
opening up additional understandings for androgenous identities as well. This shift to stress
case design equally interrogates how processes of naming and labeling gender within
descriptive practice rely on white, Western and Eurocentric notions of gender identity,
erasing the variety of ways that gender exists and has existed within and beyond a cisgender
binary (Driskill, 2004). Simply, a design for stress cases on gender identity also explores the
role of labeling other discursively constructed identities as well. In the process, the labeling
becomes about features and gendered expressions, again preferring terms like “feminine
hairstyle” or “androgynous dress” as opposed to labelling content as being “of a man.” This
fix is arguably sustainable and approachable given that these, as noted, are the very things
used to describe gender within current modes of AI-led image description. An alternative
approach might be to simply provide more transparency around the role of the cataloger (or
AI programmer) in the process of description. While cataloger’s judgment is a marked point
of theoretical discussion within literature, the positionality of the cataloger is far less so.
Describing more deliberately the identities and orientations of both groups in their
descriptive process might prove beneficial to confronting the challenges of gendering as
presumption within both spaces. Redesigning systems to embrace the positionality of
catalogers and AI programmers might serve to better understand that either role is not a
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“person-in-situation,” but a person within socio-cultural contexts in which they perform the
tasks of technology. Like all things the tasks of technology are informed by the discursive
ideologies, explicitly and implicitly infused within such work (Costello & Floegel, 2021).
This type of framing of cataloger in a context helps to interrogate one’s own positionality as
cisgender or gender non-binary as well as the larger structures of heteronormativity and
cisnormativity that dictate information description. Further, a shift in positionality focused
work could impact descriptive practices around other identities like race, class, age, and
ability. The research of this project argues that such acknowledgements bridge a particularly
glaring gap between critical information organization scholarship and the realities of
practitioner driven work. Before, however, shifting to this as one of the implications for LIS
methodology, a deeper exploration of the phenomenological element of queerness must first
occur.
Queer Embodiment Informs Information Description/Queer Information Informs Embodied
Description
As this work is rooted in queer phenomenology, the presence of queerness as a site of
disorientation requires theoretical exfoliation, particularly at the site of embodiment. As
noted, Sara Ahmed (2006) offers useful understanding of queer phenomenology as the
disorientations experienced by queer bodies within a world designed for and privileging
cisgender. The assumptions of the world as matching that identity tend to reify the
descriptive practices of catalogers who identity as cisgender. The non-binary participants in
my research engaged in far more careful and cautious description, suggesting that this
identity caused a certain type of embodied orientation to cataloging work. This orientation is
not about describing gender but interrogating the way gender is a thing expressed through
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embodiment. The findings of this study affirm what Sara Ahmed calls the demand of bodies’
relation to objects to “become straight” (p. 23). Participants who identified as queer
understood each interaction with a catalog record to be engaging with an object, even if
visual information of a once living person. Attending to the need to produce disorientation to
expand gender description, queer participants imagined ways to disrupt the straightforward
linearity of human description. This noting of the role of the catalog description in undoing
ease of access has marked implications for the work of catalogers, as well as for the role of a
catalog record. It suggests that the cataloger possesses a considerable amount of power
around dictating the person/object relationship foundational to phenomenological inquiry.
Further if that relation is not queered such orientations become universalized at the risk of
negating access to users who may not make straight/forward use of a record. The question
becomes not about aforementioned studies on catalogers’ role perception around document,
domain, or even user-oriented experiences, but critically about body-oriented descriptive
practices (Šauperl, 2004; Mai, 2005).
A body-oriented approach, as evoked by the queer participants, addresses the user as
a pre-eminent figure within the catalog record’s existence. The user, however, is imagined to
seek out a multitude of potential identities or ways of thinking about one’s self outside of
normativity. For this type of approach, the cataloger must understand that their work exists to
make an object visible, but how that object is encountered can produce degrees of
disorientation. Though Ahmed frames such disorientations as a product of colonialist,
heteronormative modernity, she is also keenly aware of the generative nature of
disorientations. In the processes relative to queer phenomenology, the user engaging with
visual information such as the materials screened within this research ought to find
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something about them a bit disorienting, whether it be through the way the viewer is asked to
confront gender subversiveness in an unusual historical moment, or within how it causes the
viewer to reflect on their own embodied identity, gendered or otherwise. It is through the
confrontation with embodied queerness as an object that one can come to understand the
impact of gender non-conforming persons on shifting information professional’s praxis more
broadly.
While the queer-identified participants noted their own deliberate engagements to
challenge normative straightness within cataloging, most of the catalogers did not identify as
queer. As such, they met the footage they viewed in different ways. Save for a few of the
participants most were excited and found the footage as a challenge to even their own
advocacy for inclusive, non-normative descriptive practices. As some participants noted, the
footage caused them to reconsider their own phenomenological orientations to gendering as a
part of their work. For the few who noted that gender was not an easy thing to describe, or
something they found themselves hesitant to describe, the immediacy with which they
oriented towards cisnormative presumptions was telling. While not a criticism of the
participants, it is a reminder that queer embodiment and queer allyship are different and
produce different orientations. The record for the cataloger who was non-queer was one
wherein the bodies easily fit into existing descriptive paradigms up and until those bodies
challenged those paradigms. The resulting shift in their own practice asked them to challenge
this presumption and to think through how they would approach a catalog record as an
object. The fracturing here of the visual information object (a queerly gendered body) and the
catalog record as its own object expands upon Ahmed’s notion of queer phenomenology. It
also expands on a notion of embodied information practices. The research shows that a body
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can be oriented to an object, but further still an object can serve as a vessel through which a
second orientation is produced. This implication aligns with a larger sense of what Brenda
Dervin observed to be “sense unmaking” or the reality that new information can challenge
one’s information practices and behaviors along the lines of seeking out and describing
future information objects. However, a larger and more fascinating implication is that the
catalog record itself serves as an invisible layer in the object orientations of one’s
phenomenology as a cataloger. The users then become a theoretical stand-in for the impetus
of their collective work. It is only, however, if one is queer that in/visibility of that layer is
more deliberately called attention to, because for those whose phenomenology is a queered
one, they can imagine how the catalog record might be an object capable of producing
disorientation. This resulting implication adds, rather than detracts, to the proposed
theoretical framework offered at the outset of my research, by allowing for a better
understanding of the role of the catalog record as a phenomenological informant to
queerness’s presumed visibility within the visual information cataloging. As Figure 5.1
shows, the catalog record plays an external, but albeit vital role in the flow of a queer
phenomenology informed by and informing the persistence of cis/heteronormativity within
cataloging.
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Figure 5.1: My conceptual framework following the implications of this study and
considering the role of the catalog record as an embodied object mediate the queer
phenomenological relationship between a cataloger and users relational to visual information
objects.
Noteworthy within this updated framework is how the catalog record exists both
within and outside of the cataloger’s phenomenological orientation. The dual location is
because the records are access points for users, but it is also the responsibility of the
cataloger to make that record coherent to those very same users. However, for the cataloger,
the user also sees objects through the catalog record and subsequently sees their, as some
participants called it, “fingerprint” on the record and the object in question. A tension
between being clear in the role of the cataloger in descriptive process and trying to detach
one’s self from clearly informing the descriptive practice exists in such participant
comments. Equally, such sentiments hinge upon the questions of quality cataloging framing
the interview, here with implications for the impact of cisnormativity’s fingerprint on catalog
records. For those cisgender participants realizing that by not identifying queer gender
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identities, or by over assuming gender they were indirectly forcing users to make sense of the
catalog record in a way that reified cisnormative logics. The implication suggests that queer
embodiment can inform a particular approach to description of transgender or non-binary
persons within visual information. Conversely, a transgender or non-binary person can cause
a non-queer cataloger to second-guess their presumptions about gender, and by extension the
role of gender within cataloging description entirely. Important to each case is that the object
of challenge remains the catalog record. Ultimately, this implication offers up an all too
obvious reminder within information organization scholarship and the sentiments of the
catalogers interviewed of the power one has over control of access and use of a piece of
information. This control is contingent entirely on what they choose to put in a metadata
field.
Conclusion
The catalog record is a contested site, one whose practice within the larger
infrastructure of cultural heritage institutions is one of wide reverence and absolute revulsion.
Reverence exists for the key role it plays within making available a variety of materials to a
variety of users in a variety of contexts. Revulsion exists as the work of catalogers is one that
takes an incredible degree of detail, technological know-how, and an ability to understand
not simply the ‘how’ of describing things on a logical level, but the ‘why’ of description on a
philosophical level. It should, as a result, be unsurprising that the catalog record is one of the
most hotly debated sites of discussion within the world of library and information science.
One need only refresh their cataloging listserv to see debates on the appropriate term to
describe geopolitical battles between opposing forces or look to the news to see that subject
headings such as “illegal alien” are topics of government debate (Albright, 2019). Latent
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within these debates are real lives, such as the stories of undocumented immigrants often lost
behind a misguided and dated subject term. Other identities, however, are more complex and
describing and making accessible those stories prove decidedly more challenging. Challenges
might include those who identify as transgender, gender non-conforming, genderqueer, or the
myriad other identities which now fall under the increasingly expanding umbrella of nonbinary. To be clear, this is not the fault of the individuals, but of a system whose rules and
regulations make nuance, evolution, and alteration quite difficult. Describing these identities
assumes that a larger society sees beyond a gender binary and understands that one’s sexassigned-at-birth does not align with their gender identity. There is a strong and vocal group
working to change this within cataloging and the work is noble, aiming to discursively
dismantle the systems excluding these identities (Billey et al. 2014). However, scholarship
still fails to understand the daily engagements with gender as they inform the practices of
catalogers. Further, the critiques observe the reliance on print-based media to dictate our
ways of describing gender within cataloging. To encounter a drag performance written about
in a story is a far different encounter than seeing a person like Joe Carstairs in a 1920s
newsreel. Carstairs was a noted socialite and speedboat racer who spent their entire life
pushing against being labeled as a woman; one sadly finds their historical record to be mired
by explicit misgendering and an inability to imagine their presence as one that complicates
gender essentialist description (Wagner, 2019). To read about Carstairs is to hear about a
person who was challenging femininity, but to see Carstairs in an archival record is to see
somebody who was subverting gender Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Joe Carstairs is but one of the many figures within cultural heritage institutions
whose story might benefit from more expansive approaches to gender description within
cataloging.
Understanding how catalogers engage with their work at the intersection of gender
inclusive description and visual information emerged for me because of figures like
Carstairs, and because of my own desire to imagine a future where my gender identity is not
one avoided within cultural heritage institutions, even if it is not named outright. As such, the
research I undertook hoped to, even if only in the most minimal of ways, understand how
catalogers think about this idea of gender in their work. What I anticipated was that the
participants would not think about gender and would be averse to the topic in its entirety. I
thought participants might see it as another seeping of external politics into their laborintensive, undervalued workdays. While frustrations with mission creep proved true for some
individuals that I talked to, it was not the consensus. What I found instead were practitioners
who were compassionate advocates that their work be as inclusive as possible, even if they
were not quite sure what that inclusivity looks like, or how to approach gender diverse
identities practically and meaningfully. It would be easy to say that this work found answers
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to long debated questions in the field, but the reality is that it opened up more questions than
answers.
Visual information remains a challenge to cataloging standards, just as the expansion
of a gender spectrum challenges a society in which binaries order almost everything. My
research finds that one of the immediate solutions to this challenge of naming gender within
visual information is to have more deliberate and visible conversations about gender nonconforming identities within the LIS profession and more broadly. Following Emily
Drabinski’s (2013) call for dialogue is important here. Merely changing records as they
emerge fails to understand the systemic ways that exclusion of transgender and nonbinary
identity persists in other facets of the field and in other parts of cultural heritage engagement.
However, this dialogue need not be something that happens at conferences only, or within the
space of an MLIS classroom. Conversations about how to do better with describing gender
diversity in information, visual or otherwise, can happen in a cataloger’s daily life. My friend
Archie Crowley (2021) brilliantly summarizes how to respect trans and gender non-binary
friends with one simple suggestion “ask them.” Dialoguing with those whose identities
emerge in historical records is, of course, a bit harder as you cannot always ask a person,
whose presence is at times a century gone, their pronouns or their gender identity. A lack of
actual communication does not mean you cannot inquire elsewhere. In true cataloging
fashion, the ultimate answer to complex questions is to “put it in the notes field,” however,
the notes field here can be just that space of inquiry, but asking all those who encounter such
footage a simple question: “how might you describe this record?”
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APPENDIX B
FORMAL RECRUITMENT EMAIL
To: Recipient
From: wagnertl@email.sc.edu
Subject: Request for Participation in Doctoral Research on Visual Image Cataloging
Practices
Dear Participant,
My name is Travis Wagner and I am a PhD candidate in the School of Library and
Information Sciences at the University of South Carolina. I am currently working on my
dissertation research which focuses on how catalogers attend to naming identity in their
work. As part of this research, I want to engage in discussions with working cataloger.
I am contacting you because you expressed interest in participating in my research based on
an earlier pre-screening survey sent through listserv/organization/forum. I would deeply
appreciate your help with this study.
I am looking to interview individuals between October 31 2019 - February 15 2019. The
interviews will be done via online platforms based on your preference (i.e., Skype, Gchat,
Facetime, etc.). The interviews will last for approximately 90 minutes and the study will
occur over the course of two years.
During the interview I will ask you about the following:
-

Your practices as a cataloger as they relate to visual information description
The challenges and considerations unique to visual information description
Your perceptions of what is necessary to produce quality visual information
description
How you engage in identification and description practices when doing your work as
a visual image cataloger

During the interview, participants will also participate in an exercise where you will be asked
to engage in on-the-fly information description with three visual information resources. You
will be asked to actively think out loud about your process of description and reflect on why
you engaged in the decisions while doing the exercise. The three visual information resources
will be made available to you day of the interview via a weblink set through your email.
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Your identity will be kept confidential and you will be referenced only by a pseudonym of
your choosing. With your consent, I will audio record our interview for later data analysis. I
will transcribe the item exactly as it was recorded. Once the transcript is created, I will delete
the recording. If you do not agree to being recorded, I will instead take notes. I will also
make available the transcript, interview notes, and any preliminary write-up of the findings
following the interview. You will also receive a $30 Amazon gift card for your participation.
The study has received approval from the University of South Carolina’s institutional ethics
board (IRB Protocol #xxxxxxx).
If you are interested in participating, please click on the following link to schedule an
appointment interview: [interview schedule link]
After you fill out the requested information, I will reach out to confirm the interview time
and date and will inquire about any questions you might have.
If you have any questions, concerns, or would prefer to schedule the interview via phone or
email please call me at: (803) 466-4393 or email me at: wagnertl@email.sc.edu
Thank you for your time and consideration and I look forward to hearing from you.
Best,
Travis Wagner
PhD Candidate
University of South Carolina’s School of Library and Information Sciences
Email: wagnertl@email.sc.edu
Phone: (803) 466-4393
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APPENDIX C
CONSENT FORM AND DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY
Project:

Dissertation Research Project on the Identification
Practices of Visual Image Resource Catalogers

Principal Researcher:

Travis Wagner

Locations:

Online

Duration of Session:

90 minutes

Number of Sessions:

1

Total Compensation:

$30 Amazon Gift Card

Approximate # of
Participants:

8-10

Participant Limitations:

Must be a practicing cataloger who works exclusively
or predominantly with visual image resources

General: You are being asked to participate in a research project
Study Description: This project is looking at the identification practices of visual image
resource catalogers and how they make decisions within the identification process
Procedures: If you consent to participate in this study, you will be asked questions about the
role of catalogers in the naming, describing, and identifying of objects within visual
information resources. You will also be asked to participate in a Think Aloud exercise where
you will talk through the process of describing two visual image resources. Following this,
you will be contacted to review notes taken by the researcher during the interview, your
interview transcript, and any initial write-up of the study findings. After reading these items,
you will be asked to provide feedback to the Principal Investigator regarding how accurately
you feel this write-up reflects your experiences which you shared during the interview.
Benefits: There is no direct benefit for participation, however, your help greatly helps in the
understanding of how catalogers engage in the direct description of objects within visual
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information resources. If you are interested in receiving the published results of this study
you may contact me at wagnertl@email.sc.edu or by phone (803) 466-4393.
Costs: There are no costs to you for participating in this study.
Compensation: You will receive a $30 Amazon Gift Card for your participation.
Foreseeable Risks or Discomforts: There are no foreseeable risks or discomforts that might
come with participation in this project
Confidentiality: Your identity will be kept confidential in this study. This means that only I
will know your identity. To ensure confidentiality, I will refer to you in all research
presentations and publications using a pseudonym. Other identifying information about you
will referred to only using pseudonyms. I will maintain one file that identifies information
that directly links to your pseudonyms. This file will be saved on a password-protected folder
on a computer that will always be in my possession.
Myself, Susan Rathbun-Grubb and the Institutional Review Board at the University of South
Carolina are the only parties who will see the data I gather, except as may be required by law.
If any report of this study is published, or presented in a public space, you will be referred to
by your pseudonym. All data will be kept for three years.
Any information collected about you will be kept private to the extent allowed by law. To
make sure that this research is being carried out in the proper way, the University of South
Carolina IRB will review study records.
Injury/Adverse Reaction: Reports of injury or reaction should be made to the principal
researcher, listed above. Neither the University of South Carolina nor the researcher has
made provision for payment of costs associated with any injury resulting from participation
in this study.
Contact Persons: If you have questions about this research email or call the principal
researcher, at: wagnertl@email.sc.edu or (803) 466-4393
Statement of Rights: You have rights as a research volunteer. Taking part in this study is
completely voluntary. If you do not take part, you will have no penalty. You may stop taking
part in this study at any time without penalty. You do not waive legal rights by signing this
form. If you have any questions about your rights as a research subject, you may contact the
IRB (committee that reviews research studies in order to protect research participants) by
contacting the IRB Administrator at the University of South Carolina at: (803) 777-7095
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If you agree to this, please provide your electronic signature and date below:
NAME: _______________________ DATE: ________________________
DEMOGRAPHICS
My pronouns are: _____________
Age:
Gender:
Sexual Orientation:
Ethnicity:
Education Level:
Years of Experience with Cataloging:
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APPENDIX D
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL AND SCRIPT
Visual Information Cataloger Interview Script and Protocol
❖
❖

❖

❖
❖
❖

❖
❖
❖

Preceding the interview, participants will be given an informed assent/consent form
The interview will be audio-recorded and last approximately 90 minutes.
I will begin by asking you about your job as a cataloger and what your work looks
like on a day-to-day basis, focusing mainly on your thoughts and experiences
regarding visual information resource cataloging. I will then ask you to discuss the
unique challenges and considerations you might face with cataloging visual
information and how you might engage with making quality catalog records with
these considerations in mind. Finally, I will ask you how you engage with
identification practices for objects that emerge in visual information resources.
Following these questions (around the halfway point of the interview), I will ask you
to engage in what is called a “Think Aloud” exercise. During this, I will prompt you
to open the three visual information resources I have provided for you. Please let me
know if you have any issues playing them and we will troubleshoot that before
starting. Once you are able to open these visual information resources I will ask you
to walk through the process of describing how you would provide a catalog
description for these resources. Specifically, I will ask you to talk through this
process and verbally explain what you are thinking about the decisions you make.
Note that there is no correct way to go about this interview and I am only interested in
how you understand your practice here.
We will follow this with an explanation of the Think Aloud exercise and then I will
end with a handful of closing questions about your experience with this interview,
expectations of this research, and additional questions you might have.
I will likely take notes during our interview. Following the interview, I will share my
notes, a transcript of your interview, and the preliminary write-up of my findings with
you for you to review and provide comment feedback. This will serve to confirm that
I properly represented your ideas and thoughts.
You are not required to answer any questions you do not want to and you can step
away from the interview or end it at any point if you so desire.
Do you have any questions before we get started?
As noted I will be recording this interview. Do I have your permission to start
recording?

Introductory Discussion (10 minutes)
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1. Tell me about what you do as a cataloger.
2. What does cataloging mean to you?
3. Tell me how you learned how to do cataloging
a. When you were learning what were some of the helpful things you learned?
What things were less helpful?
b. Were there things you wished you had learned right away about cataloging?
4. How is cataloging different from other roles within libraries and cultural institutions?
5. Do you think there are parts of cataloging that other types of librarianship
misunderstand or oversimplify? If so, what?
6. What, in your opinion, are the functional requirements for a catalog record?
7. What, in your opinion, makes for a quality catalog record?
Distinctions between non-visual and visual information (10 minutes)
8. Have you experienced any differences between cataloging visual information as
compared to non-visual information? Why or why not?
9. What are some of the first decisions you make (or might make) when describing a
piece of visual information?
10. What are (or could be) some of the easiest parts of cataloging visual information?
11. What are (or could be) some of the more challenging parts of cataloging visual
information?
12. What resources outside of your own decisions do you use (or could you use) to deal
with cataloging visual information?
Quality and Visual Information Description (10 minutes)
13. What, in your opinion, makes (or would make) for a quality catalog description when
it comes to a visual information resource?
14. What factors help you (or would help you) decide the quality of a visual information
resource? How did (or might) you determine these factors?
15. What resources outside of yourself do you use (or would you use) to evaluate the
quality of visual information catalog record description?
Labeling, naming, and identifying information (20 minutes)
16. Tell me a bit more about how you go about (or might go about) naming, labeling, and
identifying objects within a piece of visual information. This can include things like
people, buildings, signs, and locales.
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17. Do you think any of objects are easier to identify, label, or name than others? If so,
why?
18. Do you think any objects are more difficult to identify, label, or name than others? If
so, why?
19. If you are uncertain about any given object what steps do you (or would you) take to
attend to this uncertainty?
20. Are there any objects that you insist (or might insist) need to be named, labeled, or
identified in a piece of visual information? If so, why?
21. Are there any objects that you try to avoid (or might avoid) naming, labeling, or
identifying in a piece of visual information? If so, why?
22. What resources outside of your own decisions do you use (or might you use) to help
in the naming, labeling, or identifying of objects in visual information resources?
Think Aloud Exercise (15 minutes)
Participants will receive a digital documents to accompany this explanation.
❖ So before we get started. I just sent you three videos via YouTube. Were you able to
open them? If not, we can troubleshoot before moving forward. Do not worry about
there being no sound; the videos were not created with sound.
❖ In this exercise I am going to present you with three videos and I want you to talk
through how you would go about cataloging, describing, and identifying what is
happening in each piece of footage.
❖ I am interested in what you think about as you go through the process of cataloging
these videos.
❖ In order to do this, I am going to ask you to THINK ALOUD as you work on the
description of the videos given.
❖ What I mean by THINK ALOUD is that I want you to tell me, to the best of your
ability, ANYTHING you are thinking from the moment the videos start to the final
descriptions you end up providing.
❖ Do not worry about trying to plan out what you are saying or explain what you mean
by what you are saying.
❖ Imagine that you were in a room by yourself cataloging while speaking out loud to
yourself.
❖ You will open each video at your own pace, however, once you open either video
please begin thinking out loud. You are welcome to pause, fast forward, or rewind the
video as you see fit.
❖ This will not be an actual catalog description for these videos
❖ Most importantly, it will help me if you keep talking throughout the process
❖ If you are silent for more than 10 seconds I might ask you something like “what are
you thinking about now” or “what are other things you might want to say here.”
❖ Do you understand the directions so far?
❖ Do you have any questions before we get started with this portion of the interview?
Think Aloud Follow Up Questions (20 minutes)
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23. I was hoping you would talk a bit more about that process now that you are done with
it. Can you explain to me what ideas, issues, and challenges arose while doing the
Think Aloud exercise?
As the participant discusses this ask them to tell more about where the experience occurred
during their Think Aloud exercise.
24. In reflection, was there anything you did not say during the Think Aloud exercise that
you want to say now?
If the participant discusses any new information where this additional statement would have
occurred during their Think Aloud exercise.
Closing Questions (5 minutes)
Thanks for meeting to talk with me today. If it is alright I would like to ask you just a few
questions in closing.
25. Is there anything you think is important for researchers, like myself, to know about
the work of catalogers?
26. Are there any other further insights, opinions, or feelings that you would like to
share?
27. Are there any topics not discussed that you wished we had discussed?
28. Do you know of any other catalogers who you might recommend to participate in this
study? If so, what is the best approach to contacting them?
Closing Information
❖ I want to again thank you for participating in this study. I have emailed you my
contact information. Please do not hesitate to reach out to me if you have any
questions about the study, the data collected, how the project is progressing, etc. My
email also has contact information for our institutional review board (IRB). You can
contact the IRB with any questions or concerns that you have about your rights as a
study participant.
❖ Once I have completed a draft of my findings, I want to send it to you for review. Do
note you will only be referenced via your provided pseudonym, in any written results.
When I provide you with this draft, you are invited to add comments on whether or
not you feel as though I appropriately reflected what you said during your interview. I
also want to ensure that I am properly protecting your confidentiality, so if you notice
any information included in the findings that run the risk of identifying you please let
me know and I will redact them accordingly.
❖ If you have no additional questions, I will go ahead and turn of the recorder and we
can work on getting you your gift card.
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APPENDIX E
VISUAL INFORMATION RESOURCE 1

Figure E.1: Visual Information Resource 1
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APPENDIX F
VISUAL INFORMATION RESOURCE

Figure F.1: Visual Information Resource 2
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APPENDIX G
VISUAL INFORMATION RESOURCE 3

Figure G.1: Visual Information Resource 3
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APPENDIX H
CODEBOOK
Table H.1: Codebook
Code

Description

Catalogers as...

Participant discusses in general collective of
catalogers as having a shared identity

Catalogers as a community

Participant discusses catalogers as a communal
collective

Catalogers as grammarians

Participant discusses catalogers as following rules
in detail

Catalogers as introverts

Participant discusses catalogers as being averse to
social interactions

Catalogers as not being able to know Participant discusses catalogers as being
everything
incapable of omnipotence
Catalogers as overworked

Participant discusses catalogers as collectively
working too much

Cataloging as…

Participant makes a generalized statement about
the work of cataloging

Cataloging as a destiny

Participant discusses cataloging as being
something people are called to do

Cataloging as a subversive act

Participant discusses cataloging as process of
subverting normative ideologies

Cataloging as a textual surrogate

Participant discusses cataloging as being text
linking to information

Cataloging as a thing one loves

Participant discusses cataloging as a passion

Cataloging as a value judgment

Participant discusses cataloging as involving
personal subjectivity

Cataloging as attention oriented

Participant discusses cataloging as requiring care
for detail

Cataloging as activism

Participant discusses the work of cataloging as
advocating for information
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Cataloging as administrative

Participant discusses the administrative work
associated with cataloging

Cataloging as an art

Participant likens cataloging to the production of
some variety of artistic endeavor (i.e., painting,
poetry, carpentry)

Cataloging as avoiding making
assumptions

Participant discusses cataloging as a practice of
avoiding assuming things

Cataloging as balancing act

Particpant discusses cataloging as balancing
multiple obligations

Cataloging as boring

Participant discusses perceptions of cataloging as
being uninteresting

Cataloging as bound by standards

Participant discusses cataloging as being guided
by various standards (i.e., LCSH, RDA, Dublin
Core)

Cataloging as constant learning
process

Participant discusses cataloging as an always
evolving learning process

Cataloging as context specific

Participant discusses cataloging practices as
driven by specific contexts

Cataloging as despised LIS
coursework

Participant discusses cataloging coursework as
being negatively viewed during MLIS

Cataloging as devalued

Participant notes issues of devaluing the work of
cataloging

Cataloging as fingerprint on a record Participant discusses the unique work each
cataloger provides to a record
Cataloging as following breadcrumbs Participant discusses cataloging as looking for
clues to bigger answer
Cataloging as foundational to
librarianship

Participant discusses cataloging as being a
necessary part of librarianship

Cataloging as grunt work

Participant discusses cataloging as physical work

Cataloging as in-visible

Participant discusses the varying degrees of
visibility associated with the work of cataloging

Cataloging as intellectual labor

Participant discusses cataloging as mental work

Cataloging as intimidating

Participant discusses the perceptions of cataloging
work as intimidating

Cataloging as job but not passion

Participant discusses cataloging as one's work, but
nothing to which they hold a personal value
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Cataloging as learned through
experience

Participant discusses cataloging as something that
is learned through experiential means

Cataloging as malleable

Participant discusses cataloging as a set of
practice and ideas that are negotiable

Cataloging as man vs. machine

Participant evokes issues between human
cataloging and cataloging done through
computer-aided means

Cataloging as myopic

Participant discusses issues with cataloging
becoming too focused on an insular issue

Cataloging as non-ableist

Participant discusses cataloging being a
profession that is not ableist in its demands

Cataloging as oversimplified

Participant discusses issues with cataloging being
perceived as overly simple

Cataloging as pattern recognition

Participant discusses cataloging as learning to
spot consistencies

Cataloging as requiring critical lens

Participant discusses the need to think critically
when cataloging

Cataloging as rule breaking

Participant discusses the role of cataloging in
breaking rules

Cataloging as rule following

Participant discusses the role of cataloging in
following rules

Cataloging as self-taught knowledge

Participant discusses learning cataloging through
self-education

Cataloging as separate from public

Participant discusses cataloging as being separate
from public service

Cataloging as service

Participant discusses cataloging as work devoid
of economic gains

Cataloging as silo from other library
roles

Participant discusses cataloging as being
separated from other portions of librarianship. If
discussing separation from patrons or users use
"Cataloging as separate from public””

Cataloging as special language

Participant discusses cataloging as having its own
language

Cataloging as time-sensitive work

Participant discusses cataloging as being bound
by time

Cataloging as triage

Participant discusses cataloging as providing an
urgent intervention

Cataloging as underappreciated

Participant discusses the work of catalogers as
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being without appreciation
Cataloging as user oriented
Cataloging content type

Participant discusses the role of users in the work
of cataloging
Participant names a type of non-visual
information they work with. If the content type is
evoked in relationship to visual information, use
"visual info content type"

Cataloging content type - 3D objects Information whose dimensions extend beyond
paper, but are not digital
Cataloging content type- Amateur
made

Information whose creation is likely not done in a
professional way

Cataloging content type- Animal
remains

The remains of a dead animal

Cataloging content type- Board
games

Items including in most cases a board, pieces, and
counters

Cataloging content type- Equipment

A general category for objects whose use is
associated with another activity (i.e. power tools,
backpacks, musical instruments, etc.)

Cataloging content type- Kits

A collection of items associated with an activity
(i.e. science kits)

Cataloging content type- Maps

A representation of elements often bound by
geographic space

Cataloging content typePornographic materials

Information whose intent is oriented towards
pornographic intentions

Cataloging content type- Previously
digitized records

Digital items whose encounter is not at the point
of their being digitized

Cataloging content type- Private
record

A piece of information not intended for public
consumption

Cataloging content typeProfessionally made

A piece of information that appears to have been
created by professionals (either individual or
corporate)

Cataloging content type- Public
record

A piece of information intended for public
consumption

Cataloging content type- Published
materials

Information of any type that has gone through the
publishing process

Cataloging content type- Rare books
and incunabula

Items whose value is tied to their contextual rarity
or uniqueness

Cataloging content type- Serials

Items tied to a period publication schedule
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Cataloging content type- Sex toys

Objects whose use is predominantly of a sexual
nature

Cataloging content type- Theses and
dissertations

Documents submitted in association with the
accrual of an academic degree

Cataloging content type- Video
games

A digital object with an interactive component for
a user often associated with task-based
achievements

Cataloging content type- “Carrier”

A term for mediums on which information is
stored (i.e., cassette or disc)

Cataloging element
Cataloging element - Access
Cataloging element - Access Access point
Cataloging element - Call
number

Any portion of the process of cataloging that links
to record creation
Any portion of the process of cataloging that links
to access of a created record
Any point of information on how to locate an
item
An alphanumeric combination that locates a piece
of information within a larger information
organization system

Cataloging element - Access Keywords

Non-formalized descriptors in a catalog record
associated with a piece of information. For
formalized standards use “Cataloging element Access - Subject headings”

Cataloging element - Access Location

Any spatial location associated with a piece of
information

Cataloging element - Access Metadata

Any data that describes a piece of data or
information

Cataloging element - Access Resource language

The language or languages present within a piece
of information

Cataloging element - Access Subject heading

Formalized terms used to describe ideas, themes,
or topics within a piece of information. For
informal terms use “Cataloging element - Access
- Keywords”

Cataloging element - Access “Natural language”

Language used within a catalog record to appeal
to the everyday language of users

Cataloging element - Administrative
Cataloging element Administrative - Copyright

Any portion of the process of cataloging that links
to internal institution specific cataloging creation
Statements tied to the ownership of a piece of
information as intellectual property and the terms
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of use of the information upon access
Cataloging element Administrative - Documentation

Information associated with the practice of
cataloging at an institutional level

Cataloging element Administrative - Fixed Field

Fields within a catalog record whose information
is autogenerated and usually does not need to be
altered

Cataloging element Administrative - MARC fields

Any fields associated with the Machine-Readable
cataloging standard. Include here mention of
MARC field numbers such as 256 or 3XX.

Cataloging element - Description

Any portion of the process of cataloging that links
to describing a created record

Cataloging element - Description - An entity who is not a person, but identified as an
Corporate bodies
established organization within a given
descriptive standard
Cataloging element - Description - Anybody deemed as responsible for the creation
Creator
of a piece of information
Cataloging element - Description - The date on which a piece of information was
Date of creation
created
Cataloging element - Description - The matter on which information is organized and
Format
stored
Cataloging element - Description - A type of information with a genuinely agreed
Genre
upon set of formulas and elements (i.e., home
movie or romance novel)
Cataloging element - Description - A set of standards used to describe geographic
Geographic authority files
locations
Cataloging element - Description - Information that proves descriptive to a record,
Notes field
but is not tied to other metadata fields such as
summary or subject heading
Cataloging element - Description - Descriptors in a catalog record tied to the
Physical characteristics
physicality of a piece of information
Cataloging element - Description - A description within a catalog record that aims to
Summary note
succinctly describe the information being
cataloged
Cataloging element - Description - A set of words either culled from or informed by
Title
the contents of a piece information to give it a
title
Cataloging issue

The participant raises concerns, questions, and
daily issues around the practice of cataloging
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Cataloging issue - Aboutness

Borrowed from the work of Sara Shatford (1986)
this refers to the describing of visual information
based on the meanings pulled from visual
components, as opposed to the visual components
themselves. For this use Cataloging issue - Ofness

Cataloging issue - Accessibility

The participant discusses anything related to users
accessing catalog records both in usability and in
terms of accessibility to differing needs

Cataloging issue - Administrators

The participant discusses topics related to
administrations and the institutional cataloging
work of a participant

Cataloging issue - Advocacy

The participant discusses topics related to
cataloging advocacy work both within and
external to their institution.

Cataloging issue - Algorithmic bias

Participant discusses issues of computational
biases within information organization

Cataloging issue - Antiquated
cataloging practices and terms

Participant discusses issues related to outdated
terminology and ideologies within cataloging
standards and practices

Cataloging issue - Automation

Participant discusses topics of AI, computer, or
technology drived cataloging without the
involvement of human agents

Cataloging issue - Carelessness

Participant discusses the issue of catalogers
lacking concern for their work

Cataloging issue - Catalog record
criticisms

The participant discusses critiques directed at
existing catalog records either of their own
making or external examples

Cataloging issue - Catalogers as
purveyors of truth

Participant discusses the idea that catalogers
provide the truth about a piece of information

Cataloging issue - Cataloger’s
judgment

Informed by the work of Weitz (2003) this evokes
participant discussions of subjectivity and its role
in cataloging work

Cataloging issue - Cataloging
community as resistant

The participant discusses the slow-moving nature
of ideological change for catalogers

Cataloging issue - Cataloging
difficulty is contextual

The participant notes the relative nature of
cataloging challenges to be based on a person or
an institutional setting

Cataloging issue - Cataloging
frameworks

The participant discusses structural approaches to
cataloging practices
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Cataloging issue - Cataloging rituals
and iconography

The participant speaks in general terms about
rituals and icons of cataloging work

Cataloging issue - Cataloging without The participant discusses the ethical challenges of
context as a heavy responsibility
cataloging without any information
Cataloging issue - Caution when
describing things

The participant discusses purposeful cautions
associated with descriptive practices. If the
participant discusses this relationally to humans,
use "Cataloging issue - Challenges of describing
humans broadly"

Cataloging issue - Challenges of
describing humans broadly

The participant discusses issues associated with
the practice of describing humans. If the
participant is discussing the larger challenges of
describing objects use "Cataloging issue - Caution
when describing things"

Cataloging issue - Collections can
exist beyond a single cultural
institution

The participant notes that a catalog record can and
often does exist within larger cross-institutional
repositories such as WorldCat

Cataloging issue - Cooperative
cataloging

The participant discusses the cooperative
elements of cataloging

Cataloging issue - Corporatization of The participant discusses issues around cataloging
cataloging
becoming tied to vendors
Cataloging issue - Culturally
contested history or heritage

The participant discusses issues related to
cataloging contested cultural history

Cataloging issue - Dealing with
backlog

The participant discusses having to deal with an
excess of unfinished cataloging work

Cataloging issue - Decreasing value
of subject access

The participant notes the change in the role of
subject access to cataloging

Cataloging issue - Descriptive
roadblocks

The participants speak generally to things that
make descriptions difficult

Cataloging issue - Devaluing of
cataloging

The participant talks generally about the
decreasing value given to cataloging

Cataloging issue - Failed metadata

The participant discusses examples where
metadata has failed

Cataloging issue - Fictional vs. nonfictional representations

The participant distinguishes the practices of
cataloging as they relation to the fictional or nonfictional nature of a piece of information

Cataloging issue - Field specific
knowledge requirements

The participant discusses some form of field
specific knowledge being required for the
cataloging work that they do
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Cataloging issue - Financial

The participant discusses issues related to
cataloging as informed by economic factors

Cataloging issue - Gatekeeping

The participant discusses knowledge being
controlled and blocked when it comes to
cataloging practice both internal and external to
their institution

Cataloging issue - General difficulties The participant discusses cataloging as being
in cataloging
challenging in a general manner
Cataloging issue - Geographical
demands of a collection

The participant discusses cataloging as being
bound by spatial demands

Cataloging issue - History

The participant discusses the profession of
cataloging within a historical context

Cataloging issue - Imposter syndrome The participant discusses their personal concerns
with not believing they know what they are doing
within their work
Cataloging issue - Institution

The participant discusses their institution and its
impact on their cataloging work

Cataloging issue - Interdisciplinary
content

The participant discusses in general topics related
to information whose topics and content cross
disciplines

Cataloging issue - Interns

The participant discusses interns and their impact
on their cataloging work

Cataloging issue - Knowing all
cataloging rules

The participant discusses the need to be aware of
all cataloging rules

Cataloging issue - Lack of
intersectionality in cataloging
standards

The participant discusses cataloging standards as
being limited in their inclusivity

Cataloging issue - Library of
Congress

The participant discusses anything related to the
Library of Congress as informing their work

Cataloging issue - Linked data

The participant discusses structured data designed
to create linkages between similar data points

Cataloging issue - Minimal record

The participant discusses anything related to the
minimal requirements for a functional cataloging
record

Cataloging issue - Misperceptions of The participant discusses issues related to
cataloging work
misunderstandings around the work they do as a
cataloger
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Cataloging issue - Multiple or
Different languages

The participant discusses the challenges of
cataloging items/collections across multiple
languages

Cataloging issue - Need for LGBTQ+ The participant discusses the need for an
informed cataloging standards
LGBTQ+ inclusive cataloging standard. If the
participant discusses gender specifically refer to
the "Gender Issue" codes. If the participant raises
other representational concerns use "Cataloging
issue - Lack of intersectionality in cataloging
standards"
Cataloging issue - Need to produce
consistent number of records

The participant discusses expectations around
their production of a certain amount of catalog
records per a cycle of time

Cataloging issue - Neutrality

The participant discusses issues of cataloging and
presumptions of being objective, unbiased, or
neutral

Cataloging issue - No easy form of
cataloging

The participant discusses that cataloging is in
general difficult

Cataloging issue - Non-cataloging
labor

The participant discusses work related to their job
that is beyond their work as a cataloger

Cataloging issue - Ofness

Borrowed from the work of Sara Shatford (1986)
this refers to the describing of visual information
based on the items, objects, and people within the
information, as opposed to the meaning one can
pull from said information. For this use
Cataloging issue - Aboutness

Cataloging issue - Othering in catalog The participant discusses topics around the
record
othering of any identity within a catalog record
Cataloging issue - Outsourcing
cataloging

The participant discusses topics related to the
outsourcing of cataloging work

Cataloging issue - Perfectionism

The participant discusses issues around cataloging
work and the drive to make a perfect record

Cataloging issue - Physical objects

The participant speaks in general terms about the
challenges of cataloging physical information

Cataloging issue - Politicization of
cataloging practices

The participant discusses the catalog record as a
site of ideological debate. For issues around
cataloging historically complicated information
use instead: "Cataloging issue - culturally
contested history/heritage"
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Cataloging issue - Pre-cataloged
records

The participant discusses issues around catalog
records who come to them already filled out

Cataloging issue - Proprietary
software (i.e., cataloger’s desktop,
RDA Toolkit, Classification web)

The participant discusses any topics generally
related to software that is not open source and its
role in cataloging work

Cataloging issue - Quality control

The participant discusses in general work around
assuring consistency, quality, coherence, and
usability of catalog records over time

Cataloging issue - Quantifying labor

The participant discusses any numeric parameters
around the work they do whether it be hours spent
cataloging or records they produce in a given
amount of time

Cataloging issue - Radical catalogers The participant discusses catalogers within the
profession who identify or do work that is aimed
at upending, challenging, or undermining
systemic power
Cataloging issue - Record as an
information source

The participant discusses the catalog record as its
own form of information

Cataloging issue - Record
consistency

The participant discusses uniformity and
consistency across cataloging records

Cataloging issue - Records as a
collective and not individual item

The participant discusses catalog records as being
in conversation with one another

Cataloging issue - Region codes

The participant discusses issues around
geographical access barriers making cataloging
work difficult. A common example might be
Region Codes on DVDs

Cataloging issue - Rules and
standards

The participant discusses in general the role of
cataloging rules and standards in their work

Cataloging issue - Rules are made to
be broken

The participant discusses that rules within
cataloging are subject to change and altering

Cataloging issue - Searchability

The participant discusses the function of user and
searching as it relates to their work

Cataloging issue - Special formats

The participant discusses in general the issues
related to special formats within their cataloging
work

Cataloging issue - Staffing

The participant discusses in general topics related
to staffing

Cataloging issue - Support from
cataloging community

The participant discusses in general issues related
to support within cataloging communities
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Cataloging issue - Technology

The participant discusses in general the impact of
technology on their work as catalogers

Cataloging issue - Theory versus
praxis

The participant discusses in general the
distinctions between theories of cataloging and
the practice of cataloging

Cataloging issue - Time as resource

The participant discusses in general the role time
plays in their cataloging work

Cataloging issue - Too much
descriptive power

The participant raises concerns around the
amount of control they are given to describe
things

Cataloging issue - Unique items

The participant discusses in general the issues
related to cataloging one-of-a-kind items

Cataloging issue - Users

The participant discusses in general the role users
play in their cataloging practices

Cataloging issue - Workplace
environment

The participant discusses in general the role their
workplace plays in their cataloging work. this can
include relationships between colleagues as well
as the workspace itself

Cataloging practice

This refers to an action or choice made by a
cataloger within their work. It can also include a
type of cataloging. For concerns, challenges, or
issues within cataloging refer to the "Cataloging
issue" code instead

Cataloging practice - Advanced
cataloging

The participant discusses in general principles
and practices associated with advanced cataloging
work

Cataloging practice - Avoiding
description that is outdated and
offensive

The participant discusses a deliberate avoidance
of any term or descriptor that could be deemed as
offensive or antiquated

Cataloging practice - Avoiding
description that is restrictive

The participant notes their deliberate avoidance of
choosing descriptive choices that could
potentially restrict or limit access

Cataloging practice - Avoiding
description when uncertain

The participant notes their avoidance of providing
any description or identificatory element of which
they might not be certain about

Cataloging practice - Basic
cataloging

The participant discusses in general principles or
practices associated with basic cataloging work

Cataloging practice - Being political
while cataloging

The participant discusses the deliberate choice to
be ideological with their cataloging
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Cataloging practice - Broad
cataloging

The participant discusses the deliberate choice to
be general in their descriptive practices

Cataloging practice - Choices
informed by larger aggregate (i.e.,
DPLA)

The participant discusses the role larger metadata
aggregates play in their descriptive choices

Cataloging practice - Close reading

The participant discusses the act of deeply
examining and interrogating a piece of visual
information

Cataloging practice - Copy cataloging The participant discusses the act of replicating a
catalog record for a piece of information in which
a catalog record already exists
Cataloging practice - Correcting
catalogs for normative presumptions

The participant discusses the deliberate act of
changing a catalog record to remove discursive
presumptions (i.e., heteronormativity or
masculine-presumptions)

Cataloging practice - Creating a name The participant discusses work associated with
authority record
getting a new subject heading created for a named
entity (i.e., person or corporate body)
Cataloging practice - Creating best
practices

The participant discusses the work of contextually
created and agreed upon, though not formalized,
set of practices to produce ideal outcomes

Cataloging practice - Creating
conversation between records

The participant discusses in general terms the
connecting of records between one another

Cataloging practice - Description

The participant discusses in general terms the
practice of description when it comes to
cataloging a piece of information

Cataloging practice - Discovery

The participant discusses in general terms the
desire to make information discoverable through
cataloging and description

Cataloging practice - Documentbased cataloging

An idea borrowed form Mai (2005) considers
cataloging practice to be oriented towards the
document itself, as opposed to the domain or field
of knowledge of a piece of information

Cataloging practice - Format rules

The participant discusses in general the following
of rules associated with any given format such as
a CD versus a book

Cataloging practice - Honing down
analysis

The participant discusses the practice of
condensing or altering a catalog description
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Cataloging practice - Leaving
comment of [unknown]

The participant discusses the practice of using
phrases like "unknown" to place holders in spaces
of a catalog where no given information is
available

Cataloging practice - Local
cataloging

The participant discusses in general terms
practices localized to their institutional cataloging
practices

Cataloging practice - Making new
record

The participant discusses in general terms the
process of creating a new record

Cataloging practice - Making note of The participant discusses the process of noting
interesting elements in item
unique or noteworthy elements about a piece of
information
Cataloging practice - Making records The participant discusses attending to the needs of
accessible for persons with
persons with disabilities within cataloging
disabilities
practices
Cataloging practice - Mark it and
park it

The participant discusses providing a catalog
record with a temporary description to have it
exist within a database

Cataloging practice - Non-traditional The participant discusses in general terms
cataloging
cataloging work that exists outside of traditional
cultural heritage institutions
Cataloging practice - Original
cataloging

The participant discusses in general terms work
associated with producing institution-specific
original cataloging records

Cataloging practice - Outreach

Participant discusses in general terms any work
they do to raise awareness and visibility of their
work as catalogers

Cataloging practice - Providing a
unique title

The participant discusses deliberate attempts to
provide a distinct title for a piece of information

Cataloging practice - Providing
current terms

The participant discusses work to provide up-todate terminology within their records

Cataloging practice - Providing
inspiration

The participant discusses cataloging to help
students seeking inspiration

Cataloging practice - Remove doubt
about resource

The participant discusses work around removing
any potential doubt about what a piece of
information is within their cataloging work

Cataloging practice - Research

The participant discusses in general terms any act
of research done with relation to confirming their
interpretation of the contents of a piece of
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information being cataloged. (i.e., Googling,
referring to an encyclopedia, etc.).
Cataloging practice - Traditional
cataloging

The participant in general terms evokes the idea
of engaging in a traditional form of cataloging

Cataloging practice - Using interns
and volunteers

The participant discusses the use of interns or
volunteers at any point in the cataloging process

Cataloging practice - Using
synonyms across metadata fields

The participant discusses the use of different, yet
ideologically similar terms across the fields of a
catalog record

Cataloging quality

The participant discusses in general terms what
constitutes a quality catalog record

Cataloging quality - Accessibility

The participant discusses in general terms the role
accessibility to a catalog record plays within its
quality

Cataloging quality - Broadness

The participant notes the breadth of a record as a
sign of a catalog record's quality

Cataloging quality - Completeness of The participant notes the completeness of a record
record
as a sign of a catalog record's quality
Cataloging quality - Consistency

The participant notes the consistency between
records and fields as a sign of a catalog record's
quality

Cataloging quality - Correctness

The participant notes a contextually defined
correct use of standards as a sign of a catalog
record's quality

Cataloging quality - Defined by use
of protocols or standards

The participant notes in general terms the role
protocols and standards play in the quality of a
catalog record

Cataloging quality - Encoding

The participant deliberately identities the role of
encoding in the quality of a catalog record

Cataloging quality - Happy users

The participant deliberately discusses the role of a
user being pleased in informing the quality of a
catalog record

Cataloging quality - Has human
touch

The participant discuses in general terms the role
of a notable human involvement in the quality of
a catalog record

Cataloging quality - Helpful

The participant discusses in general terms the
catalog record being helpful as a sign of its
quality
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Cataloging quality - Informed by
administrative demands

The participant discusses in general terms the role
administrators play in dictating the quality of a
catalog record

Cataloging quality - Justifies the
value of item in collection

The participant notes that a quality catalog record
helps justify the existence of a piece of
information within an institution

Cataloging quality - Size of record

The participant discusses in general terms the role
of a catalog record's size in its quality

Cataloging quality - Spelled out
acronyms

The participant notes that having all acronyms
spelled out to be of value to a catalog record's
quality

Cataloging resource

The participant discusses in general terms a
resource used to aid in their work as a cataloger

Cataloging resource - Area expert

The participant discusses an individual with a
knowledge expertise as being potentially helpful
in their cataloging work

Cataloging resource - Cataloger’s
desktop

The participant discusses the use of the software
cataloger's desktop as being helpful in their
cataloging work

Cataloging resource - Cataloging
books

The participant discusses texts on cataloging as
being helpful to their cataloging work

Cataloging resource - Classification
Web

The participant discusses the software
Classification web as being helpful to their
cataloging work

Cataloging resource - Classmates

The participant discusses current or past school
colleagues as being helpful to their cataloging
work

Cataloging resource - Collection
curator

The participant discusses a collection curator as
being helpful to their cataloging work

Cataloging resource - Creator

The participant discusses engaging with the
creator of a piece of information as being helpful
to their cataloging work

Cataloging resource - Documentation The participant discusses the use of pre-existing
documentation as being helpful to their cataloging
work. For discussion of the creation of
documentation use instead "Cataloging practice Documentation"
Cataloging resource - Donor

The participant discusses engaging with a donor
of a piece of information as being helpful to their
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cataloging work
Cataloging resource - Enhancement
technologies

The participant discusses the use of enhancement
technologies (i.e., zoom functions of image
editing software) as being helpful to their
cataloging work

Cataloging resource - Friends

The participant discusses the role of personal
acquaintances as being helpful to their cataloging
work

Cataloging resource - Go-to subject
terms

The participant discusses a set or sets of often
deployed subject terms as being helpful to their
cataloging work

Cataloging resource - Library of
congress

The participant discusses the Library of Congress
as an organizational entity as being helpful to
their work in cataloging

Cataloging resource - Listservs

The participant discusses web-based
communication spaces as being helpful to their
work in cataloging

Cataloging resource - Mentors

The participant discusses mentors as being
helpful to their work in cataloging

Cataloging resource - Other
institutions' records

The participant discusses already existing catalog
records available at other institutions as being
helpful to their work in cataloging

Cataloging resource - Personal notes

The participant discusses their own collection of
notes, memos, and references as being helpful to
their work in cataloging

Cataloging resource - Random
knowledge or facts

The participant discusses their own random and
often general knowledge as being helpful to their
work in cataloging

Cataloging resource - Social media

The participant discusses various social media
platforms and spaces within these platforms as
being helpful to their work in cataloging

Cataloging resource - Supervisors

The participant discusses their bosses, superiors,
and supervisors as being helpful to their work in
cataloging

Cataloging resource - Templates

The participant discusses the use of templates
whether found or self-created as helpful in their
cataloging work

Cataloging resource - Topical
research

The participant discusses the research related to
the topic of a piece of information as helpful in
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their cataloging work
Cataloging resource - Trainings

The participant discusses training opportunities as
being helpful to their cataloging work

Cataloging resource - Translation
software (i.e., Google Translate,
Word Lens, etc.)

The participant discusses software to aid in
translation as being helpful to their cataloging
work

Cataloging resource - Users

The participant discusses in general terms users as
being helpful in their cataloging work

Cataloging resource - Veteran staff

The participant discusses staff who have worked
at their respective institution longer as being
helpful to their cataloging work. If the person is
in and advisory or superior role to the participant
use instead "Cataloging resource - Supervisor"

Cataloging resource - Web-based
The participant discusses map applications as
map applications (i.e., Google Maps, being helpful to their cataloging work
Apple maps)
Cataloging resource - Wikipedia
Cataloging standard

The participant discusses Wikipedia as being
helpful to their cataloging work
The participant discusses in general standards as a
part of cataloging

Cataloging standard - Bibframe

The participant makes direct reference to
Bibframe

Cataloging standard - Dublin Core

The participant makes direct reference to Dublin
Core

Cataloging standard - MARC

The participant makes direct reference to MARC

Cataloging standard - PARIS
principles

The participant makes direct reference to the
PARIS principles

Cataloging standard - RDA toolkit

The participant makes direct reference to RDA
Toolkit

Dank quote

Any quote that proves particularly evocative,
illuminating, or insightful

Describing person

The participant discusses in general terms the
specific challenges around describing a person in
a piece of visual information

Describing person - Age

The participant discusses providing an age for a
person in a piece of visual information

Describing person - Avoid any
definitive identification practices

The participant discusses the choice to avoid any
assertions of identity for people within a piece of
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visual information
Describing person - Avoiding naming The participant discusses the choice to avoid any
naming of a person within a piece of visual
information
Describing person - Clothing

The participant discusses describing the garments
worn by a person within a piece of visual
information

Describing person - Concerns around The participant raises concerns about the lack of
intersectional representation
diversity in the persons represented in a piece of
visual information
Describing person - Ethnicity

The participant describes the ethnicity of a person
within a piece of visual information

Describing person - Job

The participant describes the profession of a
person within a piece of visual information

Describing person - Participant
challenges notion of identity as easy
to describe

The participant discusses in general terms the
difficulties of describing a person in a piece of
visual information

Describing person - People as easy to The participant discusses in general terms the lack
describe
of challenge in describing a person within a piece
of visual information
Describing person - Race

The participant describes the race of a person
within a piece of visual information

Describing person - Social identities

The participant describes social identities
associated with a person in a piece of visual
information (i.e., minister or bride)

Describing Person - Activity

The participant discusses in express terms an
activity being done by a person within a piece of
visual information

Education issue

The participant discusses in general terms issues
related to the education of catalogers

Education issue - Building visual info The participant discusses the need for more
cataloging component into needs of deliberate discussions of visual information
grad students or users
within graduate coursework
Education issue - Catalog courses as
too rule driven

The participant discusses cataloging coursework
as being too focused on rules

Education issue - Cataloger as selftaught

The participant discusses cataloging education as
being taught by themselves
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Education issue - Catalogers in need
of retraining

The participant suggests that the field of
cataloging in general requires retraining

Education issue - Cataloging after
MLIS

The participant discusses cataloging work while
pursuing their MLIS

Education issue - Cataloging as
The participant discusses cataloging as being
theory and history driven during LIS driven by theory and history during graduate
work
Education issue - Cataloging before
MLIS

The participant discusses cataloging work prior to
pursuing their MLIS

Education issue - Cataloging during
MLIS

The participant discusses cataloging work after
pursuing their MLIS

Education issue - Cataloging
mentorship

The participant discusses mentorship as part of
their cataloging internship

Education issue - Cataloging
scholarship

The participant evokes or refers to scholarship on
or about cataloging and catalogers

Education issue - Cataloging training The participant directly expresses training as part
of their cataloging education
Education issue - Challenge of
providing critical scholarship in
academia

The participant raises concerns around producing
critical scholarship within the confines of
academia

Education issue - Cost of LIS training The participant raises concerns about the
vs. payoff
economic incentives of becoming educated as a
trained cataloger
Education issue - Costly nature of
learning authority cataloging

The participant discusses the educational barriers
associated with learning authority cataloging

Education issue - Desire for more
theory in LIS education

The participant evokes a need for more theory
within cataloging education

Education issue - Desire to have
learned more in school

The participant discusses in general terms the
wish to have learned more in school

Education issue - Education as point
of influence

The participant notes their cataloging education
as having a direct impact on their work

Education issue - Fear of cataloging
schoolwork

The participant discusses a general sentiment of
fear associated with cataloging coursework

Education issue - Field of LIS to be
tech adverse

The participant discusses in general terms the LIS
field as being technophobic

Education issue - Historical figure in The participant evokes a key historical figure
cataloging world
within cataloging practice and scholarship
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Education issue - Impossibility of
The participant discusses the impossibility of
training catalogers on all knowledges preparing a cataloger to possess every knowledge
Education issue - Internship as
education

The participant discusses an internship or
volunteer work as being part of their cataloging
education

Education issue - Issues of cataloging The participant discusses in general issues with
training in MLIS
cataloging training during graduate work
Education issue - Lack of courses
during school

The participant discusses a lack of available
cataloging coursework during their graduate work

Education issue - Lack of
professional training in cataloging
broadly

The participant discusses in general terms the lack
of professional education opportunities for
catalogers outside of graduate school

Education issue - Lack of scholarship The participant discusses in general terms the lack
about catalogers
of scholarship about catalogers as a group
Education issue - Learning cataloging The participant discusses their cataloging
on the job
education as having happened while working
Education issue - MLIS as repetition The participant discusses their graduate work as
for what participant already knew
being a refresher of what they already know
Education issue - Paraprofessional vs The participant makes distinctions between the
professional
work of those educated as catalogers and those
working as catalogers without professional
training
Education issue - Participant began
work as student before going to
school for MLIS

The participant discusses having worked as a
cataloger prior to pursing their MLIS

Education issue - Participant notes
that they do not have an MLIS

The participant discusses in general terms not
having an MLIS

Education issue - Participant situates The participant discusses how their previous
past non-cataloging education
education informs their work as a cataloger
Education issue - Profession of
cataloging as coming in waves

The participant discusses in general terms the
education of cataloging as being iterative

Education issue - Schools allowing
students to avoid cataloging
coursework

The participant discusses the lack of required
cataloging coursework within graduate work

Education issue - Value of cataloging The participant discusses the value of being able
sandbox for learning
to experiment with cataloging records and
standards
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Education issue - Years of experience The participant discusses in quantifiable terms the
with cataloging
number of years they have spent as a cataloger
Gender issue

Gender issue - Anti-trans sentiment

The participant at any point during the interview
raises an issue directly or indirectly related to
one's gender
The participant evokes an idea or phrase that
could be perceived as transphobic

Gender issue - Asking when one’s
The participant discusses the general relevancy of
queer gender performance is relevant one's nonconforming gender identity to a given
catalog record
Gender issue - Blurriness as issue of
gender assignment

The participant discusses gender as an obscure
and hard to identify thing

Gender issue - Complications of trans The participant notes the difficulties associated
identity in historical catalog records with provided appropriate terms for transgender
and gender nonconforming identities within older
catalog records
Gender issue - Content is queer

The participant discusses in general terms the
content appearing to have some component of
queerness to it

Gender issue - Defining gender
expression related to sex-assigned at
birth

The participant conflates one's gender with a
presumed sex-assigned-at-birth

Gender issue - Desire to be as gender The participant discusses an attempt to be neutral
neutral as possible
in their gender description whenever possible
Gender issue - Evokes biological and The participant discusses catalog records that
medical interpretations of sex and
describe gender and or sex in wholly clinical
gender in cataloging
terms
Gender issue - Evokes need for
gender neutral terms

The participant evokes the need for a set of
gender-neutral terms when describing content

Gender issue - Fear of misgendering

The participant discusses in general terms
concerns over misgendering when describing a
person while cataloging

Gender issue - Gender as natural
assumption

The participant discusses in general terms the
natural desire to gender people

Gender issue - Gender as revelation

The participant discusses gender as thing that is
revealed to a person

Gender issue - Gender discourse is
messy to external cataloging

The participant discusses identifying gender as
being challenging beyond just the work of
cataloging
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Gender issue - Gender element
relevance based on its potential
collection

The participant notes the choice to bring forward
gender as being tied to the relevance of a
collection

Gender issue - Gender expression Clothing as gender signifier

The participant discusses clothing as informing
how they understand the gender expression of an
individual while cataloging

Gender issue - Gender implications
of footage

The participant discusses in general terms the role
gender plays in the clips they are viewing for the
Think Aloud exercise

Gender issue - Gender
nonconforming clips inform the
normative presumptions of first clip

The participant discusses changing one's
assumptions about gender descriptions of the first
clip in the Think Aloud exercise based on viewing
the second and/or third clips

Gender issue - Gendering

The participant discusses in general terms the act
of identifying a person's gender. If a participant is
talking more broadly about the idea of gender use
instead "Gender issue - General discussion of
gender"

Gender issue - General discussion of The participant discusses gender in general terms.
gender
If a participant is focusing specifically on the
describing of gender use instead "Gender issue Gendering"
Gender issue - Hesitance to assume
gender

The participant notes their caution to ascribe a
gender to a person

Gender issue - Hesitance to assume
sex

The participant notes their caution to ascribe a sex
to a person

Gender issue - Intent vs. Action of
gendering

The participant distinguishes between the action
of gender and the intentions associated with that
action

Gender issue - Juxtaposes current
The participant discusses the distinctions between
gender identities with historical terms contemporary terminology for diverse gender
identities in relation to the terms available in
different historical contexts
Gender issue - Limitations of subject The participant discusses the general lack of
headings around non-cisgender
gender nonconforming inclusive subject headings
identities
within cataloging standards
Gender issue - Limits of gendered
language to describe gender

The participant discusses the limits of gendered
language to discuss diverse gender identities

Gender issue - No shortcuts for
naming gender

The participant notes that there exists no quick
way to name gender
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Gender issue - Normative gender
presentation leads to normative
assumptions

The participant discusses the impact a normative
gender expression has on one's assumptions about
gender

Gender issue - Participant associates
a traditional gender role with person
in image

The participant ascribes a traditional gender role
to a perceived gender of a person in an image
(i.e., bride or father)

Gender issue - Participant comments The participant discusses gender as being
on the layered nature of gender
multiple things existing together
Gender issue - Participant considers
historical possibility of gender
performances shown

The participant interrogates the historical and
temporal possibilities of any gender expression
shown in images

Gender issue - Participant describes
gender expression

The participant discusses the way a person
expresses their gender through expressive means
such as dress or gesture

Gender issue - Participant evokes
historically queer terms

The participant evokes a term or terms for gender
that are antiquated

Gender issue - Participant gives
example of gendering

The participant provides an example of how one
might go about gendering a person

Gender issue - Participant imagines
multiple genders present

The participant discusses the possibility of more
than two genders being present in a piece of
footage

Gender issue - Participant navigates
gendering process after the exercise
“reveal”

The participant continues to gender persons in
images even after the reveal that gender might be
more complex than they presumed

Gender issue - Participant notes
confusion around gender expression

The participant discusses in general terms being
confused about the gender expression shown in
images

Gender issue - Participant notes
gender performance

The participant discusses in express terms the
idea that gender is being performed within a piece
of footage

Gender issue - Participant notes
gender play

The gender discusses gender as being playful or
parodic in a clip

Gender issue - Participant notes their The participant notes their identity as cisgender
cisgender identity
Gender issue - Participant notes their The participant notes their identity as
heterosexual identity
heterosexual
Gender issue - Participant notes their The participant notes their identity as trans or
relationship to a trans or gender
gender nonconforming
nonconforming person
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Gender issue - Participant notes value The participant discusses the potential value the
of images for gender studies
images might have to the field of gender studies
Gender issue - Participant nuances
ways gender identity might matter

The participant discusses in express detail how
gender identity might matter in a piece of footage

Gender issue - Participant questions
intent of gender expression

The participant discusses the presumed
expression of gender in a piece of footage

Gender issue - Participant questions
intentions of gender performance

The participant discusses the presumed
performance of gender in a piece of footage

Gender issue - Participant questions
the choice of gender labeling

The participant questions the choice of gender
labels within a piece of footage

Gender issue - Participant realizes the The participant discusses in specific terms the
potential for gender ambiguity in clip potential of gender being ambiguous in a piece of
footage
Gender issue - Participant reflects on The participant in general terms reflects on their
issues of gendering subjects in think gendering choices in the Think Aloud exercise
aloud exercise
Gender issue - Participant reflects on The participant discusses their past work with
personal work with queer content
queer content
Gender issue - Participant suggests
using queer affirmtive thesaurus in
catalogs

The participant notes the option to use a proLGBTQ+ set of catalog standards

Gender issue - Participant uses
The participant uses the image's distance to
proximity of image to explain gender explain their presumed gendering of a person
choices
Gender issue - Potential to navigate
gender performance with more time

The participant discusses their potential ability to
provide a more appropriate gender label to an
image with time

Gender issue - Providing descriptions The participant discusses the challenges of being
patrons who are not queer friendly
queer friendly in descriptions when patrons may
not approve
Gender issue - Queerdar goes off

The participant notes their own queer identity as
causing them to presume a potential queerness in
the images they are looking at

Gender issue - Questioning gender as The participant discusses in express terms
a practical issue for catalogers
whether worrying about gender is the problem of
catalogers
Gender issue - Sexuality conflated
with gender

The participant conflates one's sexuality with
their gender identity
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Gender issue - Social acceptance of
gender nonconforming persons

The participant discusses in general terms the
current social presumptions around gender
nonconforming persons

Gender issue - The quick succession
of images as challenge to gender

The participant suggests that the edits and
multiple images make it difficult to ascribe
gender to a person

Gender issue - The Western bias of
gender discourses

The participant notes the Western biases present
in how society understands gender identity

Participant researcher dynamics

The interactions between the research and the
participant during the interview process

Participant researcher dynamics Participant acknowledges their
presupposition of being led into
practice (gendering)

The participant calls attention to the Think Aloud
exercise as being focused on gender-based
presumptions

Participant researcher dynamics Participant asks about interviewer’s
research

The participant inquiries about the researcher's
research goals

Participant researcher dynamics Participant asks for non-theory
products from researcher

The participant requests that the research produce
non-theory work out of their research

Participant researcher dynamics The participant makes direct observations around
Participant comments on structure of the format of the Think Aloud exercise
Think Aloud exercise
Participant researcher dynamics The participant suggests potential issues with the
Participant confronts question choice researcher's questions
of interviewer
Participant researcher dynamics Participant evokes own identities as
queer to researcher

The participant notes their queer identities to the
researcher outside of the context of research

Participant researcher dynamics Participant expresses interest in
gender identity topics

The participant expresses their own interest in
gender-based research

Participant researcher dynamics Participant notes artificial nature of
exercise

The participant calls attention to the artificiality
of the Think Aloud exercise as replicating
cataloging work

Participant researcher dynamics Participant questions researchers
cataloging knowledge

The participant asks questions about the
researcher's knowledge about cataloging
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Participant researcher dynamics Participant seeks direction from
interviewer

The participant seeks directions from the
interviewer about the interview, Think Aloud
exercise, or answers

Participant researcher dynamics Participant worries about being too
technical with answers

The participant expresses concern over being
overly technical in their answers

Participant researcher dynamics Reassuring participant

The researcher provides assurance to the
participant about the work they are doing

Participant researcher dynamics Researcher shares cataloging
experience

The researcher shares with the participant their
own experiences with cataloging

Participant researcher dynamics Participant asks about video clips

The participant asks in express terms about the
videos used for the Think Aloud exercise

Participant researcher dynamics Participant questions definition of
research term

The participant asks questions about terms
deployed within research protocol

Professional issue

The participant discusses in general terms and
issue related to the profession within the larger
umbrella of librarian and information science

Professional issue - Addressing
library stereotypes

The participant discusses in general terms
generalizations made about librarianship and
those who work as information professionals

Professional issue - Librarian as
superhuman

The participant discusses presumptions made
about librarians as being superhuman

Professional issue - Librarianship as
an ableist profession

The participant discusses in general terms the LIS
profession as being unfriendly to differently abled
persons

Professional issue - Participant
describes job search

The participant discusses in general terms what
their job search looked like

Professional issue - Realities of anti- The participant raises concerns around what
LGBTQ sentiment in LIS profession LGBTQ+ inclusion looks like within librarianship
Professional issue - Seniority at job

The participant discusses in general terms their
veteran status at their library or cultural heritage
institution

Professional issue - Tenured librarian The participant discusses in general terms
status
librarians at their institution with tenure status
Professional issue - Vocational awe

Borrowing from Ettarh's (2018) work a
participant discusses a perception that
librarianship is inherently good and that as a
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result anything critical of it is seen as an attack
against the professions vocational superiority
Think aloud

Observations made within the context of the
Think Aloud exercise specifically

Think aloud - Age

The participant guesses the age of the people
within the footage

Think aloud - Applies subject
headings

The participant imagines subject headings they
might apply to the shown footage

Think aloud - Audio

The participant makes comments about the audio
or lack thereof of the footage

Think aloud - Avoidance of
assumptions

The participant discusses in express terms their
desire to avoid assuming certainty with anything
they are seeing

Think aloud - Bug

The participant notes the "MIRC.SC.EDU" bug
within footage

Think aloud - Camera angle

The participant discusses the location of the
camera within the footage

Think aloud - Cataloging process

The participant imagines how they might
generally go about cataloging the footage

Think aloud - Challenges of
contemporary language to define
content

The participant notes their own contemporary
language use as impacting how they describe the
footage

Think aloud - Clothing

The participant discusses the clothing of the
individuals in the footage

Think aloud - Connecting clips to one The participant makes connections between the
another
clips shown within the exercise
Think aloud - Creation date

The participant guesses a creation date for the
footage

Think aloud - Culture and cultural
roles

The participant guesses cultural roles and
practices associated with the persons in the
footage (i.e., groom, wedding, or minister)

Think aloud - Date

The participant guesses a date as to when the
footage takes place

Think aloud - Describes Activities

The participant notes activities seen by the people
within the footage

Think aloud - Digital format of
footage

The participant notes the digital nature of the
footage

Think aloud - Editing

The participant discusses editing within the
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footage
Think aloud - Emotional response to
clips

The participant notes their own affective response
to what is shown in the footage

Think aloud - Evaluating action

The participant makes an evaluative judgment
about the footage (sad, interesting, odd, etc.)

Think aloud - Evokes same-sex
marriage

The participant makes a guess about the footage
containing a same-sex marriage

Think aloud - Evokes sexuality

The participant guesses about the sexuality of a
person within the footage

Think aloud - Extends analysis
beyond shown content

The participant imagines information and
contexts beyond the footage provided

Think aloud - Famous person

The participant guesses that one of the people in
footage might be famous

Think aloud - Flora and Fauna

The participant describes the flora and/or fauna
shown in a piece of footage

Think aloud - Gender

The participant guesses the gender of the people
within the footage

Think aloud - Genre

The participant makes a guess as to what genre
the footage falls within (i.e., home movie or
newsreel)

Think aloud - Geographic setting

The participant makes a guess as to where
geographically the footage was shot

Think aloud - Historical context

The participant imagines a historical context for
the footage

Think aloud - Image quality

The participant makes observations about the
quality of the image (i.e., decay, deterioration, or
dropout)

Think aloud - Imagines collection
curator

The participant imagines a collection curator who
might have information about the footage

Think aloud - Imagines confirming
interpretation with others

The participant imagines reaching out to others to
confirm interpretation of what they see in footage

Think aloud - Imagines donor

The participant imagines a donor who might have
information about the footage

Think aloud - Imagining container for The participant imagines a container (i.e., cassette
visual info
or reel of film) from which the footage was
digitized
Think aloud - Intentions of footage

The participant guesses as to the intentions behind
the creation of the piece of footage
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Think aloud - Joking

The participant makes a joke in relation to the
footage

Think aloud - Materials outside of
participants knowledge

The participant discusses in express terms the
nature of the footage being outside of their
knowledge base

Think aloud - Names researcher as
creator of content

The participant names the researcher as the
creator of the footage

Think aloud - Notes lack of provided The participant calls attention to their lack of
context for images
context related to the footage being described
Think aloud - Object

The participant identities in general terms an
object within the footage

Think aloud - Observes limits of a
cataloging standards

The participant calls attention to the challenges
subject headings provide to describing the footage

Think aloud - Pausing clip

The participant expressly discusses pausing the
clip

Think aloud - Potential private nature The participant imagines a private nature to the
of images
footage
Think aloud - Potential public nature The participant imagines a public nature to the
of images
footage
Think aloud - Provenance

The participant imagines a potential provenance
for the footage

Think aloud - Provides temporary
title

The participant provides a potential title for the
footage

Think aloud - Quantifies amount of
people

The participant provides a numeric amount to the
people shown in the footage

Think aloud - Race

The participant guesses the race of the people in
the footage

Think aloud - Runtime

The participant observes the runtime of the
footage

Think aloud - Social spaces

The participant guesses as to what social spaces
are being show within the footage (i.e., church or
garden)

Think aloud - Socioeconomic status

The participant guesses as to the socioeconomic
status of the people within the footage

Think aloud - Spatial

The participant discusses in general terms the
spatial components of the footage (i.e.,
differentiating between it being inside or outside)

Think aloud - Temporal elements

The participant discusses in general terms the
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temporal elements of the footage (i.e., the footage
is old)
Think aloud - The reality of being
The participant imagines in general being able to
able to go to a source for information go to a given source for further information on
footage
Think aloud - Time stamp

The participant refers to a specific timestamp
within the footage

Think aloud - Use of YouTube for
viewing

The participant notes the footage being viewed on
YouTube

Think aloud - Value

The participant discusses in general terms
potential importance or value of the footage

Think aloud - Video skimming

The participant notes scrubbing through or
skimming the video

Think aloud - YouTube video title

The participant discusses the title provided by the
researcher for the YouTube clip

Think Aloud - Observes in-video text The participant notes text within video exercise
(i.e., “Moving image 1)
Think Aloud - Researching

Visual info cataloging as...

The participant discusses research they would do
or are doing to confirm something seen within the
videos shown
The participant discusses in general terms visual
information cataloging as consisting of an idea or
ideas

Visual info cataloging as generally
hard

The participant discusses in general terms visual
information cataloging as being difficult

Visual info cataloging as non-selfexplanatory

The participant discusses visual information
cataloging as not providing any guidance

Visual info cataloging as rule
breaking

The participant discusses visual information
cataloging as breaking the rules of cataloging

Visual info cataloging as the 5 W’s
(who, what, where, when, and why)

The participant discusses, in the context of visual
cataloging, as working to find all or any of the 5
W’s

Visual info cataloging element

General elements associated with cataloging a
piece of visual information

Visual info cataloging element Color

The color or lack thereof within a piece of visual
information

Visual info cataloging element Composition

The general structure and visual organization of a
piece of visual information
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Visual info cataloging element Container

The storage device for a piece of visual
information such as a cassette, disc, or reel of film

Visual info cataloging element Copy

An item that is a reproduction of an original item

Visual info cataloging element Copyright

The rights to the intellectual property of a piece of
visual information

Visual info cataloging element - Core A set of negotiable elements presumed to be
requirements
present in most piece of visual information
Visual info cataloging element Focal points

The points of visual interest within a piece of
visual information

Visual info cataloging element Genre

A set of ideologies or themes that make a piece of
visual information categorically like others (i.e., a
war photograph or a mining map)

Visual info cataloging element Geographic points

The identifiable points of geography within a
piece of visual information

Visual info cataloging element Lighting

The way that light or the lack thereof exists
within a piece of visual information

Visual info cataloging element Nonfiction

The piece of visual information is intended render
reality in some compacity

Visual info cataloging element Original

The piece of visual information is the first of its
kind and is not a replication of any sort

Visual info cataloging element People

The individuals who are most often human that
show up in a piece of visual information

Visual info cataloging element Perspective

The point of view one is presumed to be taking
within looking at a piece of visual information.
(Ex. Birds eye view when looking at a map or an
extreme close-up in a photograph)

Visual info cataloging element Physical access points

The location(s) where the physical piece of visual
information is stored

Visual info cataloging element Physical makeup

The dimensions, textures, and general shape of a
piece of visual information

Visual info cataloging element Provenance

Any important or prominent value points for a
piece of visual information

Visual info cataloging element Publisher or Producer

The person or organization responsible for the
creation of a piece of visual information

Visual info cataloging element - Run The length of time (if bound by such structures)
time
from beginning to end of a piece of visual
information
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Visual info cataloging element Spatial contexts

Relevant space-specific contexts within a piece of
visual information

Visual Info cataloging element Temporal contexts

Relevant time-specific contexts within a piece of
visual information

Visual info cataloging element Things

In general, all those objects that are non-human
within a piece of visual information

Visual info cataloging element - Title The descriptive component to give a meta
explanation about a piece of visual information
Visual info cataloging issue

The participant discusses in general terms issues
related to the work of visual information
cataloging

Visual info cataloging issue Abstract vs. real

The participant discusses the fictional or
nonfictional nature of the visual information
being cataloged

Visual info cataloging issue - AI

The participant raises concerns around the role of
artificial intelligence in visual information
cataloging

Visual info cataloging issue Applying description versus visual
interpretation

The participant discusses in express terms
distinctions between descriptive practices and
interpretive practices within visual information
cataloging

Visual info cataloging issue - Based
on one’s knowledge of topic

The participant discusses the role individual
knowledge plays in their ability to catalog visual
information

Visual info cataloging issue - Blurry

The participant discusses issues around visual
information being blurry or hard to see

Visual info cataloging issue Connecting resource container to
content

The participant discusses in general terms trying
to make visual information connect to the
container on which it is held

Visual info cataloging issue Description contingent on type of
visual info

The participant notes the role a type of visual
information plays in how it is described (i.e.,
differences between maps and photographs)

Visual info cataloging issue Example

The participant describes in express terms an
example of the challenges of visual information
cataloging

Visual info cataloging issue - Items
produced for specific individual use

The participant discusses in general terms visual
information created for the use by a single
individual
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Visual info cataloging issue - Lack of The participant discusses in general terms visual
context
information as lacking in clear context
Visual info cataloging issue - Lack of The participant discusses in general terms visual
text
information lacking in written or typed text
Visual info cataloging issue - Need
for longer descriptions for visual
information

The participant discusses in general terms the
need for lengthier descriptive process with visual
information cataloging

Visual info cataloging issue - No
physical location

The participant discusses issues wherein a piece
of visual information does not have a physical
location

Visual info cataloging issue - Places
as easier to describe

The participant discusses in general terms spatial
and geographic locations as being easier to
describe in visual information

Visual info cataloging issue Requires more work

The participant discusses in general terms any
additional work such as research and examination
required for a piece of visual information

Visual info cataloging issue Secondary practice to textual
cataloging

The participant discusses the secondary role
visual information plays to text-based cataloging

Visual info cataloging issue - Special The participant discusses in express terms visual
collections
information being an issue specific to special
collections
Visual info cataloging issue - Staying The participant discusses in general terms the
focused on contents of visual info
challenges of staying focused on the contents
specific to a piece of visual information
visual info cataloging issue Subjective interpretation

The participant discusses in general terms their
own subjectivity in cataloging work

Visual info cataloging issue - Title as The participant discusses in general terms the
challenge
challenges of providing a title for a piece of visual
information
Visual info cataloging issue Uncertainty
Visual info cataloging practice

Visual info cataloging practice Creating context

The participant discusses in general terms the role
uncertainty plays in cataloging visual information
The participant discusses in general terms
practices associated with the work of visual
information cataloging
The participant discusses visual information
cataloging work as helping to build context for a
piece of visual information when there is no preexisting context from which to pull.
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Visual info cataloging practice Marking content as unknown

The participant discusses the use of the unknown
marker when cataloging visual information

Visual info cataloging practice Person description

The participant discusses in express terms the
work of describing a person within a piece of
visual information

Visual info cataloging practice - Title The participant discusses in express terms
creation
creating a title for a piece of visual information
Visual info cataloging quality

Visual info cataloging quality Access points

The participant discusses in general terms
elements to constitute a quality visual information
catalog record
The participant identifies access points as being a
component of a quality visual information catalog
record

Visual info cataloging quality - Gives The participant identifies elements of provenance
provenance
as being indicative of a quality visual information
catalog record
Visual info cataloging quality Minimally viable record

The participant discusses in express terms a
quality visual information catalog record as being
minimally viable

Visual info cataloging quality - Notes The participant identifies the discussion of the
unique features and defects of object uniqueness of a piece of visual information as
being a component of its quality as a catalog
record
Visual info cataloging resource

The participant discusses in general terms the
resources they use to aid in the work of cataloging
visual information

Visual info cataloging resource Accompanying material

The participant identifies the existence of
additional materials as aiding in visual
information cataloging

Visual info cataloging resource Cataloging standards

The participant discusses in general cataloging
standards as being helpful to their cataloging of
visual information

Visual info cataloging resource Collection-level knowledge

The participant identifies existing collection
knowledge as aiding them in the cataloging of
visual information

Visual info cataloging resource Curator of collection

The participant identifies a collection curator as
aiding them in the cataloging of visual
information
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Visual info cataloging resource Dictionaries

The participant identifies dictionaries as aiding
them in the cataloging of visual information

Visual info cataloging resource Digital file manipulation

The participant identifies software that allows
them to manipulate digital files (i.e., Photoshop)
as aiding them in cataloging visual information

Visual info cataloging resource Donor

The participant identifies the donor as aiding
them in their cataloging of visual information

Visual info cataloging resource Field experts

The participant identifies topical knowledge
experts as aiding them in their cataloging of
visual information

Visual info cataloging resource Finding aids

The participant identifies collection finding aids
as helping them in their cataloging of visual
information

Visual info cataloging resource The participant identifies relational historical
Historical objects in relation to visual objects (i.e., building or statue) as helping them in
info
their cataloging of visual information
Visual info cataloging resource Image databases

The participant identifies image databases (i.e.,
Getty Images or Google Images) as aiding them
in their cataloging of visual information

Visual info cataloging resource Institutional records

The participant identifies institutional records
(i.e., directories and yearbooks) as aiding them in
their cataloging of visual information

Visual info cataloging resource - Key The participant discusses in general terms a key
or legend
or legend as helping them in their cataloging of
visual information
Visual info cataloging resource Listservs

The participant identifies listservs or similar
professional communication spaces as aiding
them in visual information cataloging

Visual info cataloging resource - Pre- The participant identifies already existing
existing knowledge
knowledge as aiding in visual information
cataloging
Visual Info cataloging resource Publisher

The participant identifies a content producer or
publisher as aiding them in cataloging visual
information

Visual info cataloging resource Research

The participant discusses in general the work of
research in aiding them in visual information
cataloging

Visual info cataloging resource Reverse Image Search

The participant discusses in express terms the
practice of reverse image search in aiding them in
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visual information cataloging
Visual info cataloging resource Thesauri

The participant identifies thesauri as aiding them
in their cataloging of visual information
cataloging

Visual info cataloging resource Wikipedia

The participant identifies in explicit terms
Wikipedia as aiding them in their cataloging of
visual information cataloging

Visual info cataloging resource Workshops

The participant discusses learned content from
Workshops and trainings as aiding them in their
cataloging of visual information cataloging
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APPENDIX I
GLOSSARY
Cataloger: A professional who organizes and compiles information for use within
institutional settings
Cisgender: An identity referring to a person whose sex-assigned-at-birth matches their
gender identity
Cisnormativity: The assumption that everyone is cisgender, and that cisgender identity is the
default in social spaces
Cultural heritage institution: Organizations, space, or groups whose work preserves and
makes available cultural heritage
Expert systems: A field of thought organized by practices and provision of resources (such as
medicine) whose access to practice includes multiple, shifting barriers making entry difficult
Gender: A set of social constructed identities and roles ascribed to a person or persons, often
informed by perceptions about one’s gender based on their sex assigned. at birth
Heteronormativity: The presumption that everyone is heterosexual, and that heterosexuality
is the default in social spaces
Misgendering: The act deliberate or otherwise of ascribing a gender to an individual who is
not of that gender identity
Phenomenology: The study of an individual’s embodied experience with reality
Queer (n): An identificatory term deployed by some members of the LGBTQIA+
community to reference the complex relationships between sexuality and gender, especially
those identities which exist outside of heteronormative and cisnormative frameworks
Queer (v): A practice borrowed from queer theory and activism which engages with
identifying and deconstructing normative discursive ideologies with a particular focus on
binaries
Sex assigned at birth: Sex given a person upon birth based upon factors like chromosomes,
hormones, and both internal and external genitalia
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Transgender and gender nonconforming: A person whose gender identity does not match
their sex assigned at birth or whose gender does not ascribe to a Western male/female binary
Transnormativity: The presumption that being transgender exists only with a binary of male
and female and further one’s legitimacy as a transgender person relies on an essentialized set
of transition related actions, most often medical in nature.
Visual information: Information whose elements and use exist primarily for visual
engagement (i.e., photographs, moving images, maps)
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